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Movies and Science Communication
Developments in science & technology are hallmarks 
of a country’s progress and development.  To this 
end science communication plays an important 
role as it develops a scientifically literate society, 
a citizenry with scientific bend of mind and logical 
approach and a society which understands and 
appreciates issues involved in S&T, so essential for 
taking informed and logical decisions. 

Science communication employs several 
modes of communication in order to be effective and 
impactful.  Any popular medium of communication 
that touches the hearts of people is effective.  
Movies, as a medium, have always been appreciated 
and used for communication and entertainment.  
This medium of films engages public, entertains 
and reflects the societal panorama which is in contextual conformity with the 
audience and its surroundings.  This medium is most versatile considering its reach 
and popularity.  Therefore, exploiting this medium for science communication not 
only extends the reach but also creates greater impact. 

The National Science Film Festival & Competition (NSFF) organised by 
Vigyan Prasar in collaboration with National Council of Science Museums 
every year to promote development of movies on science and technology and 
to recognize creativity and best efforts of film producers and quality of films on 
complex science and technology subjects is an outstanding effort.  This programme 
has grown in strength and spirit as is evident from participation and quality of 
movies produced.  The producers have been able to emphatically communicate 
scientific messages, reinforce learning, incorporate ideas and perceptions strongly 
and touch upon several issues of S&T confronting society.  This effort has also 
resulted in nurturing the creativity of young and new film makers and producers.

I compliment the efforts of the organizers and congratulate the participants 
of the NSFF for contributing to the success of the programme.

G S Rautela
Director General

National Council of Science 
Museums



Science and technology communication through 
films made by citizens and institutions:  
The NSFF 2016

Thank you for your attention on this document. It is 
about the 6th edition of the National Science Film 
Festival (NSFF).

Vigyan Prasar is grateful to all leaders in the 
interface of films and society who have been with us 
in our efforts in this context.  They have evaluated 
films, shared their insights about the road map to 
strengthen films based science and technology 
communication strategies and continued to 
deliberate on the deliverables we propose for our 
festival.  

You may like to note, these leaders personify 
the best of expertise in film centred communication. 
I have deliberately said ‘personify’ because they 

articulate excellence and by and large practice excellence in all fields of their 
respective pursuits.  They are also exceptionally sensitive fellow humans, steeped 
in humility and willing to extend the benefit of their expertise to citizens we engage 
with.  I suppose Vigyan Prasar will soon develop a community of practitioners 
including these experts to sustain their involvement as we progress along our 
road map. 

Vigyan Prasar recognizes the robustness of film based communication 
especially when it originates from amateurs and institutions whose initiatives go 
beyond commercial motives. This is to highlight nascent zeal and enthusiasm to 
communicate.  This initiative will help map such efforts across the country based 
on the fact of submissions for evaluation and importantly help identify locally 
available communication resources.  These can be tapped into when calls for 
concerted and swift communication arise.  

We have gathered some important insights on the dynamics of 
communication about science and technology for citizens far removed from 
related pursuits. Such aspects as analytical and theoretical frameworks1, 
comparisons with formal and non – formal approaches including choice and 
confluence of media2-5,10, links and dilemmas between “scientific and entertainment 
cultures”6,8,9, implications of pooling of resources for production7,  some 
comparable initiatives and knowledge resources in film based communication11,15 

- 18, audiences and their responses12,13, and  fundamentals of making audio – visual 

Dr R Gopichandran
Director, Vigyan Prasar



learning resources14
, Films in the NSFF are viewed through perspectives that 

integrate these insights with the excellence, members of the jury stand for.  This 
has actually helped cover an increasing variety of films and producers, from across 
our country. 

Vigyan Prasar is grateful to the National Council for Science Museums 
(NCSM) for its partnership. We wish to piggy back on the humungous outreach 
NCSM has due to the footfalls it enables in science and technology outreach and 
the variety of programmes it has.  This helps local level access to films in addition 
to delivery of capacity enhancement services.  

We are grateful to all other institutions too engaged in this edition.  We 
learn about the tenacity of purpose they exhibit for communication.  They extend 
the benefit of engaging with their stakeholder groups too in this process. We 
invite fellow communicators to make use of the knowledge resources we present 
through this joint initiative.  You may also like to share your insights on the 
dynamics of communication and knowledge products you have to create a larger 
repertoire of these for the benefit of our fellow citizens. 

Our country’s landscape with reference to information and related 
engagement needs is large enough to provide communication opportunities for all 
willing and well meaning communicators.  The coming together of Vigyan Prasar 
and NCSM in particular and all other collaborators signifies this inclusiveness. 

We have a long way to go. We can assist national missions through initiatives 
that will help reach the unreached.  We can also develop and implement location 
and cause specific communication strategies driven by logical frameworks. We 
actually have to go beyond the myopic argument about straight jacketed turfs 
of communication.  This is essentially due to the pervasiveness of method and 
applications of science and technology in our daily lives.  Arguably this is so 
across walks and stages of life. We will make sure we do not trample other’s 
feet as it were and establish the much needed milieu of  inclusive engagement 
in communication.  We as communicators have to demonstrate the robustness 
of this larger coming together much as we wish our fellow citizens will evolve 
through inclusive outlooks when our materials reach their folds. 
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SPECIAL INVITEE  
 
MIKE H. PANDEY

Hero of the Environment “Times -USA”
Shri Mike Pandey – globally honoured & renowned 
for his pioneering and landmark conservation work. 
He is India’s iconic wildlife conservationist and 
Environmentalist / Filmmaker.

Shri Mike Pandey has been working with 
single minded dedication for over 35 years to 
protect Wildlife & the environment in India. This, 
he has done successfully and made a difference. His 
outstanding efforts brought legislation to protect 
the whale shark not only in India under the wildlife 

Act 1972, but also globally along with protection for other species over the years.  
Five times legislative changes have been brought in India through his 

powerful films.
He was awarded the Rajiv Gandhi wildlife conservation award for his 

outstanding single handed work to protect Indian wildlife and heritage – without 
any support from any organization or institution using films to inform motivate 
and address policymakers and the common man. 

 “The Time Magazine” USA, declared Mike Pandey a “Global Hero of the 
Environment 2009 in the Visionaries and leader categories.

SPAN MAGAZINE U.S.  
 “Mike Pandey, a hero not only in India, but around the world. Pandey uses his 
talents to make films- films that have saved entire species, such as India’s vultures 
and whale Shark, the world the largest fish, from probable extinction. His history 
shows that one person can make a difference”.

The GUARDIAN UK
Internationally renowned for his high caliber and powerful films, Mike Pandey 
is India’s most accomplished and iconic nature filmmaker, who uses films as a 
tool for spreading awareness on the protection and conservation of wildlife and 
environment at extreme grass root level.



Global Honour
1. Three times green Oscar winner- world’s most prestigious award for his 

contribution to conservation of wildlife.
2. UN Award – “Son of the Earth Award” for protecting a species from extinction 

of whale sharks.
3. Golden Panda: From China for protection of Global Heritage Whale Shark 

and the Living Fossil the horseshoe crab.
4. Golden Giraffe: From France 2005, for making a difference and most effective 

conservation series in the world Earth Matters.
 a. IQ  International of Filmmakers, Australia 2011
 b. Crystal Globe for using films as an effective tool, and making a difference 

globally.

100 Years History of the World 
100 Years of wildlife History: In 2008 He was honoured by BBC and Wildscreen - a 
global body as one of the five outstanding individuals who had made a difference 
to the planet by their work in the last 100 years of natural history films.

Awards / Achievements
l	 National Honours- President’s Award:- 6 National Awards for his outstanding 

films on Environment and Nature.
l Rajiv Gandhi – President’s Award for wildlife and environment conservation 

2007 
l Dr. V. Shantaram Award for outstanding lifetime contribution to education 

awareness and volume of work over 35 years.
l Dr. Radha Krishnan Award 2011 for spreading literacy
l Over 300 other National & International Awards.

Earth Matters
Earth Matters his Environmental & wildlife educational TV series telecast on DD 
National and DD Network  in Hindi & other languages reaches 800 million people 
across India weekly through DD National.  The programme has been going on for 
almost 13 years. The progrmme has led to formation of over 4000- Earth Matters 
Nature Clubs in rural areas across India.

Earthwatch 
Shri Mike Pandey is Chairman of Earth - watch an NGO working with scientist to 
bring citizen’s science to common people in rural areas. Simplified and easy so 
as to establish the link between our lives and nature. Working in Western Ghats-
on climate change and forests. Also working with Pant University –on Himalayan 
Ecology, Bees & Agriculture.



SPECIAL INVITEE 
 
M. S. SATHYU 

Born on 6th July 1930 at Mysore. Schooling and 
higher education at Mysore and Bangalore. Coming 
from a more privileged class of society, gave him the 
opportunity to go in for higher studies to Bangalore. 
In college he studied very little of his optional subjects 
Chemistry, Botany, and Geology, spending more time 
in sports, fine arts and theatre. 

In 1952 he quit college while doing BSc and 
plunged into the uncertain world of films in Bombay. 
Freelanced as an animator in 1952-53. After being 

unemployed for nearly four years, he got his first salaried job as assistant director 
to film-maker Chetan Anand.  His first assignment as an independent Art Director 
was for HAQEEQAT, a film by Chetan Anand, which got him the Filmfare Award in 
1964 and along with that came recognition.  After that, success followed success, 
sometimes deserved and at times undeserved.

Theatre
He has been working in theatre as a designer and director since 1952. And have 
designed hundreds of sets and lights for productions of Hindustani Theatre, Okhla 
Theatre, Kannada Bharati and other groups of Delhi. Also worked with Alyque 
Padamsee’s Theatre Group, Alkazi’s Theatre Unit, Herbert Marshall’s Civic Theatre, 
Balraj Sahni’s Juhu Art Theatre, Indian National Theatre and many other Gujarati, 
English and Marathi theatre groups of Bombay. In Bangalore he has worked with 
Samudaya, Nataranga, ADA and other groups. 

Films
He has been working in films since 1956 in various capacities as Art director, 
Camera-man, Script writer, Producer and Director. The films he has made include 
over 15 documentaries, around 25 advertisement films and 8 feature films in 
Hindi, Urdu and Kannada. 

Feature Films 
l EK THA CHOTU EK THA MOTU, 1965 / B&W / No dialogues
l GARM HAVA (Hot Winds), 1974 / Colour / 136min / Urdu, National Award 



1974. National Integration Award. Invited for the competitive section at 
Cannes and also the Indian entry at the Oscars. Filmfare award for best 
screenplay.

l KANNESHWARA RAMA (The Legendary Outlaw), 1976 / Colour / 137min / 
Kannada & Hindi

l CHITEGU CHINTE, 1979 / Kannada
l BARA  / SOOKHA (Famine), 1981 (Kannada) & 1983 (Hindi) / Colour / 

140min, National Award for best Kannada film and Karnataka State Award 
1982. SOOKHA - National Integration Award 1983.

l KAHAN KAHAN SE GUzAR GAYA (The Paths I Have Trod), 1986 / Colour / 
Hindi

l GALIGE (Moment), 1995 / Colour / Kannada, Indian Panorama IFFI 1996. 
The Nortel Palm Springs International Film Festival USA 1997.

l IJJODU (Incompatible), 2010 / Colour / Kannada

Short films and Documentaries 
IRSHAD, BLACK MOUNTAIN, GHALIB, ISLAM IN INDIA, HONHAR BIRWAN 

Produced and directed biographical short films 
NATAKA RATNA , ONE MAN’S WAR , MASTI , T S SATYAN, SURENDRA 
KAVALGI, SARASWATI

Television
Have been working for Television since its inception in India. Have produced and 
directed a number of tele-serials and tele-films.

TV Serials
PRATIDHWANI 1985, CHOLI DAAMAN 1987-88, KAYAR (Coir) 1992, ANTIM 
RAJA (The Last Raja of Coorg) 1986

Tele-films
AANGAN , EK HADSA CHAR PEHLU, THANGAM, MALKA, KOTTA, 
CHANDRAVADANA

Honours
Padmashri 1975, Karnataka State Rajyotsava Honour 1982, Sangeet Natak 
Akademi Award 1993, SACF (South Asian Cinema Foundation) Award, London 
– Lifetime achievement in Cinema 2004, Honorary Doctorate from Mangalore 
University 2005, Awarded as Fellow of the Central Sangeet Natak Akademi for 
contribution to Theatre (2015).



SHYAM BENEGAL 
CHAIRMAN

One of the pioneers of the new cinema in India, Shri 
Shyam Benegal has been considered one of the leading 
filmmakers of the country ever since his first feature 
film, ANKUR was released. His films have been seen 
and acclaimed widely in India and at International film 
festivals for the last three decades. The core subjects 
of his films have been varied in nature but mainly 
centered around contemporary Indian experience. 
Problems of development, social and cultural change 
appear on many levels as a continuing thread in 

practically all his films. Apart from fiction features, he has made a number of 
documentaries on different subjects ranging from cultural anthropology and 
problems of industrialization, to music and so on. His work on television consists 
of several popular series based on international stories, short stories by well-
known Indian writers and a mammoth 53 part series on the history of India based 
on Jawaharlal Nehru’s book Discovery of India. He has also made an extra-mural 
educational series for rural children sponsored by UNICEF.

Shri Shyam Benegal taught mass-communication techniques between 1966 
and 1973 and later took an active role in shaping film education as Chairman of the 
Film Television Institute of India during 1980-83 and 1989-92.

As a person deeply committed to social integration in India, Shri Shyam 
Benegal was part of the National Integration Council (1986-89) and the National 
Council of Art. The Government of India has conferred on him two of its most 
prestigious awards - PADMA SHRI (1976) and PADMA BHUSHAN (1991).

In 2004, he was awarded the Indira Gandhi National Integration Award. 
Recipient of DADASAHEB PHALKE AWARD for Lifetime Achievement 2005. 
Conferred with a D.Litt (Honoris Causa) from Jamia Millia University, 2007 and a 
D.Litt from the University of Calcutta in 2012.

Shri Shyam Benegal’s career started with a job as a copywriter in advertising 
from where he graduated to become the Creative & Accounts Group Head before 
becoming a full time filmmaker. He has lectured at many institutions in India 
and abroad as well as participated in seminars on subjects dealing with Cinema, 

National Jury



Television, Information Technology and different aspects of social and cultural 
change.

He has made 26 fiction features for the Cinema, several documentaries and 
TV series, notably a 53 hour TV series on the History of India.

Practically all his films have won national awards and several of them have 
been awarded internationally. Shri Shyam Benegal was a Homi Bhabha fellow 
(1970-72) during which time, he studied Children’s Television with CTW in New 
York and worked as Associate Producer with WGBH, Boston.  He runs a film 
production company in Mumbai.

Shri Shyam Benegal was a Member of Parliament, Rajya Sabha, 2006- 
2012.



SHAMA ZAIDI 
MEMBER

•	 Born on 25 September 1938 at Rampur, Uttar 
Pradesh, India

•	 Daughter of Col. Bashir Hussain zaidi 
(Administrator/Businessman/Politician) and 
Begum Qudsia zaidi (Writer/ Social worker 
/ Theatre person). Married to M.S.Sathyu 
(Filmmaker/Designer/Theatre person/Art 
Director).

•	 Schooling at Woodstock School, Mussoorie, 
Uttar Pradesh, India (a school founded in 1854 
by American missionaries).

•	 Higher Education at Miranda House, New Delhi, India, in B A Hons in English 
from Delhi University.

•	 Specialization in Stage Design (Diploma), Slade School of Art, London, U 
K.

•	 Made a career as Writer, Costume Designer, Art Director, Theatre person, 
Art Critic, Documentary Filmmaker.

Journalism 
•	 Art critic for The Statesman, Patriot and Shankar's Weekly, New Delhi.
•	 Written numerous articles on Film, Theatre and Television, for Cinema 

Vision, Cinema in India and other journals and newspapers.

Theatre
Got interested in theatre while in school. In her college days at Miranda House 
she started helping out with the stage productions there, apart from taking active 
interest in Hindustani Theatre, a group started by her mother Qudsia zaidi.  

After that she went to Slade School of Art, London, for a one-year course 
in stage design and costume design. Then worked in Germany at the Frankfurt 
Municipal Theatre as an apprentice and for some time as an observer in the 
Berliner Ensemble. (Apprentice in stage, film and TV design to Herr Hein Heckroth, 
Frankfurt am Main, West Germany.)

Returned to Delhi in 1961 and worked for Hindustani Theatre before shifting 
to Bombay in 1965 where she worked as Writer, Designer, Performer and Director 
for Indian Peoples Theatre Association (IPTA), Mumbai. Also translated / adapted 
over a dozen plays into Hindustani from various languages.



Cinema
Has worked as script writer, screenplay writer, costume designer or art director 
in over 30 feature films. Has also scripted a number of documentaries on a 
variety of subjects including developmental projects. Worked with directors like 
Satayjit Ray, Shyam Benegal, M S Sathyu, Girish Karnad, Muzaffar Ali among 
others. Prominent films include SHATRANJ KE KHILADI, CHARANDAS CHOR, 
MANTHAN, BHUMIKA, MANDI, GARM HAVA, KANNESHWARA RAMA, 
BARA, SUSMAN, UMRAO JAAN, TRIKAAL, SURAJ KA SATVAN GHODA, 
MAMMO, THE MAKING OF THE MAHATMA, SARDARI BEGUM, HARIBHARI, 
zUBEIDA, BETAJI SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE THE FORGOTTEN HERO, JAN-
NISSAR.

Television
Shama has also worked on many television series, the most important being 
BHARAT EK KHOJ (The Discovery of India) and SAMVIDHAAN (the making of 
the Indian Constitution). She worked as an Artistic Director for the ETV Network 
and was instrumental in setting up an Urdu television channel for them.



ARUNARAJE PATIL 
MEMBER

A critically acclaimed award-winning filmmaker, 
Ms Arunaraje Patil is a writer, editor, director and 
producer. She passed out of the Film Institute of India 
with a gold medal in 1969 and was the first trained girl 
technician to come out of the Institute.  Advertising 
films, documentaries, television serials and features 
– she has done them all.  Her feature films include 
Shaque, Gehrayee, Situm, Rihaee, Bhairavi, Keh Do 
Na and Tum. Many of her films have strong women 
themes and she has been a voice for women.  She has 

represented women in many forums and has been passionate about empowering 
women.

Actively involved in film education, she has been part of decision-making 
bodies and teaching in many film schools.  She has been Vice President of Film 
Institute of India Society, Pune and Vice Chairman, Governing Council, Film & 
Television Institute of India.  She designed the curriculum, syllabus and also 
brought in faculty and trained them for the Whistling Woods International Film 
School, heading the Academics as well as the Direction department.  She has 
served on many juries including National Film Awards and has been a strong 
voice for documentaries.  She has headed the Indian Documentary Producers’ 
Association as President, twice in the past.

She has won National awards for her documentaries, ‘Mallika Sarabhai’, ‘A 
New Paradigm’ and ‘Behind the Glass Wall’ the latter two made on the mentally 
challenged and autistic.  She has also been a Landmark Forum Leader and has led 
transformational programs for more than 10,000 people.



IFTEKHAR AHMED   
MEMBER

                 
Prof. Iftekhar Ahmed has worked for media and media 
education since 1982. His field of specialization is TV 
Production/Direction.  Currently he is working as 
Director, AJK Mass Communication Research Centre 
(AJKMCRC), Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi on his second 
tenure. His first tenure there was from 2004 to 2009.  
At AJKMCRC he is looking after both the academics 
& EMMRC productions.  

He started his career from Delhi Doordarshan 
Kendra (DDK) in Jan.,1982 as a production staff and 
remained there till 1987.  He joined Film & Television 
Institute of India (FTII), Pune as a faculty member in 1987 & later worked as Dean 
(Television) & Director of FTII.  Besides teaching TV Direction, he has introduced 
& conducted innovative research projects, new P.G.courses & produced/Directed 
TV programmes & teaching resources.  He has also worked as Director ,Electronic 
Media Production Centre (EMPC), IGNOU, Delhi where he managed  2 TV Channels 
of Gyan Darshan, 37 F.M.Radio Stations called Gyan Vani & the Production House 
of EMPC during 2014-15.  

He has assisted colleges & universities in preparing their vision documents, 
designing the syllabi of media courses & developing the infrastructure for 
academic programmes.  He has also worked as a jury member of the International 
Film Festivals of India, National Film Awards, Doordarshan Annual Awards & 
other film / video festivals.  He has organized national & international film/video 
festivals at FTII & AJKMCRC.  He is also actively contributing to media profession 
and higher education as a member of a no. of advisory boards, ECs & ACs of various 
educational institutions / universities, TV channels, & organizations like UNESCO, 
UGC & UPSC.  He did his P.G.course in Mass Communication and Journalism from 
AMU, Aligarh and received his Ph.D. degree on TV News from University of Pune.  
He has also done a P.G.Course in TV Production from FTII, an Art Appreciation 
Course from the National Gallery of Modern Art & various specialized/short 
courses in media.



SABYASACHI BHATTACHARYA  
MEMBER

Prof. Sabyasachi (Shobo) Bhattacharya is a physicist 
and a Distinguished Professor at the Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research (TIFR), Mumbai. He received 
his undergraduate education at Presidency College, 
Kolkata and University of Delhi and his Ph.D. in physics 
from Northwestern University, Illinois, USA. He spent 
his post-doctoral years at the University of Rhode 
Island, Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory 
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and as 
a James Franck Fellow at the University of Chicago. 

Subsequently, he worked at Exxon Corporate Research, New Jersey and at the 
NEC Research Institute in Princeton. In 2002 he left NEC, where he was a NEC 
Fellow, to join TIFR as its Director. His research activities over the years involve 
dynamical behavior of a variety of condensed matter systems. 

He is a fellow of the American Physical Society and of the National Science 
Academy, India. He served as a member on the Commission on Structure and 
Dynamics of Condensed Matter of the International Union of Pure and Applied 
Physics (IUPAP), the editorial board of Reports on Progress in Physics of the 
Institute of Physics, UK and the Governing Council of IIT-Bombay. He has also 
served on several committees of the Government of India such as the Scientific 
Advisory Committee to the Cabinet, the Basic Sciences Steering Committee of 
the Planning Commission and the IIT-Council of the Ministry of Human Resource 
Development. His other interests include the history of Indian Science in the pre-
independence period and India’s science policy in the post-independence era. 



ANIL P. JOSHI 
MEMBER

Dr Anil Prakash Joshi plunged himself to a simple task 
to ensure rural community get appropriate benefits 
of its resources. In order to carry forward his mission 
he formed a voluntary organization in 1983 HESCO. 
His total accomplishment revolve around two major 
approaches viz. LOCAL NEED MEET LOCALLY and 
ECOLOGY AND ECONOMY must go together to 
ensure long term sustainability. 

One of the most important age old water based 
occupation, watermill, was just abandoned because of 
invasion of diesel or electric run devices.  He mobilized this community and as well 
promoted low cost, locally repairable technologies to develop their competence.  
His  organization  developed hundreds of such mills in different states specially 
Uttarakhand, HP, J&K and North-East.  

He motivated farmers to revive traditional agriculture with new inputs.  He 
promoted hundreds of farmers in more than 100 villages to use better practices 
to increase productivity and as well values add locally for better return.  He 
inspired local shrines to promote offering made of local crops so that forward and 
backward linkages can be addressed.  Drying spring due to deforestation have 
been a challenge in mountain Dr Joshi with the help of BARC was able to recharge 
the spring through simple technology by identifying recharge zone. Such zones 
then after treated with dyke, check dams and water harvesting structure brought 
back water to spring. 

In order to facilitate mountain rural issues, he moved a program called TIME.  
This program was run by local research institutes and civil societies successfully 
at 100 locations across the Himalayan states and has been role models for 
the different state Government of Himalaya.  He has initiated celebration of 
Himalayan Day on September 9th since 2010 for draw attention of planners and 
policy makers towards Himalayan. This day has also been accepted and declared 
by the State Government of Uttarakhand.  He has undertaken Padyatra and cycle 
march from J&K to Uttarakhand and from Kanyakumari to Uttarakhand (5000 
Km) and from Jailpaiguri to Dehradun (2200km). Recently he has started Gaon 
Bacchao movement to Save the Villages.  

Dr Joshi has received prestigious awards including Jawahar Lal Nehru Award 
by the Indian Science Congress, Declared Man of the Year 2002 by the popular 



magazine “The Week”, Padma Shree Award in 2006, Jamnalal Bajaj Award in 
2006, Honored as one of the Silvers of the Year 2007 , Real Heroes Award, CNN-
IBN and Reliance, 2008 , National Award for women’s development of S&T, and 
Heroes of hopes by times of India,  etc.   



APARNA VAISH 
MEMBER

Presently Addl Director General (Operations), Prasar 
Bharati, New Delhi. Earlier assignments include 
Addl Director General, Doordarshan West zone 
and Marketing, Mumbai; DDG Incharge Central 
Commissioning Unit Doordarshan Directorate, New 
Delhi; Director Programmes, Doordarshan News, 
New Delhi; Director, Doordarshan, Jaipur; Director 
AIR Jaipur; Executive Producer, Education & Science 
Broadcasts AIR, New Delhi; Science Officer, AIR Delhi 
& Jaipur. 

MSc (Biochemistry), Lucknow University.  Hubert Humphrey Fellow -- 
attended a one year academic course in Journalism and Television Production at 
the Newhouse School of Public Communications, Syracuse University, USA. 

Interned at the Discovery Channel, WorldNet, Voice of America and the 
Media unit of the American Association of the Advancement of Science. Visited 
CNN, CBS, ABC, C-SPAN.

Trained at NHK Japan for Tsunami Warning Systems, Asia Pacific Institute of 
Broadcast Development Malaysia for Environmental Broadcasts, National Public 
Radio for Science Broadcasts.

A number of Radio and Television programmes produced, received awards 
for excellence in production and content.  Among films, ‘Ab Nahin Roothenge 
Badal’ (story of water conservation in Alwar, Rajasthan) was widely acclaimed.  

Won the National Award for Science Popularisation in the Mass Media for 
the year 2001, Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India.  Was a 
Panel Judge at International ROBOCON at Hanoi in 2007.  In 1995 co-presented 
the Live Solar Eclipse Programme on Doordarshan National Channel with Prof. 
Yash Pal. In 2004 co-presented the Live Venus Transit Programme on Doordarshan 
National Channel with Shri Girish Karnad.  Jury for selection of National Innovation 
Foundation’s media awards for Science Popularisation for three years.  Conducted 
the Annual Science Quiz for Dept of Science & Technology, Rajasthan Government 
for 10 years.  Member of the Selection Committee of United States Educational 
Foundation in India for Hubert Humphrey Fellowships.



AMRIT GANGAR 
MEMBER

Shri Amrit Gangar is a Mumbai-based author, curator, 
film theoretician, historian and archivist, working in the 
field of cinema for over three decades. He has authored 
and edited several books on cinema in English and 
Gujarati.  His book Cinema Vimarsh has been recently 
awarded by the Gujarat Sahitya Akademi.  His book on 
the German musician Walter Kaufmann, The Music that 
Still Rings at Dawn, Every Dawn was published by the 
Goethe Institut / Max Mueller Bhavan Mumbai in 2013.

 He has often been on national and international 
juries of film festivals. He is also a member of the script committee of the 
Children’s Film Society of India. For the past decade, he has been engaged with 
his theoretical concept called Cinema of Prayoga and has presented it at various 
venues including the Tate Modern, London; Pompidou Centre, Paris; Lodz Film 
School, Poland; York University, Toronto; Visva Bharati University, Santiniketan, 
Jnanapravaha and the NCPA in India.

For discovering and restoring the rare historic documentary film India’s 
Struggle for National Shipping he was felicitated by the Indian Navy.  The film was 
directed by Paul zils for the Scindia Steam Navigation Co. around 1946.  He had 
been the Consultant Curator for the National Museum of Indian Cinema being set 
up in Mumbai.  At present he is on its Design Committee.  As Founder Director of 
Datakino, he has set up the database for the Films Division’s documentaries, short 
and animation films from 1949 to 1993.  He is also on the international advisory 
board of the journal Moving Image Review & Art Journal (MIRAJ) published from 
London.

Shri Amrig Gangar has been the Indian correspondent for ARTiT, a bilingual 
journal published from Tokyo, Japan and the Film International published from 
Tehran, Iran.  In 2001, Mr Gangar was artistic consultant along with Marina 
Abramovic on the dance-theatre production Total Masala Slammer, directed by 
Michael Laub and produced by the Hebel Theatre, Berlin. He was also production 
executive on the Lars von Trier-Jorgen Leth collaboration, The Five Obstructions. 
He was part of Classic Incantation: The German Film Orchestra Babelsberg 
performs A.R. Rahman during the Germany Year in India, 2011-2012.



ASEEM SINHA 
MEMBER

Shri Aseem Sinha graduated from Film and Television 
Institute of India, Pune specialising in editing.  Before 
joining FTII he had studied at the Xavier Institute of 
Social Services, Ranchi for a Post Graduate Diploma 
in Social Services for a year. He has edited more than 
70 feature films, numerous T.V serials, corporate 
films and commercials. Many of the films have been 
critically acclaimed nationally and internationally.  
Besides Hindi films, his work spans cinemas of 
different regions and languages including French, 
Urdu, Oriya, Punjabi, Chhatisgarhi and Gujarati.

Some of the prominent credits in films include Shyam Benegal’s - MAMMO, 
SARDARI BEGUM, HARI-BHARI, zUBEIDA, NETAJEE - THE FORGOTTEN 
HERO, WELCOME TO SAJJANPUR, WELL DONE ABBA; Kundan Shah’s DIL HAI 
TUMHARA, THREE SISTERS, P SE PM TAK, HUM TO MOHABBAT KAREGA; Ketan 
Mehta’s AAR YA PAAR; A.K. Bir’s THE LAST VISION, BAAJA; Pankaj Parashar’s 
BENARAS; Kalpana Lajmi’s DAARMIYAAN; Mehreen Jabbar’s RAMCHAND 
PAKISTANI; Mahesh Manjrekar’s DEH; Tigmanshu Dhulia’s HAASIL; Shashant 
Shah’s DASVIDANIYA, CHALO DILLI; Sanjay Chhel’s KHOOBSURAT, and Dr 
Chandraprakash Dwivedi’s  zED PLUS.  In Television, he has edited the following 
serials SAMVIDHAAN, CHANDRAKANTA, REPORTER, KARAMCHAND, BAAT EK 
RAAJ KI, SANKRANTI, DARNA MANA HAI.

Shri Aseem Sinha has also directed three documentary films - “But, Who 
Killed My Childhood?” (for PSBT), “Paani” (for UNDP) “25 years of Subhash Ghai in 
Hindi cinema” (for Mukta Arts). The documentary “But, Who Killed My Childhood” 
which deals with the sensitive issue of a girl child of a convicted woman serving a 
life term- was screened at the Dhaka Film Festival and Shimla Film Festival.  He 
has served as a member of the Governing Council and the Academic Council of 
Film and Television Institute of India, Pune. He has been on the Jury of several film 
festivals. He is a visiting professor at FTII Pune, SRFTII Kolkata, Digital Academy 
Mumbai, zIMA Mumbai, CRAFT Delhi. He has conducted many short term courses 
at FTII Pune.



National Screening Committee  
 
AKHILESH KUMAR GOORHA 
CHAIRMAN

Shri Akhilesh Kumar Goorha has more than 40 
years of experience in Film & T.V. production 
as Cinematographer, Director and Producer.  
Photographed, directed and produced more than 150 
news coverages, shorts films and documentary films.   
He is a pioneer news cameraman of Doordarshan.  
Later served in Films Division, Ministry of Information 
& Broadcasting, Govt. of India  as Newsreel Officer, 
Director and Senior Producer. 

Shri Goorha is a product of 1st Batch (1964) 
of Film & Television Institute of India (FTII), Pune with the specialization in 
cinematography.  He also studied Basic T.V. Production & Technical Operation 
Course in 1992 from FTII, Pune and Media & Rural Development Course in 1997 
from IIMC, Govt of India, New Delhi. 

In the beginning of his career, he served in Bombay film Industry, foreign 
News agencies. Photographed documentary films for foreign T.V. Channels.  
Accompanied former Presidents, Primer Ministers & Ministers of Government of 
India on their official foreign visits including USA to make documentary films on 
visits. 

Many films shot by him have won prestigious International awards including 
NHK and ABU Prize of Japan.  Won National Award in 1996 as Director for the 
Best Agriculture film.  Won United Nation’s FAO Award for Best Documentary 
film at Nitra International Films festival – Czechoslovakia.  Received “NAVRATAN 
SAMMAN” 2009 from former Chief Justice of India for his contribution and 
achievement in media field.

Associated as expert committee member for various Ministries; as guest 
faculty and examiner of AJK Mass Communication Research Centre, Jamia Millia 
Islamia, New Delhi, I.P University Delhi, Women’s Polytechnique, New Delhi, Dr. 
Ambedkar College of Delhi University; as regular/ visiting faculty from last six 
years at ASMS Marwah Studio, Film City, Noida; as Jury Member of film award 
competition organised by the J&K Govt. at Srinagar. 



DEOKI NANDAN 
MEMBER

Dr Deoki Nandan is a senior science communicator 
and a well known ad-films script writer.  A science 
graduate of the Agra University, a postgraduate 
of the training school of Bhabha Atomic Research 
Centre and a doctorate degree holder in Chemistry 
from the University of  Bombay, Dr Deoki Nandan has 
worked as a senior research scientist with the Bhabha 
Atomic Research Centre (BARC) in the fields of ion 
exchange, isotope separation, mass spectrometry 
and hydrology etc. At BARC 1964-1992, he also 
helped set up organizations such as FILSA (Federation of Indian Languages 
Science Association) and HVSP (Hindi Vigyan Sahitya Parishad) to promote 
popularization of science through various Indian languages. 

He has delivered 250 radio talks, written 300 popular science articles, 
published 80 research papers and also written a few books/booklets in English 
and Hindi. He has also written numerous ad-films and commercial print ad-copies 
for top advertising agencies. Dr Deoki Nandan has visited USA several times and 
has also studied Russian and German languages.

He has been asociated with Vigyan Prasar as expert & science communicator 
for Public Awareness Campaign on Nuclear Energy during 2011-12. 



ANUBHUTI YADAV 
MEMBER

Dr Anubhuti Yadav is Associate Professor, New Media 
at the Indian Institute of Mass Communication, New 
Delhi.  She is a leading expert and an active promoter 
of media literacy in India. Through community 
involvement and teacher training programmes and 
as a researcher teacher and media professional,  
Dr Yadav has played a key role in introducing media 
studies at school level in India. She undertook various 
projects to promote digital and media literacy 
education in India. In 2008, she took up the project 

of setting up media clubs in schools and trained teachers to set up these media 
clubs across the country.

Her work in the area of educational media won her four national awards 
as best script writer and researcher for the series, on women achievers, career 
counselling and media literacy, conceived directed and scripted by her.

Dr Yadav is also a keen researcher and has conducted research in the 
areas like media literacy, media education, women & media, media & children, 
entertainment education, Informational and communication technology, Open 
Educational Resources and New Media. She also coordinated the project titled 
National Repository of Open Educational Resources for NCERT.  The NROER was 
initiated by the Department of School Education and Literacy, Ministry of Human 
Resources Development, Government of India and the Central Institute of 
Educational Technology, National Council of Educational Research and Training.  
She is also actively engaged in the various initiatives under Digital India.  She 
has conducted numerous training programmes and workshops in scriptwriting, 
educational programming, Media  and Information Literacy, Digital tools, E 
mapping, social media etc. She has co-authored online book titled ‘Media Literacy: 
Key’ to interpreting messages.  She has presented papers at various national and 
international conferences. 



SUNIL MEHRU 
MEMBER

Dr Sunil Mehru, media professional & ICT policy 
planner and designer has done his Honours, M.Phil. 
and Doctorate in Philosophy from J.N.V. University, 
Jodhpur (Rajasthan). Having experience of more than 
fifteen years in crafting professional Communication 
by experimenting and implementing innovative 
learning pedagogies to ensure optimum use of ICT in dissemination of education, 
Dr. Mehru is presently the Joint Director, Software in Consortium for Educational 
Communication (CEC), an Inter-university Centre of University Grants Commission 
(UGC), New Delhi. As a Joint Director he has been engaged in co-ordination with 
21 media centres throughout the country for national telecast in India through 
Vyas Higher Education Channel. He has also served Educational Multimedia 
Research Centre (EMRC), Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Roorkee as an 
Honorary Director for four years. 

Dr Mehru was honoured by the National Award for his documentary based 
on Folk Festival of Rajasthan. He has worked in 70 educational documentaries 
as a Media Researcher, Script Writer as well as Producer for National Telecast. 
He has been nominated as a jury member for UGC-CEC Video Festivals, Prakriti 
Film Festivals and Doordarshan Annual Awards. He organized two Prakriti Film 
Festivals as Festival Director in Calicut and Kolkata. 

He organized several workshops/trainings in Mass Communication 
including Filmi Chashma, sponsored by Children’s Film Society of India (CFSI). He 
chaired many sessions, presented research papers and attended International 
and National conferences/seminars in India and abroad. He has written a book on 
Secularism. He conducted various online worldwide e-courses especially on Mass 
Communication subjects like scriptwriting, editing, marketing communication 
and salesmanship as e-course coordinator.

He has been nominated as Chairman, Expert and Member in number of 
selection committees, review committees, standing committees etc. He has 
been nominated as a member for Project Review and Supervisory Group (PRSG) 
by MHRD. 

His major areas of interest are higher education policies specially using 
ICT tools, e-governance and web based learning, documentary film making, art 
direction and screenplay writing.



SUBHASH C. THALEDI 
MEMBER

Dr Subhash C. Thaledi, a senior broadcaster 
of Doordarshan, is currently deputed with the 
Directorate General-Doordarshan, New Delhi as a 
Senior Programme Officer, Policy & Coordination & 
North-East related Matters.  He is  also associated  with 
ABU ROBOCON  which is being organized by Asian 
Broadcasting Union at International and National 
level to promote the robotics activities among 
engineering and science student.  He has served the 
AIR and DD organizations in various administrative 

capacities with the experience of more than 25 years in the field of programming 
& broadcasting.  

Dr Thaledi maintains a high standing academic records with a Ph.D. in 
Education, Master in Education, Master in Journalism & Mass Communication 
and Master of Arts in Hindi Language along with merits as Gold Medalist.  He is 
recipient of various national & state level scholarships & awards. 

During his broadcasting tenure he has undergone various courses & 
trainings at prestigious institutes like FTII-Pune, National Academy of Broadcast 
Management (NABM), AIBD, ABU and BBC World Service Trust.

He has served as a Dy. Director, Information and Public Relations, Dept. of 
Info & PR, Govt. of Uttarakhand for two years.  He was closely associated with the 
mega project of  Kalyani Health Magazine of Doordarshan which has a impressive 
impact in the field of RCH health issues.  He has a long experience of multi-cam 
productions & live programmes, EFP Rural based programmes, ENG programmes 
and New & current affairs programmes.

Dr Thaledi has also attained  several  appreciations for his distinguished 
service in the organization. He has served at AIR/DD Kendras including AIR-
Lucknow, AIR-Najibabad, DDK-Dehradun, DDK-Daltonganj (Palamu), DDK-Delhi 
in various capacities.  He has also produced various Radio/TV programmes and 
performed the various important coverage of Radio and Doordarshan.



NIMISH KAPOOR 
MEMBER CONVENER FOR JURY AND 
SCREENING COMMITTEE 

Mr Nimish Kapoor is a scientist and science 
communicator working in Vigyan Prasar, an 
autonomous institution of the Department of 
Science & Technology, Government of India over 
the last 11 years.  At present he is in-charge of the 
initiative on science films in Vigyan Prasar. His work 
profile includes development of resource material 
and conceptualization & coordination of workshops 
and training programme on science films, campaigns 
and programmes on science communication with 
a special emphasis on science films including science film festivals, orientation 
programmes for film makers & communicators.  

Earlier to Vigyan Prasar, he has been associated as free-lance anchor and 
writer with Doordarshan & All India Radio; Principal Researcher for Science & 
Society based zEE TV’s programme DASTAK aired by zee TV & zee International; 
Founder Team Member and Programme Executive in Eenadu Television (ETV 
Uttar Pradesh) of Ramoji Film City, Hyderabad.  Mr Kapoor has contributed 
science documentary scripts for Discovery Channel and Doordarshan, radio talks 
for All India Radio (AIR) and science drama scripts for Vividh Bharti/AIR., anchored/
scripted Evening Live Shows and science programmes for DD National and DD 
Lucknow and produced over 1000 hrs. of quality television software of different 
genera for ETV Network. 

He has undergone various training courses of film making organised 
by prestigious institutes like Ramoji Film City, Hyderabad and UNESCO; and 
communication & management courses by IIPA, New Delhi; LBSNAA, Mussoorie; 
and XIM, Bhubaneswar.

He has been awarded with ISWA National Award by the Indian Science 
Writers Association, New Delhi and Centenary Award by Vigyan Parishad Prayag, 
Allahabad for the contribution in science communication.

He completed his Master of Science – Mass Communication in Science 
&Technology (Merit Scholarship holder) from University of Lucknow with the 
specialization in science documentary film making and Bachelor of Science (zBC 
group) from  Lucknow Christian College, Lucknow (Recipient of Gold Medal in the 
area of science communication). He studied German language also.





Category A
Films made by government and 
non-government institutions/
organisations/media channels

Target Audience - General Public 
(15-30 minutes)



BARRICADE TO 
ELEPHANT MENACE

The documentary “Barricade to Elephant Menace” 
situates itself at one of the most important wildlife 
refuges in the country, the Nagarhole National 

Park, which was rechristened Rajiv Gandhi National Park 
in 1992. This national park covers an area of 642kms and 
spreads across Kodagu and Mysore district. The National 
Park is majorly known for the high densities of tigers and 
elephants. 

The film throws light upon how human population 
expands into wild animal habitats displacing it thus. 
This causes a huge problem for the large carnivores in 
Nagarhole for effective breeding and migratory practices. 
Reduction in the availability of natural prey/food leads 
to these wild animals seeking alternate sources. This 
shrinking habitat and a loss of traditional migratory routes 
taken by the elephant herds has caused an elephant 
menace around the national park, which had become a 
threat to the crops and human life. 

The documentary deals with how the Forest 
department has taken several measures to tackle this 
situation, like digging elephant proof trenches all along 
the boundary of national park; solar fencing and erecting 
barricades using scrap railway lines which would prevent 
the elephants to enter into the surrounding villages. 

Title of the film : Barricade To Elephant Menace
Language : English
Duration : 20mins 1 Sec
Director : B. Sreekantachar
Producer : B. Sreekantachar
Cinematographer : Suresh
Editor : B. Sreekantachar
Graphics / Animation                                                                                
/ Special Effects : Revenna                                                                                       
Sound Recording &
Design : M.S. Prakash
Script Writer : S. B. Shivashakar
Email : sreeemmrc@yahoo.com
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BIGYAN KA BARDAAN

Produced by Doordarshan Bhubaneswar, the 
film titled “Vigyan Ka Vardaan” is a story of how 
science and technology have come to the rescue 

of two villages in two different districts of Odisha, which 
have not seen electricity even after much over six decades 
of India gaining independence. The need of electricity 
by the inhabitants of the village Kamlaguda in Thuamul 
Rampur Block of district Kalahandi in western Odisha was 
answered by a novel hybrid energy system of wind and 
solar working together to produce some 1300 watts for 
a total demand of 1000 watts placed by the population 
here.

Meeting the challenge of provision of electricity 
through the use of appropriate technology is yet another 
village inhabited by tribals at village Dangarpadar in 
Todiband block of district Kandhmal in Odisha. Only two 
houses out of the eight hundred and thirty two receive 
electricity supplied through the government system and 
who can afford to pay such bills. The remaining houses are 
plunged in darkness. The generation of over six kilowatt 
of electricity for a population of three hundred and forty 
two has been made possible by putting up a Micro-Hydro 
generating station in collaboration with Odisha Tribal 
Empowerment Project, which has provided three bulbs, 
one fan and one charging point to each of the three 
hundred and eighty houses in the village.

Title of the film :  Vigyan Ka Vardaan
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  24min 17sec
Director :  Pradipta Kumar Behera
Producer :  Pradipta Kumar Behera, Doordarshan 

Bhubaneswar
Cinematographer :  Debashish Pattnaik
Editor :  Pradeep Kumar Sethi 
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Pradeep Kumar Sethi 
Script Writer :  Shatanu Kumar Rath
Email :  pradips69@gmail.com
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BOOND BOOND MEIN 
ZINDAGI

Blood is perceived, as the most precious gift under 
certain situations and therefore, blood donation 
becomes an act of human dignity. However, there 

are too many people unaware of the blood donation 
procedure and as a result are unable to help others due 
to several reasons. Blood donation is a voluntary process 
wherein volunteers provide their blood for communities 
supply. 

This film is dedicated to those voluntary blood 
donors who are always ready to save a life. The film 
educates us on various levels, it reveals the involvement 
of human resource for development of the nation and 
necessity of a healthy body. While educating us about 
the hazardous and critical conditions of human life due 
to the scarcity of blood, the films also goes on to reveal 
the negative mindset of the people which restrains them 
from blood donation.   

The film advocates blood donation on the basis of 
scientific temperament which explains its advantages for 
personal health. The concluding segment of the film shows 
the transformation of the mindset and development of 
positive attitude among the masses for blood donation.  

Title of the film : Boond Boond Mein zindagi
Language : Hindi
Duration : 25min 13 sec
Director : Dr. Rakesh Nigam
Producer : Dr. Rakesh Nigam & Ruchita Sujai 

Chowdhary
Cinematographer : Ruchita Sujai Chowdhary
Editor : Dr. Tanu Dang
Graphics / Animation : Dr. Sadhna Srivastava & Dr. Archana 
/ Special Effects  Savita
Sound Recording &Design : Syed Kazim Asghar Rizvi                                                                               
Script Writer : Dr. Rakesh Nigam
Email : rakeshnigammedia@yahoo.co.in
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CPR 10 TRAINING

This film educates the audience about the 
importance of learning the technique called 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR). CPR is a 

technique used in case of an emergency, when there is 
no proper medical help available. When you see someone 
in front of you who has fainted and is not responding, 
immediately follow CPR 10, which follows the principle 
of reviving anyone from a sudden cardiac arrest or loss of 
breath. It is a simple and effective technique where our 
hands compress the chest area of the person continuously 
and effectively with a speed of 100 per minute for at least 
10minutes until the person responds or medical help is 
available. In our country about two lakh fifty thousand 
people die of heart attack every year. Out of this around 
fifty percent can be saved if at least twenty percent of the 
people are informed about the technique of CPR. 

Produced by the Heart Care Foundation of India, 
this film informs and trains the different segments of our 
population ranging from Delhi Police to school children 
to youth and elderly to the celebrities and public figures. 
This film targets people from various segments of the 
population and strives to train them in the technique of 
CPR.

Title of the film :   CPR 10 Training
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  20mins 32 Sec
Director :  Dr. K K Aggarwal
Producer :  Heart Care Foundation Of India
Cinematographer :  Mr. Naresh Kumar & Ms. Suman
Editor :  Ms. Suman & Ms. Anu
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects           :  Mr. Naresh Kumar & Mr Gopal          
Sound Recording & Design :  Mr. Naresh Kumar                                                           
Script Writer :  Dr. Sanchit Sharma
Email :  emedinews@gmail.com
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DGWT A CAUSE FOR 
CONCERN

The Documentary titled “DGWT:A Cause for 
Concern” focuses on the grave danger of depletion 
of ground water by prolong use of bore wells 

causing a long time impact on ecology and environment. 
In India more than 100 districts are classified as black 
districts due to excessive use of ground water by rampant 
drilling of bore wells. In these Districts water table has 
gone down from 50 feet to 1000 feet in the last one decade 
and as a result vegetation has dried up everywhere giving 
a drought like scenario. 

A village in Chamrajnagar district of Karnataka is 
taken up as a case study to high light the grave impact 
of diminishing ground water table and its long time 
affect on people, flora and fauna. The documentary also 
gives the solution for overcoming the adverse situation 
with corrective steps like creation and rejuvenating of 
water bodies and usage of surface water for drinking and 
agricultural purposes as the recharge of ground is a slow 
and cumbersome process. 

Title of the film :  Dgwt A Cause For Concern
Language :  English
Duration :  23mins 43 Sec
Director :  Syed Kaleem
Producer :  Emrc, Universit Of Mysore
Cinematographer :  Keerthi Kumar Sm
Editor :  Revanna Ks 
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Chandra Kumar Ph
Script Writer :  Syed Kaleem
Email : kaleememmrc@gmail.com
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INDIAN ROADS

The film addresses one of the major concerns in 
today’s time, which is that of road safety. Road 
safety has become a cause for great concern seeing 

the increasing number of fatal injuries and car crashes in 
the recent years. This has also prompted United Nations 
to declare the decade from 2011 to 2020 as the “decade 
of action for road safety” in all developing nations and 
even in some developed nations. The film situates itself in 
Bhopal, MP and interviews college going youth on why do 
accidents happen and how can they be controlled. This is 
an important step that the film takes wherein it recognizes 
the problem and seeks for alternatives to solve it.  

India has unfortunately been recognized as the one 
of the countries with the maximum number of road related 
accidents. Steps need to be taken to make the Indian 
Roads safe for people. Identifying the road user behaviour 
and the psyche of the regular commuter is found to be 
not as per a law-abiding citizen. Self-regulation is scarcely 
found in people today and we hear cases of road rage 
every other day. The authorities like the Traffic Police with 
its finite number of personnels are proven to be limited 
to keep a tab on such a vast population that India is. On 
Indian roads enforcement is the only way of regulation, 
but as Dr. Siddhartha Rokade notes we have to move 
further towards a technological based enforcement by 
incorporating intelligent transport system, which can 
prove to be wondrous if implemented in the right manner. 
The film highlights several factors that lead to road 
accidents and makes us aware about relevant aspects.

Title of the film  :  Indian Roads
Language  :  Hindi
Duration  :  23mins 59sec
Director  :  Anil Dhiman
Producer  :  Anil Dhiman
Script Writer  :  Anil Dhiman
Email   :  anilmayur@gmail.com
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K- INNOVATORS ON THE 
HORIZON

A Grassroots innovation is only recognized if it 
has got a patent. The number of patents filed in 
any country is an indication of the progress that 

the nation is making. Any country with less number of 
patents is today considered under developed. Since 2006 
more than 45 patents have been filed and more than 25 
working prototype models of many innovative gadgets 
have been developed at the University of Kashmir.

The film serves as an attempt to showcase the 
indigenous innovations made by the innovators of 
Kashmir funded and supported by the GIAN and EDC 
cell of Kashmir University. Here in this film, we hear the 
stories of innovations by the innovators themselves who 
elaborating upon the various challenges they faced in 
their journey and how a major challenge that was funds 
was tackled by the financial support from the National 
Innovation Foundation, Department of Science & 
Technology, Government of India, which catalyzed the 
initiative. Many of these innovators have brought laurels 
to the State by winning awards at the national level, some 
of them awarded by none other than the Presidents of 
India.

Title of the film :  K- Innovators On The Horizon
Language :  English/Hindi/Kashmiri
Duration :  23mins 43 Sec
Director :  Dr. Shahid Rasool
Producer :  Dr. Shahid Rasool
Cinematographer :  Shahnawaz Shah & Gulzar
Editor :  Manzoor A. Dar & zahoor Ahmad
Graphics / Animation  :  Syed Ahsan-Ul-Haq Bukhari & zahoor 
/ Special Effects            Ahmad
Sound Recording & Design :  Gowhar
Script Writer :  Inam Ul Rehman
Email :  office@emmrckashmir.com, 
  shahidemrc@gmail.com
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KAANMANE NURTURING 
NATURE

In today’s modern era people are rapidly forgetting the 
knowledge their ancestors possessed. Villages have 
been deserted in search of a better life in the cities. As 

a result the traditional knowledge of the villages will soon 
perish with the past generations and the vast wealth of 
knowledge will be soon locked forever. The film situating 
itself in Kalave, a tiny village on the top of the Western 
Ghats, approximately 10 kilometers from the town Sirsi in 
Uttar Kannada district, in Karnataka seems to be in the 
forefront of a silent revolution, a revolution unheard of till 
now.

The film highlights the initiative taken by the Village 
Forest Committee of Kalave village in Karnataka state 
with the help of State Forest Department, which has 
established “Kaanmane”, it can be thought of as a place 
where nature is nurtured, a school with a difference to teach 
the techniques of rainwater harvesting and protecting 
the environment. In the Kannada language, Kanu means 
Kaadu or forest. Mane means house. Kaanmane is forest 
house. It is not a house in the real sense, as no family lives 
there. But it houses a unique tradition, which teaches 
firsthand, the knowledge about our forests including 
animals, birds, insects and all creatures in it. 

Title of the film :  Kaanmane Nurturing Nature
Language :  English
Duration :  23mins 
Director :  Prof. Niranjana
Producer :  K. Gopinath
Cinematographer :  S. M. Keerthi Kumar & K. Gopinath
Editor :  K. Gopinath
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  K. Gopinath
Script Writer :  Prof. Niranjana
Email :  nvanalli@gmail.com
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KAPAS KISAN KI PEEDA

The film titled “Kapas Kisan ki Peeda” makes 
an attempt at understanding the multifaceted 
problems faced by cotton farmers in the country. 

With the film visiting various locations, farmers as well 
as scientists share their viewpoints about the challenges 
faced today by the cotton farmers.  

Considered an important cash crop, cotton is often 
called the ‘white gold’ owing to the benefits it traditionally 
accrued to the farmers. Over the years, there has been 
a significant decline in productivity per hectare, which 
had directly reflected on the profitability. The cotton 
farmers have been pushed to a corner with a number of 
them embracing death. Though farming of cotton offers 
employment to 4.5 crore people, experts opine that 
there is a huge potential to engage more farmers into the 
activity. 

With Telangana, Gujarat, Karnataka, Punjab, Andhra 
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh 
contributing 90% of cotton in the country, farmers are 
still faced with small land holdings and technical inputs 
which leaves much to be desired. 

The concerted efforts made by the scientists, the 
production of cotton has made a quantum jump from 
34.40 lakh bales to 400 bales now. And the cultivation of 
BT cotton has rightly been credited for it.

Title of the film  : Kapas Kisan Ki Peeda  
Language  : Hindi
Duration  :  27mins  44Sec
Director  :  Arvind Kumar Singh
Sound Recording & Design  : Jami Waheedi
Script Writer  : Arvind Kumar Singh
Email  :   arvindksingh.rstv@gmail.com
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NAGALAND IS 
CHANGING

Produced by The Energy and Resources Institute 
(TERI), the film titled “Nagaland is Changing” is 
about how the villagers of Sendenyu and Sukhai 

in Nagaland have been conserving the forest on their 
private land for the past many years and contributing to 
preservation of biodiversity of the area.

The film traces the path of people who have been 
actively engaged in preventing the destruction of the 
pristine forests in the Community Conserved Area as well 
as their natural heritage. Entry is restricted in the forest 
that is spread over tens of square kilometers. Hunting, 
fishing, logging and collection of forest produce is 
completely banned. Anyone who is caught breaking the 
law is fined. The Village Council Court plays a significant 
role in the maintenance of biodiversity. As a result, the 
reserve has now turned into thick forest and is teeming 
with wildlife.

But there are challenges. Some of the villagers 
want their land back, a few want the area to be opened 
for hunting again. In absence of funding and support, 
the communities are finding it difficult to conserve their 
forest. This is not just the story of Sendenyu and Sukhai, 
but of hundreds of other villages in Nagaland as well.

Title of the film :  Nagaland Is Changing
Language :  English
Duration :  27mins 47 Sec
Director :  Gurmeet Sapal
Producer :  Teri
Cinematographer :  Gurmeet Sapal
Editor :  Gurmeet Sapal
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Gurmeet Sapal
Sound Recording & Design :  Asheesh Pandya
Script Writer :  Gurmeet Sapal
Email :  gsapal@yahoo.com
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OBESITY PREVENTION 
IN SCHOOL GOING 
CHILDREN

Obesity in children has emerged as a major 
public health problem in India in the recent 
years. And it assumes importance as it persists 

into adulthood. Obese children have a 70% chance of 
becoming obese adults, and this risk increases to 80% if 
one or both parents are also obese. 

Childhood obesity is the result of eating too many 
calories and not getting enough physical activity. But 
the cause of childhood obesity is not just one; several 
factors such as genetic, environmental, socio cultural, 
metabolic, act together to cause obesity. Sedentary 
lifestyle, consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages, 
including fruit juice, television viewing, use of computers 
and electronic games are few factors that have gained 
prominence as contributory factors. This informative 
documentary shows interviews of medical experts and 
sensitizes the viewers about obesity using puppets as 
a means of communication. The primary objective of 
the film is to create awareness amongst the students, 
schoolteachers and through them to their parents and 
friends about scientific aspects of obesity development, 
harm it causes to the body and how to prevent it.

Title of the film :  Obesity Prevention In School Going 
Children

Language :  Hindi
Duration :  20mins 18 Sec
Director :  Dr. K K Aggarwal
Producer :  Heart Care Foundation Of India
Email :  emedinews@gmail.com
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OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE 
DISORDER: AS REAL AS 
DAY AND NIGHT

Produced by Vidyasagar Institute of Mental Health, 
Neuro and Allied Sciences, the film “Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder: As Real as Day and Night,” 

increases awareness about the psychological disorder, 
OCD.

The film shows a patient showing some of the most 
commonly observed symptoms of the disorder.  The film 
can be used to educate patients and their families about 
the condition.  The idea is that upon viewing it, patients 
and/or family members will identify with one or more 
symptoms of our patient and realize that OCD is a real 
condition and that seeking psychiatric and psychological 
help is very important to restore a good quality of life.  

Another aspect of the film is to not stigmatize 
patients with the disorder, because OCD can be treated 
and the patient can become as productive as other people 
in his/her society.  

Title of the film :  Obsessive Compulsive Disorder: As Real 
as Day and Night

Language :  Hindi
Duration :  13mins 09 Sec
Director :  Tapash Das
Producer :  VIMHANS
Cinematographer :  Tapash Das
Editor :  Tapash Das, Ashish Sawhney
Script Writer :  Ashish Sawhney, Aakanksha Mehta, Priya 

Babu & Neetu Rana
Email :  tapash_del@yahoo.com
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PED KI PEED JAN RE

The payoff in this instructional video titled “Ped ki 
Peed Jan Re” is the message of conservation and 
propagation of trees through the technique of 

transplantation. It is through a live demonstration and 
on-camera statements of a couple of experts that the 
technique of transplantation of trees is communicated. 
The film also lays emphasis on how such conservation and 
propagation efforts could lead to a cleaner and healthier 
environment. 

The film also establishes why the action of 
transplantation requires the availability of sufficient 
presence of moisture in air and why enzymes, hormones 
and other chemicals need to be sprayed on to the roots 
of trees while it is being transported from one place to 
another. The film also lays stress on why careful accessing 
of lower parts of trees while undertaking careful digging 
of the soil around them is crucial to such efforts. 

Besides communicating the techniques involved 
in the transplantation of trees and finding another home 
for them, the film also dwells on what career prospects 
the youth of today could look forward to in this area. The 
precautions that are required to be undertaken are also 
established in the film.

Title of the film :  Ped Ki Peed
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  2omins 52 Sec
Director :  Dheeraj Hansraj
Producer :  Dheeraj Hansraj
Cinematographer :  Rajendra Vishwakarma, Shivkant Singh & 

Madhav Chandra
Editor :  Dheeraj Hansraj
Script Writer :  Dheeraj Hansraj
Email :  sunmoria@gmail.com
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PLANT TISSUE CULTURE

The film titled “Plant Tissue Culture” establishes the 
process for Plant tissues culture that is generally 
performed in specialized labs as well as the 

significance of plant tissue culture techniques for various 
purposes. The film also shows how this technique could be 
adopted for micro propagation of crop plants. The concept 
on which the science of ‘Plant tissue culture’ is based was 
first propounded in 1902 by a German botanist, Gottilieb 
Haberlandt. According to this concept, each and every cell 
of a plant can be cultured on a nutrient medium within 
glass vessels (i.e., in vitro) and made to grow, divide and 
develop into an embryo and finally into a whole plant. 

Plant tissue culture is a collection of techniques used 
to maintain or grow plant cells, tissues or organs under 
sterile conditions on a nutrient culture medium of known 
composition. Plant tissue culture is widely used to produce 
clones of a plant in a method known as micro propagation. 
It is based on the phenomenon of “Totipotency” i.e. each 
and every cell of plant tissues is capable of regeneration. 
Various techniques for Plant tissues culture have been 
documented in this video program.

Title of the film :  Plant Tissue Culture
Language :  English
Duration :  42mins 19 Sec
Director :  Buddhi Prakash Kukreti
Producer :  Buddhi Prakash Kukreti
Cinematographer :  Anil Lonare
Editor :  Pushpam Kumar
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Pushpam Kumar
Sound Recording & Design :  B. Lyngdoh   
Script Writer :  Dr. Yash Paul Sharma
Email :  buddhipkukreli@gmail.com
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ROSHNI KO AANAY DO

The theme of the film is need of introduction of 
science education in religious educational institutes 
while highlighting how scientific temper and 

aptitude of a science teacher, if appointed, can activate 
the raw talent being wasted in those institutes. The whole 
story revolves round a science teacher appointed by a 
head Molvi in a ‘madrassa’ and an enthusiastic student, 
Rafeeq inspired by him. The head Molvi, Hazratwala is 
supportive to the introduction of science education in 
his madrassa (Darul uloom) while all other ‘molvis’ are 
against the science teacher, and finally get him expelled 
from the Darul Uloom. Science teacher doesn’t resist but 
leaves calmly. The enthusiastic student Rafeeq also leaves 
the institute. He is  son of a blacksmith. He goes to his 
home and helps his father. The scientific temper ignited 
by science teacher starts working. He (Rafeeq) innovates 
the crude articles made by his father as axe, a shovel, 
crowbar, sieve, car washer etc. and becomes a famous 
innovator. His work is recognized and is awarded in 
National Innovators Conference. In the award ceremony 
he surprises everybody when he calls his teacher to the 
dais and hands over his award to him. 

Title of the film :  Roshni Ko Aanay Do
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  29mins
Director :  Bashir Talib
Producer :  Shah-I-Hamdar Leaders School
Cinematographer :  Chazer
Editor :  Chazer
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Chazer
Sound Recording & Design :  Chazer
Script Writer :  Bashir Talib
Email :  bawanitalib786@gmail.com
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SCIENTIFIC AWARENESS 
ON GOOD PERSONAL 
HYGIENE

This film produced by Heart Care Foundation of 
India stresses on the importance of personal 
hygiene amongst people. Hygiene can be defined 

as a set of practices performed for the well being of the 
body. Hygiene is more than simply being clean, practicing 
proper hygiene helps in attaining a healthy lifestyle as 
well as prevention from various air borne diseases and 
illnesses. The film makes us aware of the different types 
of hygienic practices and how we should perform them. 
Our body is the place we live in, it is our duty to make sure 
it is healthy and functioning, maintaining good personal 
hygiene is the least we can do for our body, which is 
exactly what this film propagates.

Title of the film :  Scientific Awareness On Good Personal 
Hygiene

Language :  Hindi
Duration :  29mins 38 Sec
Director :  Dr. K K Aggarwal
Producer :  Heart Care Foundation Of India
Email :  emedinews@gmail.com
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SUJBUJ SE SANSHODAN

This film introduces rural farmers who have become 
innovators and whose innovations have solved 
many common problems. As often heard, necessity 

is the mother of invention; though not literate, these 
farmers observe, analyze and learn. Not disappointed 
by failure of first, second and third attempt; these local 
heroes keep searching until they reach the perfect 
solution. These types of innovations are called Grassroots 
Innovations, which are innovations that are being done 
at the bottom of the pyramid, usually due to necessity, 
lack of funds and other hardships and challenges. These 
innovations are path breaking in the sense that they 
provide a sustainable economical solution to the problem 
at hand. In India, large section of the society is involved in 
agricultural sector. Most of the farmers follow traditional 
methods. In today’s time, challenges have increased 
and so has the cost of agricultural production. Still many 
farmers cannot afford the costly agricultural equipments. 

This film showcases such innovators who are not 
educated but still their innovations are sustainable, 
marketable and cheap. This has made Indian innovators 
quite famous and at par with other innovators in the world, 
because when it comes to problem solving creatively, 
Indian innovators tend to perform better than the rest in 
generating greater sustainable alternatives by using local 
resources frugally..  

Title of the film :  Sujbuj Se Sanshodhan
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  16mins
Director :  Saraswatichandra Acharya 
Producer :  Dirgha Media Production
Cinematographer :  Rituraj, Pradeep, Jagnesh, Dharmraj, 

Satish
Editor :  Jayesh Deliwala
Script Writer :  Saraswatichandra Acharya
Email :  dirghamedia@gmail.com
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SUNDARTA KA 
RANGMANCH

This film narrates the story of migratory birds, which 
come to the ‘Jayakwadi Dam’ situated in the state 
of Maharashtra. It covers a range of migratory 

birds, and informs us about their original place, the 
distance they travel and the season in which they travel. 
The film also focuses on the unique features of the dam 
and the points of attraction for the migratory birds.  

The film explains two types of migratory birds, one 
form India and other from different countries. The beauty 
of the nature is well captured in the film. Birds like Ibil, 
blackwind, Stiv, Bramhni Duck shows a canvas of beauty 
which are coupled with scientific information about their 
living pattern, eating habits, reproduction cycle, imparting 
this documentary an informatory as well as aesthetic 
quality

Title of the film :  Sundarta Ka Rangmanch
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  23mins 51 Sec
Director :  Dr. Balkrishna D. Damle
Producer :  EMRC, Pune 
Cinematographer :  Shivaraj Chinchwade & Irfan Karnalkar
Editor :  Vasim Pathan
Graphics / Animation  
/ Special Effects           :  Vasim Pathan
Sound Recording & Design :  Suchit Hasabnis & Tanaji Sutar 
Script Writer :  Milind Patil
Email :  bddamle@hotmail.com
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TAKNIK SE DUR 
CHHOTEY KISAN 

While being in the midst of a crisis on many a 
front, the government is constantly pushing 
the frontiers aiming at adoption of modern 

farming techniques through various means. There hardly 
appears any viable alternative to increase the productivity 
and profitability of cultivation than depending on 
improved techniques of farming and its wider application 
by practicing farmers. Though the question often asked 
is whether farmers with small land holdings can reap the 
benefits of such development or would the developments 
in modern farming methods keep eluding them? They 
have hardly been answered satisfactorily. They hold the 
promise of translating the achievements made in the 
agricultural laboratories across the nation into profits on 
ground. 

The challenges faced are many and varied ranging 
from sliding ground water table, quality of soil, availability 
of quality farm inputs, flood, drought, nutrients, climate 
change, quality seeds, coming of the multinational 
companies, often unrequired mechanization of farming, 
and the like. Farm productivity being a direct product 
of soil, water and biodiversity, the productivity in farm 
sector has never been on such a stringent test as today.  

Title of the film : Taknik Se Dur Chhotey Kisan 
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  25mins 8sec
Director :  Arvind Kumar Singh
Producer :  CEO, Rajya Sabha TV
Cinematographer :  Junaid, Ashwani & Rajesh Agrwal
Editor : Ashish Katoch
Graphics / Animation  
/ Special Effects           :  Bhawna Chauhan
Sound Recording & Design :  Jami Waheedi
Script Writer :  Arvind Kumar Singh
Email :  arvindksingh.rstv@gmail.com
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THE GREAT 
INDIAN HORNBILL 

The Great Indian Hornbill is most popularly seen 
in the Western Ghats. It is also the official bird of 
the state of Kerala. The magnificence and the life 

style of the Great Indian Hornbill is the main attraction of 
these birds. They have a strong family bonding and take 
care of its partners and infants alike. Human greed and 
its consequences have been a major threat to these birds. 
Also the fast deforestation of Western Ghats is causing 
climatic changes across the state. 

The Great Indian Hornbill’s ‘Symphony of Life’ is a 
short documentary that portrays the life cycle of these 
magnificent birds. The film intends to create awareness 
among the masses about the life cycle of the Hornbill. 
Preserving the ecosystem of these birds is the mainstay 
of the programme.

Title of the film :  The Great Indian Hornbill
Language :  Malayalam
Duration :  23mins 05 Sec
Email :  bijupankaj@mbnews.in
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THE MAN WHO 
DWARFED THE 
MOUNTAIN 

Seldom does a man’s deeds loom so large that 
they dwarf the very mountains from where they 
emanate. One such person is Chandi Prasad Bhatt, 

who has strong claims to being the first modern Indian 
environmentalist, and arguably also its greatest. Bhatt 
was one of the pioneers of Chipko movement, adopting 
non-violence in preventing deforestation in the Garhwal 
Himalayas by hugging trees to prevent them from being 
felled during the early 70s. Chipko was not just a fight for 
protecting forests and environment, but a struggle for 
protecting and renewing livelihoods. It was a fight for 
social dignity, and for political emancipation.

He is instrumental in putting afforestation and 
conversation of natural resources at the centre of the 
nation’s agenda. This film seeks to decipher the life, the 
motivation and works of Chandi Prasad Bhatt, the man 
who silently changed the paradigm of environment 
activism in India as described by Ramchandra Guha as 
one of the finest Indian alive today.

Title of the film :  The Man Who Dwarfed The Mountain
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  174mins 26sec
Director :  Ruchi Shrivastava & Sumit Sundarlal 

Khanna
Producer :  Rajeev Mehrotra
Cinematographer :  Pooja Sharma
Editor :  Tinni Mitra
Sound Recording & Design :  Gissy Michael
Email :  anjuli@psbt.org
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THE PUPPET 
COMMUNICATORS

Puppetry is an ancient mode of communication. The 
age-old folk art puppetry is the synthesis of various 
arts: sculpture, design, music, mime, dance and 

theatre, and the puppet itself. It is the crystallization of 
the imagination and magic of the puppeteer. The National 
Council for Science and Technology Communication 
(NCSTC) & Vigyan Prasar have introduced the art of 
puppetry for science and technology communication for 
the first time in the country. Puppetry can be used in specific 
scientific topic related to environment, biodiversity, AIDS, 
blood donation, women’s health, leprosy eradication, safe 
drinking water, etc. 

Traditionally in India, puppetry was used as a popular 
and an inexpensive medium to transmit knowledge 
about Indian myths and legends. In traditional puppetry, 
different types of puppets are used in different regions of 
India. The differences exist in names, in form, structure, 
manipulation and presentation methods. Puppetry is 
both - an amusement medium and a learning medium. 
But, today it crosses these two mediums and advances as 
a ‘Transformer’.  

Every means of communication has its own 
limitations. In this film puppetries are also not beyond 
those limitations. Though highly traditional, they fairly 
establish scientific means of communication, which is 
most effective even after crossing the limitations. 

Title of the film :  The Puppet Communicators
Language :  Bengali
Duration :  42mins 22 Sec
Director :  Sunandit Chaudhury
Producer :  Dr Arnab KR. Banerjee
Cinematographer :  Sunandit Chaudhury
Editor :  Sunandit Chaudhury
Script Writer :  Dr. Sima Mukhopadhyay
Email :  sunanditchaudhury@gmail.com
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THE VANGUARDS OF 
ANGUL: PEOPLE AND 
FORESTS

Produced by The Energy and Resources Institute 
(TERI) and The Odisha Forestry Sector 
Development Project, the film “The Vanguards of 

Angul: People and forests” focuses on the issue of forest 
degradation and climatic change. 

It was around the early 1990s that the villagers in 
Angul district of Odisha woke up to the reality of losing 
their forests completely, and started efforts to bring back 
their forests, their lifeline. In 2007, the Odisha forest 
department infused fresh energy into this movement by 
reviving the Van Suraksha Samitis and entrusting them 
with full responsibility to manage their forests.  

The Vanguards tells a story of transition- of how 
communities who once exploited their forests turned into 
its protectors and managers. It further reminds us why 
such stories must be acknowledged in the national and 
global discourse on mitigating climate change.

Title of the film :  The Vanguards of Angul: People and 
forests

Language :  English
Duration :  26mins 17 Sec
Director :  Ahona Datta Gupta
Producer :  The Energy and Resources Institute
Cinematographer :  Gurmeet Sapal
Editor :  Sunil Mathur
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects           :  R K Joshi
Sound Recording & Design :  Vikas Yadav
Script Writer :  Ahona Datta Gupta & Rishu Nigam
Email :  sumit.bansal@teri.res.in
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UNSUNG HEROES

The film, “Unsung heroes” is a gritty tale of two 
individuals, Faizul Hasan Quadri and Ram Kumar 
Tyagi, who have made a name for themselves in 

their locale and who have accomplished what they had to 
over all odds.

Faizul Hasan Quadri, a retired postman who has 
built a “Taj Mahal” for his wife in her remembrance in the 
outskirts of Bulandshahr, Uttar Pradesh. Single handedly, 
Faizul Hasan Quadri recreated the monument of love for 
the love of his life who passed away. Ram Kumar Tyagi, 
hailing from Harpur, Uttar Pradesh, had a troublesome past 
with the administration and the law of the land. Tyagi ji as 
he is popularly known as, has had very troublesome past 
with number of criminal cases against him. The current 
‘Tyagi ji” is a deep contrast to his past self, giving coaching 
to young girls and boys who represent themselves at the 
District, State and even National level in wrestling. 

These Unsung heroes with their past and their 
present are an inspiration in itself that can ignite many 
generations.

Title of the film :  Unsung Heroes
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  44mins 9 Sec
Director :  Sumit Osmand Shaw
Producer :  Baanyan Tree Productions Pvt. Ltd
Email :  creativeshaw@gmail.com
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YAMUNA KI VYATHA

Opening with the description of the mythic, 
religious and environmental origin of the river 
Yamuna, the film “Yamuna Ki Vyatha” traces its 

flow routes while traversing the downstream region. The 
film adopts the stories from religious text in its narration 
about how the river holds a central importance and how 
it can spell doom with the continuing dumping of waste 
into it and the degree of pollution it has received over the 
years. 

A dance performance interspersed with a collage 
of shots of the river Yamuna makes up for the visual 
introduction. A clean Yamuna mission is introduced 
towards the end of the film, which is supposed to 
culminate in 2025 at Allahabad. The film concludes with 
an appeal to save Yamuna to save our lives. 

Title of the film :  Yamuna Ki Vyatha
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  18mins 52 Sec
Director :  Manoj Srivastava
Producer :  Global Greens
Cinematographer :  Vinod Mishra
Editor :  Rahul Mishra
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Rahul Mishra
Script Writer :  Manoj Srivastava
Email :  mgglobalgreen@gmail.com
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Category B 
Film made by individual/
independent film makers 

Target Audience - General Public 
(10-30 minutes)



A SHORT STORY OF THE 
UNIVERSE

Apart from the existential questions that keep us 
occupied in life, we sometimes find ourselves 
also wondering about the universe and the life 

around our planet. Since the beginning of time, the night 
sky has always attracted us. Man has constantly sought 
to unravel the innumerable mysteries, which are a part of 
the universe.

The documentary titled “A Short Story of The 
Universe” explores the breakthrough moments in history 
when man learnt about the universe and how in each 
phase of history he made sense with information he 
decoded. In 15th century, in Aristotle’s time man believed 
in a Geo-centric model of the universe, which claimed 
that the earth is the center of the universe. Later it was 
revealed by scientists that the Sun was the center of the 
universe and the earth just revolved around its axis, which 
is why we experience day and night. These breakthroughs 
in science were hard for the laymen to process at that 
time in 16th century. Gradually with time people learnt 
more and more about the universe, with the help of few 
great scientists who led the way for enlightenment. 

Title of the film : A Short Story of The Universe
Language : Hindi
Duration : 27mins 32Sec
Director : Abhishek Verma & S. Pratap Singh
Producer : Abhishek Verma & S. Pratap Singh
Cinematographer : Abhishek Verma & S. Pratap Singh
Editor : Abhishek Verma & S. Pratap Singh
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  S. Pratap Singh
Sound Recording & Design :  S. Pratap Singh
Script Writer :  Abhishek Verma
Email :  sensationalsarvesh@gmail.com,
   abh9294@gmail.com
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ANNUS MIRABILIS

The world we inhabit today, would have been 
a different place if it weren’t for the amazing 
discoveries produced by famous scientists. 

Scientists in a broad sense, is a person engaging in a 
systematic activity to acquire knowledge. In a more 
restricted sense, a scientist may refer to an individual who 
uses the scientific method. The person may be an expert 
in one or more areas of science and he performs research 
towards a more comprehensive understanding of nature 
including physical, mathematical and social realms.

The film “Annus Mirabilis” focuses on the famous 
scientist and theoretical physicist Dr. Albert Einstein and 
his breakthrough works in the year 1905. The year 1905 
is remembered today as a landmark year for Einstein, 
because it was in this year that Einstein made major 
breakthrough in the field of physics. The year is often 
referred to as the “year of wonders” and more famously in 
Latin as “Annus Mirabilis”. Einstein published five essays 
at breathtaking speed and one of them his doctoral 
thesis. Two of these essays turned the whole of theoretical 
physics upside down. For a long time this term was also 
used to describe the year 1666, when the legendary Isaac 
Newton established the foundations of modern physics.

Title of the film :  Annus Mirabilis
Language :  English
Duration :  15mins 01 Sec
Director :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Producer :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Cinematographer :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Editor :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Script Writer :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Email :  iwillcareu@gmail.com
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BEGINNING

The film “Beginning”, traces the journey of a deaf 
and dumb man working as a peon in a school and 
who is thrown out of that school for insolence. He 

has nowhere to go and nothing to eat. While sitting on 
the road, he is struck with an idea to earn a livelihood. He 
arranges newspaper and makes a paper bag out of them 
whereby selling them and making some money. 

The film’s pay off lies in teaching us skill development, 
entrepreneurship and a spirit for survival, which each and 
every one of us intrinsically possesses. Though ultimately 
giving the message of ‘save the environment’ by using 
paper bag over a plastic bag. The story tells us a lot about 
the human condition and how to overcome difficulties 
over all odds. 

Title of the film : Beginning
Language :  English
Duration :  15mins 55 Sec
Director :  Ashok Bairagi Ab
Producer :  Ashok Bairagi Ab Corps.
Cinematographer :  Ashok Bairagi Ab
Editor :  Ashok Bairagi Ab 
Graphics / Animation
/ Special Effects :  Ashok Bairagi Ab                                                 
Script Writer :  Ashok Bairagi Ab
Email :  av.bairagi@gmail.com
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BHARAT KA SALAM, 
KALAM KE NAAM

As the title of the film goes “Bharat ka Salam, 
Kalam ke Naam”, this film is a tribute to Dr. APJ 
Abdul Kalam, also known as the “Missile Man of 

India”.
A Bharat Ratna, Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam was one of 

the finest scientists India had ever seen. After working 
for almost two decades in ISRO, where he had been 
the project head of India’s first Satellite Launch Vehicle, 
he moved to DRDO and took up the responsibility of 
developing indigenous guided missiles. He is famously 
known for his contribution to the ballistic missile and the 
launch vehicle technology, which earned him the tag of 
“Missile Man of India”. 

Dr. Kalam’s transition from the missile man to 
people’s president made him even more respectable and 
loveable at the same time. His simple ways, grounded 
personality and a soaring intellect made him an inspiration 
for the whole country. His demise on July 27, 2015 marked 
an end of an era, the end of Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, a man 
whose limitless contributions will ever be remembered by 
India and also the world as a whole.  

Title of the film :  Bharat ka Salam, Kalam ke Naam
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  15mins 01 Sec
Director :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Producer :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Cinematographer :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Editor :  Jagadeesh Pillai
Script Writer :  Shreelata Jagadeesh
Email :  iwillcareu@gmail.com
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BIRDS OF NARSINH 
TALAV

This is a story of the birds of an urban lake (Narsinh 
Mehta Lake) situated in the center of city 
surrounded by human population and still teaming 

with life. Narsinh Mehta Lake is situated in Junagadh 
city, Gujarat. It provides shelter to many birds and some 
reptiles, amphibious and mammals. It is the source of 
fresh food to many native and migratory birds. 

This documentary showcases the stories of birds 
and animals, how they spend winter, summer and 
monsoon, and their struggle in the intense competition 
of life to stay alive. The story starts with the morning 
– winter season. It shows the competition between two 
weaverbirds and how it gets intense and end up with 
stealing and fighting behavior. In summer it shows very 
rare behavior of pelican, feeding on cormorant bird. 

And finally the documentary ends with the peacock 
dance and transformation of nature that monsoon brings. 
In addition to these extraordinary stories, we have also 
covered bat, butterfly and moth, mongoose and cobra 
fight, and mating activity of toad in night vision. This 
documentary shows the beauty of nature with the mixture 
of beautiful birds, time-lapse, and seasonal transition. 

Title of the film :  Birds of Narsinh Talav
Language :  English
Duration :  34mins 19 Sec
Director :  Umesh Kathad
Producer :  Weaver Films
Editor :  Vijay Kathad
Sound Recording & Design :  Akshay Dave
Script Writer :  Vijay Kathad
Email :  umesh.kathad@gmail.com
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EHSAAS – THE FEELING

The film informs us about the dangers associated 
with smoking cigarettes. ‘Cigarette Smoking 
is Injurious to Health’, the statutory warning is 

outwitted almost by everyone. Why is that? Why are 
people so eager and obstinate to smoke? What happens 
when we smoke in excess?

The film “Ehsaas- The Feeling” through the use of 
a dramatized treatment of the narrative makes us realize 
the dangers associated with smoking. The films pay off 
lies in not only making us realize but also substantiating it 
through experiments, that how risky and life threatening 
smoking can be. 

Title of the film :  Ehsaas – The Feeling
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  36mins 10 Sec
Director :  Meraj Ahmad
Producer :  Meraj Ahmad
Cinematographer :  Meraj Ahmad & Chandan Jha
Editor :  Meraj Ahmad
Sound Recording & Design :  Chandan
Script Writer :  Meraj Ahmad
Email :  merajbth@gmail.com
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EK PRAYAS AANGAN SE

Opening with the mimosa pudica, popularly 
called the ‘touch-me-not’ plant and the haldi 
or curcumin plant, the film titled “Ek Prayas 

Aangan Se” looks at botanical characteristics and health 
benefits of the use of a range of fruit bearing plants, trees 
and shrubs as well as vegetables.

Led by a couple of children, the film takes the 
audience through a whirlwind tour of the garden as well 
as the outdoor location where pomegranate, tamarind, 
mango, neem, tulsi, mehendi, raddish, brinjal, guava, 
custard apple, banana, bird of paradise, amla, lemon, 
arhar dal, papaya, and others are met with. It is through 
the dialogues among the participating children that the 
manner in which the above mentioned plants, shrubs and 
trees grow are explained. They engage in a conversation 
about the various vitamins and minerals that the fruits 
being dealt with in the programme provide. 

The programme also establishes the morphological 
differences between a tree and a shrub and how the seeds 
could be grown as well as what are the characteristics 
of various flowers and fruits that the programme deals 
with.

Title of the film :  Ek Prayas Aangan Se
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  45mins 37 Sec
Director :  M.N. Chikkamuniyappa.     
Editor :  M.N. Chikkamuniyappa.     
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects           :  Abhishek Munie
Sound Recording & Design :  Sudha Shri
Script Writer :  Dinesh C. Joshi
Email :  mnchikkamuniyappa@yahoo.com
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HOMEMADE EGG 
INCUBATOR

The film “Homemade Egg Incubator” explores the 
innovation of the homemade egg incubator. The 
film explains in detail the processes with which 

this homemade egg incubator works, and how it can be 
made.

The film follows the step-by-step method towards 
the making of this incubator. It serves as an instructional 
video explaining how the incubator can be designed. The 
films unique point lies in its closely following the hatching 
period of the egg from day 1 to the 20th day when the egg 
is hatched. 

Title of the film :  Homemade Egg Incubator
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  36mins 10 Sec
Director :  Meraj Ahmad
Producer :  Meraj Ahmad
Cinematographer :  Meraj Ahmad & zebu Iqbal
Editor :  Meraj Ahmad
Sound Recording & Design :  Chandan
Script Writer :  Meraj Ahmad
Email :  merajbth@gmail.com
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INNOVISION: TECHNICAL 
SOLUTION TO REAL LIFE 
CHALLENGES

This episode of the series “INNOVISION” compares 
and contrasts various technological innovations 
offered by teams of students in various engineering 

colleges who offer novel concepts for a fuel-efficient 
internal combustion engine. The film aims at promotion 
of scientific temper amongst youth. 

The participating students are picked up through 
an initial screening from across the country. Following 
the briefing of the ‘real life challenge’ the students are 
expected to develop working prototypes of the ‘technical 
solution’ that they would like to propose. 

Judges shortlist teams of semifinalists from 
different engineering colleges based on the ‘technological 
innovativeness quotient’ and the novelty of the application 
in the proposed working prototype. The semifinalists 
also receive feedback from the audience in the studio 
as well as from the judges who adopt a team each. A 
combined solution is obtained towards the end of the 
programme and a winner declared based on the novelty 
of technological idea. 

Title of the film :  Innovision: Technical Solutions To Real 
Life Challenges

Language :  English
Duration :  15mins 
Director :  Matiur Rahman
Producer :  Matiur Rahman
Cinematographer :  Poonam Chaurasia
Editor :  Vikas Pandey & Poonam Chaurasia
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects           :  Vikas Pandey & Poonam Chaurasia
Sound Recording & Design :  Poonam Chaurasia
Script Writer :  Matiur Rahman
Email :  matiurrahman@Gmail.Com
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JAGMAGATE SITARE

Produced by the National Horticulture Board, the 
film titled “Jagmagate Sitare” intends to make 
the farming community appreciate the value 

of using technically evaluated and better grafts, seeds 
as well as tubers obtained from registered, rated and 
laboratory recognized nurseries. The film establishes 
how the established practices of growing fruit trees as 
recommended by the National Horticulture Board could 
lead to a substantial increase in per hectare productivity 
as well as the total fruit production in the country.  Though 
India ranks second in the world in fruit production, there 
are aspects which the National Horticulture Board has 
identified for stepwise implementation for future addition 
to productivity standards. The adoption of suggested 
measures by farmers have already resulted in better 
yields and that too without the farm inputs being too 
expensive.  

The film also establishes how the technical 
evaluation by NHB have created horticulture rating for 
nurseries classed from one to five star. The use of high 
pedigree planting material of fruit crops and rootstock 
combined with standard practices are also stressed upon 
keeping the needs of farmers in mind and for long term 
food and nutrition security in the country.   

Title of the film :  Jagmagate Sitare
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  30mins 36 Sec
Director :  Asrar Shamsi
Producer :  National Horticulture Board
Cinematographer :  Ram Babu
Editor :  Prem Prakash 
Script Writer :  Dr. Jagdeep Saxena
Email :  superads.media@gmail.com
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KANAVU VARIYAM

Power outage is a common feature in India and is a 
nationwide crisis. Giving a dramatized treatment 
to the narrative, the film “Kanavu Variyam” or 

Dream Factory shows the protagonist Ezhil, a village 
school dropout trying to find a solution to need of the 
hour. Ezhil’s thought process takes a dramatic turn when 
he reads a book in the village library. He decides to find 
an innovative solution to generate power and spends all 
his time in research and experimentation. Village folks 
discourage him and ridicule his efforts.

The film portrays his perseverance and conviction 
to turn the impossible into possible and to generate 
electricity in his village.

Title of the film :  Kanavu Variyam
Language :  Tamil
Duration :  29mins 47 Sec
Director :  Arun Chidambaram
Sound Recording & Design :  Arun Chidambaram
Script Writer :  Arun Chidambaram
Email :  vanakamarun@gmail.com
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KOI TO HAI: WE ARE NOT 
ALONE

This film reveals assumptions and conjectures 
associated with the Extraterrestrial life.

Today universe has a huge search with 
planets, satellites, comets, asteroids etc. There are still 
more wonders, like creatures of other planets including 
aliens. Extraterrestrial life is life that does not originate 
from Earth. The “Panspermia” hypothesis proposes that 
life elsewhere in the universe may have a common origin. 
If extraterrestrial life was found on another body in the 
Solar System, it could have originated from Earth just as 
life on Earth may have been seeded from elsewhere. 

So many people claim to have seen the 
extraterrestrials or aliens. Astronomers believed that, 
there are billions and billions of stars in our galaxy alone 
and it is reasonable to expect, an even greater number of 
planets orbiting them. 

It is possible that the life on the other planet with 
its creatures may be different from our perception. It is 
not necessary that they are the same organisms as we 
are. They may be different from us. They may be more 
intelligent than us. We may not be the only life form in the 
universe. This film is an effort in the same field. 

Title of the film :  Koi to Hai, We are not Alone
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  16mins 26Sec
Director :  Dr. Irfan ‘Human’
Producer :  Earthian Film Production
Cinematographer :  Naresh Yadav
Editor :  Rajan Mishra
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Rajan Mishra
Sound Recording & Design :  Hem Singh
Script Writer :  Dr. Irfan ‘Human’
Email :  research.org@rediffmail.com
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MIRACLE   RECYCLE

Hair is a renewable resource. Though human hair 
fall is a very natural phenomenon, pounds of 
human hair get wasted every day and gets lost 

in landfills. If not dealt with properly hair can create major 
sanitary and environmental problems. The documentary 
“Miracle Recycle’’ reveals how the human hair is recycled 
and has given birth to the wig making and other industries 
that benefit from recycling fallen hair. Not only used for 
wigs, by the theatre, film and television industries, human 
hair is also used in cleaning up oil spills, plant, food etc.

This film follows a journey from the collection 
of hair/fallen hair (Remy, Non-Remy, Virgin) to the 
final product making. The recycling process runs with 
unique, sustainable, environment-friendly and economic 
approach, which strengthens it to have a bright export 
future.

Title of the film :  Miracle Recycle
Language :  Bengali
Duration :  2omins 42 Sec
Director :  Jayashri Mukherjee
Producer :  Jayashri Mukherjee
Cinematographer :  Sanjoy Kr. Dutta
Editor :  Sanjoy Kr. Dutta
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Sanjoy Kr. Dutta
Sound Recording & Design :  Sanjoy Kr. Dutta:
Script Writer :  Jayashri Mukherjee
Email :  jayashrimukherjee2010@gmail.com
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MONUMENTAL SCIENCE

This film titled ‘Monumental Science’ looks into the 
metallic and other sources for obtaining colors and 
the techniques the Medieval Indians might have 

employed to create the paintings in the ceiling of Sabha 
Mandap of the fourteenth century Veerupaksha temple 
situated at the World Heritage Site at Hampi in the state 
of Karntaka. The unimaginative manner in which, colour 
has been restored on the sculptures at the gem of south 
Indian temple architecture – the Kanakachalapathy 
temple at Kanakagiri, Hampi, is also briefly touched upon 
in the film. 

Based on the theme of science & technology 
in ancient and medieval Indian architecture, the film 
“Monumental Science” is treated in the manner of 
a techno-archaeological tour that explores the links 
between sciences, architecture and archaeology.  The film 
aims at creating awareness about our scientific heritage 
and how the ancient architect went about the planning 
and execution of complex and magnificent monumental 
structures at which we look with awe today. 

The film intends to make the viewer pause and reflect 
and not just casually pass by an archaeological site, which 
stand testimony to the construction and technological 
skills of the ancient and medieval Indians. 

Title of the film :  Monumental Science
Language :  English
Duration :  18mins 21sec
Director :  Matiur Rahman
Producer :  Television Programme Company
Cinematographer :  Poonam Chaurasia
Editor :  Poonam Chaurasia
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects           :  Poonam Chaurasia
Sound Recording & Design :  Poonam Chaurasia
Script Writer :  Matiur Rahman
Email :  matiurrahman@gmail.com
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SACRED HARVEST

Food commodities loaded with residual toxins of 
pesticides and other chemical farm inputs are 
causing many health hazards in our society. Even 

higher are the environmental problems they cause. The 
film explores the possible solution to this grave problem, 
which is a gradual shift to organic farming. 

Agriculture and has no Science in it. To prove that 
this belief is wrong, the film “Sacred Harvest” explores 
the Science behind Organic farming. In the first segment, 
Science of organic manures like cow dung, cow urine, 
vermicompost, Panchgavya etc. and their mode of 
action are included, followed by a segment on Organic 
pesticides. 

Expert’s comments based on their practical studies 
as well as the indigenous knowledge behind Organic 
farming, as conceived by expert farmers are incorporated 
in the film. The film has also taken scientific inputs from 
various organizations in this sector. “Sacred Harvest” 
conveys the message that optimum production is possible 
through Organic farming and it should be made into a 
people’s movement involving all sections of the society.

Title of the film :  Sacred Harvest
Language :  English
Duration :  45mins 28 Sec
Director :  G.S. Unnikrishnan Nair
Producer :  G.S. Unnikrishnan Nair & Anjana 

Unnikrishnan
Cinematographer :  Sanjeev S
Editor :  Anu George
Script Writer :  G.S. Unnikrishnan Nair
Email :  vanchiyurunni@gmail.com
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Save Power – Save 
Environment

This film, “Save Power – Save Environment” focuses 
on environmental impact of coal as a source of 
energy. In spite of all its adverse and damaging 

effects, coal continues to be the most common source 
of energy in our day-to-day life. Our heavy dependence 
on coal as a source of energy in various industries, as fuel 
and especially in coal-based thermal power plants has 
humongous environmental side-effects.

Throughout the world, scientists, statesmen and 
policy makers have expressed their grave doubt over the 
sustainability of our present condition for long. The global 
average temperature increased by more than 1.4°F over 
the last century. Many places have experienced changes 
in rainfall resulting in more intense rain, as well as more 
frequent and severe heat waves. All of these changes are 
evidence that our world is getting warmer. These are all 
dangerous signs. The impact of human interference and 
modern technology on our environment is immense 
and far-reaching. This film poses some very disturbing 
questions through an intelligent use of audio-visual 
media. 

Title of the film  :  Save Power, Save Environment
Language  :   English
Duration  :  14mins 39 Sec
Director  :  Monica
Email   :  ranjitstudio@rediffmail.com
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SAVING THE SAVIOUR

The documentary titled “Saving the Saviour” 
situates itself in Laharwapora in Bandipora, Jammu 
and Kashmir. It is a character based documentary 

film about a young boy Billa, 15, trying his best to save one 
of the Asia’s largest fresh water lake Wular, by searching 
and collecting plastic and polythene trash scattered in 
and around the lake waters.  He scavenges daily for hours 
together regardless of cold, heat, rain and snow to earn 
for his family by selling the collected trash from the lake.

The film becomes an environmental documentary 
on one of the most famous fresh water lakes, highlighting 
its deteriorating condition. Billa’s miserable life 
juxtaposed with the deteriorating condition of the lake 
sets a painful narrative in motion in and around Wular. 
Billa’s effort may be a minuscule attempt but the thought 
in deed is incredible. He has made a redeeming difference 
to the Wular, something that the society in Kashmir has 
generally overlooked. 

Wular Lake is dying a fast death, which nobody 
comprehends. Billa’s story might be a spark to ignite the 
debate and therein an effort to invigorate the people’s 
resolve to save the Wular, which we need for our existence, 
betterment and for generations to come.

Title of the film :   Saving the Saviour
Language :  Kashmiri
Duration :  27mins 29 Sec
Director :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Producer :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Cinematographer :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Editor :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Email :  jalaljeelani16@gmail.com
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SCIENCE GOOD, BUT...

This short film is based on the concept that science 
is not good or bad, but it can be used in both ways. 
Science has become inevitable in every aspects 

of human life. We can’t even think about a world without 
science. But at the same time a parallel world exists here, 
which deceives humans by misusing the principles of 
science. Through this short film that parallel world, which 
harvests money by misusing scientific knowledge, which is 
unknown to the common man, is unleashed. The scientific 
information is depicted in mode of a teacher’s interaction 
with children. The characters of a trader presented in this 
short film symbolize the large-scale industrial chain, which 
earns enormous profit by hoax means using science. It 
is the common man who becomes prey to these fowl 
deeds.

The younger generation should be alert enough to 
eradicate these fraudsters in future and this is the message 
that this short film puts forward.

Title of the film : Science Good, But...
Language : Malayalam
Duration : 16 Min.45 Sec.
Director : Santhosh Vallicode
Producer : Santhosh Vallicode
Cinematographer : Santhosh Vallicode
Editor : Vinu
Graphics / Animation
/ Special Effects : Balu V
Sound Recording & Design : Shibin Naduveettil
Email : santhoshvallicode@gmail.com
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SHROUDED PARADISE

Food commodities loaded with residual toxins of 
pesticides and other chemical farm inputs are 
causing many health hazards in our society. Even 

higher are the environmental problems they cause. The 
film explores the possible solution to this grave problem, 
which is a gradual shift to organic farming. 

There is a wrong belief in the society that Organic 
farming is layman’s Agriculture and has no Science in it. To 
prove that this belief is wrong, the film “Sacred Harvest” 
explores the Science behind Organic farming. In the first 
segment, Science of organic manures like cow dung, cow 
urine, vermicompost, Panchgavya etc. and their mode of 
action are included, followed by a segment on Organic 
pesticides. 

Expert’s comments based on their practical studies 
as well as the indigenous knowledge behind Organic 
farming, as conceived by expert farmers are incorporated 
in the film. The film has also taken scientific inputs from 
various organizations in this sector. “Sacred Harvest” 
conveys the message that optimum production is possible 
through Organic farming and it should be made into a 
people’s movement involving all sections of the society.

Title of the film :  Shrouded Paradise
Language :  English
Duration :  29mins 37 Sec
Director :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Producer :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Cinematographer :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Editor :  Jalal Ud Din Baba
Email :  jalaljeelani16@gmail.com
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SOIL, THE SOUL OF EARTH

The documentary titled, “Soil, The Soul of Earth” 
highlights the role of soil in the ecosystem. The 
year 2015 was celebrated as the international year 

of soils. Its purpose was to create public awareness on 
the role of soil in food safety, climate changes, ecological 
safety, eradication of poverty, etc. 

Soil is the life under our feet. It is the external cover 
of the earth like our skin. Seldom does man acknowledge 
the true value of soil which is not only used in farming but 
for many purposes like, making cooking pots, plants pots, 
crockery etc. 

The documentary’s main aim is to make people 
aware of the degradation of soil since the last few years. 
Due to human activity like, using fertilizers and pesticides 
for farming, invariably results in the destruction of the 
biodiversity of the soil. Chopping of trees adds to the 
erosion of upper soil. Man should realize that it is high time 
and the abuse of soil will do no good to our eco system, for 
the soil is the soul of the earth.

Title of the film :  Soil, The Soul of Earth
Language :  English
Duration :  12mins 08 Sec
Director :  Santosh Vallicode
Producer :  Sasimangala
Cinematographer :  Santosh Vallicode
Editor :  Dileep
Script Writer :  Santosh Vallicode
Email :  santhoshvallicode@gmail.com
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SOUL OF SOIL

This instructional video titled “Soul of Soil” deals with 
Vermicomposting. The film opens and closes with 
a progressive farmer from Bihar and in between it  

engages the audience with how exactly vermicomposting 
is done, what constitutes the vermicompost, the method 
adopted to reach various stages of composting, the role 
of earthworm and the like. 

The film makes an attempt to establish the benefits 
of use of vermicompost and how the use of chemical 
fertilizers is detrimental to the health of soil as well as 
that of human beings. 

The film clearly explains what basic phyto-nutrients 
does vermicompost offer ranging from phosphorus, 
sulphur, iron, magnesium, potassium, calcium, etc. 
Different species of earthworm that play a vital role in the 
action of vermicomposting is also shown.  The interview 
of a farmer who practices vermicompost farming lends 
authenticity to the concept. 

Title of the film :  Soul of Soil
Language :  HIndi
Duration :  15mins 09 Sec
Director :  Meraj Ahmad
Cinematographer :  Meraj Ahmad & Chandan Jha
Editor :  Meraj Ahmad
Sound Recording & Design :  Chandan
Script Writer :  Meraj Ahmad
Email :  merajbth@gmail.com
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SUNIYOJIT SHAHAR KE LIYE...

Urban Sanitation and hygiene is growing up as 
one of the biggest challenge to the fast pace 
of urban development. Along with ensuring 

personal hygiene, proper drainage system and dry waste 
management, domestic waste water management is 
also critically essential for planned development of any 
city. Many cities have recently bested the brunt of poor 
sewage system.

Domestic waste water is not only an issue related 
to safe sanitation, but it is also one of the major cause for 
polluting the fresh water bodies in and around the cities. 
Sewage system is so critical that neither it is possible to 
protect sources of water from getting polluted nor we 
could imagine of safe sanitation and hygiene that without 
proper management of sewage system. Polluted waste 
water flushed through common sewer gets amalgamated 
with rivers, ponds and lake water and thus rapidly damages 
water sources. This in turn endangers the existences of 
these affected water bodies.

 Domestic waste water treatment technique is 
available for proper treatment and management of 
waste water. By illustrating the problems associated with 
domestic waste water, this film advocates the need for 
prioritizing domestic waste water treatment in urban 
development planning and uses available technology for 
protecting our environment.

Title of the film : Suniyojit Shahar Ke Liye   
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  13mins 56sec
Director :  Raju Kumar
Cinematographer :  Raju Kumar 
Editor :  Rahul Nigam
Sound Recording & Design :  Sandeep Sharma
Script Writer :  Raju Kumar
Email :  neeraraju@gmail.com
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TOBACCO A SILENT 
KILLER

In India the use of tobacco dates to around 400 years. 
Perhaps nowhere in the world tobacco is used in so 
many forms as India. Statistics show that people who 

consume tobacco in any form of intoxication, out of them, 
approximately fifty percent people suffer life-threatening 
diseases. Tobacco addiction is world’s second largest 
reason of death. In India approximately 10lakh people 
die every year by consuming tobacco. According to an 
international survey if we continue to consume tobacco 
at this rate in the year 2020, there would be 15 lakh people 
dying every year due to the consumption of tobacco.

This documentary serves as an eye opener for people 
who are addicted to any form of tobacco, bidi, cigarette, 
pan masala, etc. and encourages them to discontinue its 
use and lead a healthy and fruitful life. 

Title of the film :   Tobacco A Silent Killer
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  10mins 44 Sec
Director :  Prof. Govind ji Pandey
Cinematographer :  Harinath & Anand Babu
Editor :  Prof. Govind ji Pandey
Script Writer :  Anurag Anant & Neelu Sharma
Email :  govisaheb@gmail.com
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TEMPLE TREAT

This documentary film is about saving temples in 
sync with the architectural character and asset 
of religiously, historically and culturally unique 

Lingaraj, Parasuramesvara and Raja Rani temples at 
Bhubaneswar. The film also establishes the sculptural art, 
which have fallen into disrepair and damage, beckoning 
us for action to save them. 

Bhubaneswar takes the pride in having not only by 
far the largest number of extant temples but also temples 
built during all the dynastic periods. The details of the 
exquisite sculptures embracing the tower of the Lord 
Lingaraj’s temple can not be seen clearly from the ground 
level because of its height. But a good zoom lens can bring 
the lions guarding the sanctum sanctorum closer to be 
appreciated well. 

Such treasures seem to be asking whether we are 
with the Lord of the Three Worlds, the Tribhuvaneswar in 
the same degree that we were then. But we seem to be 
oblivious of this fact. 

Title of the film :  Temple Treat
Language :  English
Duration :  10mins 43 Sec
Director :  Matiur Rahman
Producer :  Television Programme Company
Cinematographer :  Poonam Chaurasia
Editor :  Poonam Chaurasia
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects :  Poonam Chaurasia
Script Writer :  Matiur Rahman
Email :  matiurrahman@gmail.com
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TIME ANOMALY

In this film two former Scientists are shown sharing the 
experiences of their Space exploration and unproved 
Time travel with students. The film expands the 

boundaries of imagination and steps ahead.
Through the medium of a story, it explores the 

possibilities of time travel. Using the theory of Time 
Anomaly, this film describes upcoming opportunities. 
This film portrays the endless possibilities, which are 
offered to us by science.

Everyday new inventions are made and soon there 
will be a day when we would be at such an advanced 
stage where we would be able to achieve which seems 
impossible today. 

Title of the film : Time Anomaly
Language : English
Duration : 10 Min.05 Sec.
Director : Ajay Kumar
Producer : Ajay Kumar
Cinematographer : Ajay Kumar
Editor : Ajay Kumar
Graphics / Animation       
/ Special Effects : Ajay Kumar        
Sound Recording & Design : Ajay Kumar
Script Writer : Ajay Kumar
Email : ajtmk786@live.in
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ULLU

This short film depicts the prominence of Electricity 
Conservation through adaptation of Energy 
efficient appliances. 

This film aims at spreading awareness and subject 
information through the act of children. Motivation for 
children group is endangered species i.e. ‘Owl’ which they 
found in injured condition. They try to find the reasons for 
endangered/extinction species and learn the importance 
of Energy Conservation. A group target the electricity 
saving by adopting energy efficient home appliances.

In order to combat the global warming and climate 
change related issues, conservation of natural resources 
is of prime importance. Energy is national property 
and therefore, wastage of energy would also need to 
be arrested. It is the demand of time to adopt energy 
efficient appliances to save energy, which in turn can save 
the Earth. Owl is considered to be unwanted and unlucky 
and has many superstitions about it in India. But each 
and every species has its own importance to maintain the 
fragile ecological balance.   

Title of the film : Ullu
Language : English 
Duration : 10 Min.05 Sec.
Director : Sandip Pandurang Mane
Producer : Prabharang Films Production
Cinematographer : Virdhawal Patil
Editor : Sudharshan Bhosale
Graphics / Animation : Sudharshan Bhosale
/ Special Effects          
Sound Recording & Design : Nakul Talwarkar and Nilesh Jatawa
Script Writer : Dipak Kokate
Email : mane.sandip88@gmail.com
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WOMEN POWER GROWTH

The film thus depicts the reversal of fortunes of 
women who adopt the technological advantage 
and transform their family and society from 

helplessness to self-reliance and confidence through 
economic wellbeing.

This film dedicated to Assam and Manipur fishers 
women’s community who strive in the traditional fishing 
method. The fiber boat project of Central Institute of 
Fisheries Technology in Manipur is a perfect example 
of how the socio economic stature of women could be 
transformed for the better, by improving and influencing 
their life, just by infusing them with the power of proper 
knowledge. It has been produced for promoting the 
concept of “Economic empowerment of coastal women 
through technologies”.     
 It empowers the women from the weakest 
section of the society, instills in them the confidence to 
make a livelihood through gainful employment, enabling 
them to create an improved lifestyle, provide care and 
support to their homes as well as the society. It is through 
the realization that women’s empowerment is closely 
related to their economic well-being.   

Title of the film :  Women Power Growth
Language :  English
Duration :  15mins 08 Sec
Director :  Antony Felix
Producer :  Antony Felix
Script Writer :  Antony Felix
Email :  monsoonproductions@gmail.com
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Category C 
Films made by students pursuing degree/

diploma level courses
Target Audience - Young Adults  

(Not more than 30 minutes)



BARBARIK 

This film supports the clean India drive, but not 
just on the basis of the moral responsibility as a 
citizen. It is backed up with the scientific reasons. 

History has seen war and peace. When all the weapons 
got exhausted they turned towards microbiology and 
chemistry for more destruction. The new weapons were 
biochemical weapons. The film talk about how biological 
weapon uses a bacteria or virus or toxins from bacteria to 
kill people.

But there is always a second side to the same coin. 
The same bacteria that cause diseases like anthrax and 
thus open a biological war can also take the responsibility 
of cleaning the environment in which it thrives.  This side 
is highlighted in the film and it introduces the biochemical 
weapon named Barbarik which aims at realizing the clean 
India dream. There are strains of bacteria that target its 
dweller’s enemy and get rid of them for the greater good. 
The world has been haunted and hunted by the evils of 
pollution. Though bacteria will not wipe out pollution 
once and for all but is surely a ray of hope. And so we can 
expect a ‘clean India through biochemical weapons i.e. 
termed as BARBARIK’.

Title of the film :  Barbarik
Language :  English
Duration :  15 Min.30 Sec.
Director :  Bharti Gurnani 
Producer :  GCRC. Bikaner
Cinematographer :  Dimple Kumari & Kharanshu
Editor :  Megha Thanvi 
Script Writer :  Megha Thanvi
Email : bhartigurnani03@gmail.com 
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BUNDELI PORA     
                                                                                                              

The issue of seed and fertilizer placement accuracy 
is critical to the success of crop establishment in 
rainy area. The primary problem of such placement, 

in Bundelkhand areas is available soil moisture. This film 
showcases the solution for such a problem. 

Bundeli Pora is the technique developed by the 
students of Nehru College in Bundelkhand. It is the best 
option to gain optimum depth for seed sowing and fertilizer 
placement in the furrow for successful crop production in 
critical areas. Film showcases how the depth of sowing is 
a very important aspect for successful germination of high 
yielding varieties. The coleoptiles length of high yielding 
dwarf wheat is about 05 centimeters. This movie shows 
how the Bundeli Pora is a simple and cheap option for 
seed and fertilizer placement for poor and small farmers. 
The Bundeli Pora drops both the seed and the fertilizer 
as separate in paired rows by attached double pipeline in 
desi plough.   

In the film it is explained how placement of dwarf 
wheat by Bundeli Pora should be covered not more than 05 
centimeters soil to ensure uniform and good germination. 
While fertilizer should be placed 5-6 centimeters deep 
below the seed where sufficient soil moisture is available. 
The film emphasis on seeding depth accuracy, which is 
achieved at three levels and which often provides good 
seeding accuracy.

Title of the film : Bundeli Pora
Language : Hindi / Bundeli
Duration : 10 Min.05 Sec.
Director : Dr. Avnish Tripathi
Producer : Shubham 
Cinematographer : Hirendra
Editor : Lalit
Graphics / Animation
/ Special Effects : Rituraj
Sound Recording & Design : Hariom
Script Writer : Amit
Email : aktagro@gmail.com       
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CLEANLINESS IT STARTS 
WITH US

A documentary on India’s most huge, yet so small 
a problem, that is, the lack of CLEANLINESS! A 
problem which is increasing by the day and even 

after 67 years of independence, it severely affects the 
very reputation of our country. For a country which is so 
culturally rich and ethnically diverse, it does not behove 
us. 

This film shows the awareness of the general public 
and their thinking towards cleanliness as well as what the 
foreigners visiting India have to say about our country.  It’s 
not such a punitive thing that has to happen, but merely 
a change of mentality. For change, everyone should wake 
up. We cannot expect the government to come to rescue 
for every little thing. This film is an effort to bring about 
the much desired change and give our motherland the 
cleanliness that it deserves! The film asks the viewer to 
stand up and join the fight against pollution. 

Title of the film : Cleanliness it starts with us
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 10 Min.21 Sec.
Director : Priyesh Kava
Producer : Piyush Khati
Cinematographer : Ameya More and DashanK Parihar
Editor : Ameya More
Script Writer : Suraj Ahuja and Ameya More
Email : info@dgmcms.org.in,
  priyeshkava@gmail.com
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DIYA

This is a story of a student who belongs to a poor 
family. He lives he lives in a small one room with 
his family without electricity. He uses a candle 

for his studies but when his master cooks food, he has 
to shift that candle to kitchen. His studies is disturbed 
without electricity. He shares his problem of no electricity 
with his friends at college. His teacher scolds him as 
he did not complete his homework without light. One 
night an innovative idea strikes in his mind. He makes 
a re-chargeable light with unused and waste electronic 
items.  Now his problem is solved. He informed about his 
innovation to his friends and teachers. All praises him and 
his innovation based on e-waste. Message of the film is to 
utilize and recycle e-waste for useful things.

Title of the film : Diya 
Language : Hindi
Duration : 25mins 24sec
Director : Harishchand S. Nishad
Producer : Harishchand S. Nishad
Cinematographer : 
Editor : Jagdish Arts, Mumbai
Script Writer : Harishchand S. Nishad
Email : nishadharish12@yahoo.in
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EASY TELEPHONE

This documentary is based on an interesting 
innovation which explains the nature of sound. 
This documentary outlines the process of making 

a telephone out of waste material at a very low cost. 
This telephone can transfer sound waves very effectively 
from one place to another. All it takes to make this easy 
telephone is few old batteries and wire. You can easily 
find this in your house and try to make this innovative 
telephone by yourself. This documentary is also helpful 
in learning about different aspects of sound in a fun and 
easy way. 

The film also talks about the characteristics of sound 
and the medium through which sound can travel. It shows 
how sound can propagate through compressible media 
like air, water and solids. The film describes one method 
of using these sound waves and transferring them from 
one place to another. 

Title of the film : Easy Telephone
Language : Hindi
Duration : 5:36
Director : Meraj Ahmad
Produce : Meraj Ahmad
Cinematographer :  Meraj Ahmad
Editor : Meraj Ahmad
Graphics / Animation                                                                                        
/ Special Effects : Meraj Ahmad
Sound Recording & Design : Chandan
Script Writer : Meraj Ahmad
Email : merajbth@gmail.com
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HOME MADE COFFEE 
FROTH GUN 

This film is based on an innovation. It also motivates 
us to expand the boundaries of our imagination 
to make real difference in our life. This film 

showcases a demonstration of assembling a coffee froth 
gun to enhance your experience every time you sip your 
coffee. This innovation is easy to attempt at your home 
with simple tools. 

The film shows how with the help of this machine 
you can make delicious coffee within no time. It is an 
interesting and fun to do experiment which you will enjoy 
doing. It will change your whole experience of having 
coffee.

Title of the film : Home Made Coffee Froth Gun 
Language : Hindi
Duration : 05 Min.13 Sec.
Director : Meraj Ahmad
Producer : Meraj Ahmad 
Editor : Meraj Ahmad
Sound Recording & Design : Chandan
Email : merajbth@gmail.com 
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INVISIBLE PEOPLE 
CLEANING INDIA

This documentary directs our attention towards a 
very critical issue of occupational safety in India. 
There has been a significant rise in occupational 

related accidents in the present era and has become a 
major issue of concern.

The testimonies recorded in the documentary shows 
how unsafe the working conditions are. Rag pickers and 
municipal solid waste collectors are at high risk as they 
are directly exposed to the waste material, which may 
include anything. In Chandigarh, collected waste goes 
to Dadumajra dumping site and RDF (Reduced Derived 
Fuel) plant. The people at dumping site collect useful 
things from the waste there. They are not provided any 
safety precautions e.g. gloves, masks. This documentary 
highlights how such people are very much prone to 
diseases and accidents at the site, which they are not 
aware of. It shows how in return of a clean house we give 
them filthy environment.

This documentary is a plea to all the citizens and 
government to curb this ordeal. It encourages us to bring 
out the change in risk perception and behavior of people to 
understand and follow the occupational safety measures. 

Title of the film : Invisible People Cleaning India
Language : Hindi/English
Duration : 02mins 29 Sec
Director : Dr. Ravindra Khaiwal
Producer : Dr. Ravindra Khaiwal
Email : dpgi@pgimer.edu.in
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KALAM KO SALAM

This documentary celebrates the spirit of education, 
which was a life motive of A. P. J. Abdul Kalam. 
The documentary talks about the learning center, 

which is established in Dungar College, Bikaner to support 
and appreciate the dream of Abdul Kalam. 

In this learning center, new innovations are 
introduced and students are encouraged to push their 
imagination. They are inspired to go beyond the limits 
and do something new and innovative. This helps the 
students to experience a practical demonstration where 
they can clear their doubts. 

This documentary shows how such an exercise 
is an integral part for national development. It gives 
opportunity to the students to get closer to their dreams.

Title of the film : Kalam Ko Salam 
Language : English/Hindi
Duration : 08 Min.05 Sec.
Director : Bharti Gurnani
Producer : GCRC Dungar College, Bikaner
Editor : Bharti Gurnani
Script Writer : Surabhi Sharma & Dr. Kanika Solanki 
Email : bhartigurnani03@gmail.com
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LIFE JOURNEY OF A 
PLANT:

It is an educational film which looks into the germination 
cycle of a plant. As human grows and evolve with time 
so does the environment in which he/she exists. This 

film focuses on one such complex evolution, which is even 
older than human on this plant. 

Through a small story it narrates how with time a 
seed converts into a tree. Through creative animation, 
different stages of the germination are explained in the 
film. The whole process is described step by step, which 
makes this film easy to understand and comprehend. All 
the significant aspects of germination like photosynthesis 
are explained in a fun way. 

This film highlights the importance of trees in our 
life. How they help us in maintaining the balance in our 
eco system. In the course of explaining the intricacies of 
plant cycle this film successfully highlights one significant 
question i.e. of the nature preservation and encourages 
all of us to work towards it. 

Title of the film : Life Journey Of Plant
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 08 Mins 34 Secs
Director : Satyam
Producer : Satyam
Cinematographer : Chinna Thambi
Editor : Satyam
Graphics / Animation          
/ Special Effects : Chinna Thambi
Script Writer : Satyam 
Email : info.evo2015@gmail.com
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MAIN KAUN HUN

Main kaun hun is a documentary dedicated to 
environment and earth. This documentary 
emphasizes on the question of how we are 

degrading the earth and exploiting its resources without 
worrying about the consequences of our actions. Very 
effectively it brings to our notice the major issues we are 
facing such as global warming and pollution. 

This documentary is helpful in awakening our 
sleeping minds and souls. It motivates us to ‘be the 
change’ and set a new example of a being who cares about 
the mother Earth. It makes us realize our duty towards the 
nature, trees and fellow humans.

    
Title of the film : Main Kaun Hun
Language : Hindi 
Duration : 10 Min.03 Sec.
Director : Meraj Ahmad
Producer : Meraj Ahmad
Cinematographer : Meraj Ahmad
Editor : Meraj Ahmad
Graphics / Animation     
/ Special Effects : Meraj Ahmad          
Sound Recording & Design : Chandan
Script Writer : Meraj Ahmad
Email : merajbth@gmail.com
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NANHE SAPNE

This film is based on one of the most critical problem 
of India, Child Labor. Child labor has reached new 
extremes since industrial revolution. Children work 

for long hours in dangerous factory conditions for very 
little money. As they are easier to manage and control 
and they have to be paid less as compared to adults, has 
been the major reason for child labor. In a survey, India 
figured among 74 countries where significant incidence of 
critical working conditions has been observed. 

The documentary shows how due to a number of 
unfortunate conditions million dreams of education are 
sabotaged every year. 

The documentary also emphasizes that an educated 
workforce with relevant skills is the need of country to 
have prospering economy. The young laborers today will 
be part of India’s human capital tomorrow. Child labor 
undoubtedly results in a trade-off with human capital 
accumulation. 

Title of the film : Nanhe Sapne
Language : English
Duration : 02 Min.10 Sec.
Director : Dr. Ravindra Khaiwal 
Producer : Dr. Ravindra Khaiwal
Cinematographer : Dr. Ravindra Khaiwal
Editor : Dr. Ravindra Khaiwal
Script Writer : Dr. Ravindra Khaiwal
Email : dpgi@pgimer.edu.in 
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NOVEL EYE FOR BIO 
DIVERSITY 

 

Life sustain in every niche and corner of the earth. 
Nature is rich with the variety of species of flora 
and fauna. Most of us are not aware of the wide 

range of the bio-diversity showcased in the film. Most 
of the species are now endangered and need protection. 
This film is an interesting take on the degradation of the 
nature. It talks about the variety of instruments required 
to observe bio diversity. It diverts our attention from the 
big issues and asks us to appreciate the beauty of nature 
with its diversity. The challenge faced while observing the 
vast variety of nature is the lack in vision. All the species 
cannot be seen from single point of view. This is the core 
question in the film. How does one look at nature and 
where will he find the bio-diversity. All the component of 
the nature can’t be introspected from one angle. We need 
to have critical eye to observe them. 

 The film features few rare species of birds, some 
spectacular views of the luscious forests. All this is only 
possible if one goes deeper into the research and invests 
time in observing details. 

    
Title of the film : Novel Eye For Bio Diversity
Language : English
Duration : 03 Min.02 Sec.
Director : Bharti Gurnani
Producer : Dr. Bharti Bhojak & Arc Smv
Cinematographer : Kharanshu
Editor : Bharti Gurnani
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Bharti Gurnani
Sound Recording & Design : Bharti Gurnani
Script Writer : Surabhi Sharma
Email : bhartigurnani03@gmail.com
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SHIFTING TIDES 

It is a film, which attempts to revive the lost culture of a 
community, which is on the verge of disappearing into 
the shifting tides of time. It is a story of two brothers, 

who are a few of remaining Unt Maldharis (nomadic camel 
pastoralists) continuing their forefathers’ business as the 
caretakers of the Kharai camels. Kharai camels are the 
only camel species in the world that swims. They share a 
rare bond with the camels that goes back almost seven 
generations.

The film attempts to capture their life and 
relationship with camels. As the morning tides rise, 
the herd of camels is led as they swim from one of the 
mangrove islands to another. The revolving windmills 
and factories create the backdrop for the village where 
Ahmed bhai and Ismail bhai live with their families. They 
live amongst the nature without any modern aid. They 
lead a simple life in bamboo shacks. The insight into 
their life and their understanding of this rare breed is an 
interesting account of knowledge.

This film explores the duality between Unt Maldharis 
and the onslaught of change, which has affected their 
livelihood, and unique traditional knowledge that is on 
the verge of vanishing.

Title of the film : Shifting Tides
Language : English
Duration : 31Min 28Sec
Director : Aakash Doshi
Producer : Srishti Films
Cinematographer : Naomi Shah
Sound Recording & Design : Neharika Gurung & Sindhu 

Thirumalaisamy
Script Writer : Aakash Doshi
Email : aakash.doshi@hotmail.com 
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TAP, TWIST AND TURN 
THE ‘PIEZO’ WAY TO 
SMART ELECTRICITY

Through this movie, an attempt has been made to 
create awareness about one of the smartest ways 
of producing electricity, Piezoelectricity, which is a 

simpler, greener and economical solution to the prevailing 
energy crisis. Amongst various renewable solutions to 
energy crisis, Solar Cells have been widely projected as 
the key alternative. However, it has certain limitations 
and it fails to generate electricity during adverse weather 
conditions (foggy, cloudy, rainy days) and at places where 
sunlight is scarce. 

Piezoelectricity generators overcome all these 
drawbacks and can generate electricity, making use of 
every mechanical vibrations or stress (such as human 
and vehicular movements, falling raindrops etc.) present 
in the environment. The movie begins with introduction 
of the concept of Piezoelectricity. At the core of this 
phenomenon is the piezoelectric crystals which all of us 
encounter in daily life. A ‘recorded live’ demonstration 
is presented through gas lighter and peppermint-sugar 
candy. The advent of nanotechnology has made big 
impact and the sensitivity and efficiency of piezoelectric 
crystals have been enhanced manifold thereby making it 
the most viable and potent tool to overcome the energy 
crisis.

Title of the film : Tap, Twist and Turn the ‘PIEzO’ Way to 
Smart Electricity

Language : Hindi
Duration : 22mins
Director : Aman Ranjan 
Cinematographer : Kushagra Rohatgi
Editor : Kushagra Rohatgi
Script Writer : Shubham Kumar Lal & Sudha Sinha
E.Mail : amanranjan@cub.ac.in 
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THE DARKEN LIFE OF 
WOMEN

This documentary focuses on women issues and is 
aimed at spreading awareness among women. A 
woman’s body is much different from men. Her 

requirements are different too. She faces problems which 
she hesitates in sharing with everyone. Among all other 
health issues, menstruation is the major challenge for 
women.  

The film focuses on how women deal with such 
issues in rural and urban areas. It  also shows how 
traditional methods i.e., sand, ash, cloth are followed 
in rural areas during the menstruation period and the 
negative impact of those traditional method on health. 
Even though a women in urban area are well aware to 
follow modernized methods i.e., Sanitary napkins during 
her menstruation period, still she faces many challenges.

The film also shows the side effects and the impact 
of following modernized methods. The film also discusses 
about the chemicals that are used in manufacturing 
a sanitary napkins and how the chemicals impact and 
affects women health and environment. Alternative 
methods and the steps to follow during the menstruation 
period are also shown.

Title of the film : The Darken Life of Women
Language : English
Duration : 26 Min. 55 Sec.
Director : Mahesh P Hiremath
Producer : Mahesh P Hiremath
Cinematographer : Santhosh Shikaripura
Editor : Raghavendra Swamy Mc
Graphics / Animation   
/ Special Effects : Vinay Prasad Nayak           
Sound Recording & Design : Krupalini V
Script Writer : Chaitara Ts
Email : emmrc1@gmail.com,
  mahihiremath143@gmail.com
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THE SAVIOUR OF LIFE

This film focuses on the natural habitat of human 
beings which is neglected by most of us. It is a film 
which reminds us of the importance of nature. 

It reflects on the fact that human life is dependent on 
the nature as much as nature is dependent on us. While 
exploiting our natural resources we often tend to forget 
that we are borrowing these resources from our future 
generations. If we exhaust all of them, nothing will be 
left for our future generations to use. The way in which 
deforestation is taking place in today’s time, in no time we 
will run out of trees.

The basic reality emphasized in the film is that there 
is no life without trees. Every form of life including man, 
animal, birds etc are dependent on the trees to fulfil our 
needs. For some, trees are the source of food. For some, 
they are home, they provide rain, water, food, shelter 
and much more. In today’s world trees are just mere 
decorations in the gardens. We have forgotten their value. 
We have to realize that if this deforestation continues, 
soon life will lose all its meaning. Man will have to fight for 
every single drop of fresh water and for fresh air.

Title of the film : The Saviour of Life
Language : English
Duration : 1 Min. 35 Sec.
Director : Anuj Kr. Roy & Aslam Ansari 
Producer : MD Hassan & Kumari Pinky 
Cinematographer : Aslam Ansari
Editor : Anuj Kr. Roy
Script Writer : Anuj Kr. Roy & Aslam Ansari
Email : nrai_del@rediffmail.com
  aslamansaristar786@gmail.com
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VICIOUS BITES

There is an old saying that when a dog bites a 
man, that is not news, but if a man bites a dog, it 
makes for a news. And staying true to this saying 

rarely is there any news about the increasing number of 
dog biting cases in the media. The problem has become 
so grave, that in December 2015, even Supreme Court 
had taken its notice and had sought measures from the 
Central Government to control this menace. Lakhs of 
cases go unreported because of unawareness about the 
seriousness of this problem. This documentary highlights 
this problem. 

Dogs are called man’s best and most faithful friends. 
It is also said that dogs love their friends and bite their 
enemies. This documentary tries to unravel the question 
about what turns this trustworthy friend into a fearsome 
and problematic foe?

The film also tries to discover several steps that have 
been taken for dealing with the problem of dog biting 
and rabies. It draws a conclusion that presently there is 
no concrete solution. Neither proper vaccination is being 
made available in hospitals for treatment, nor there is any 
way to reduce the number of dogs. It has just become a 
vicious circle of vicious bites with no immediate solution 
in sight. 

Title of the film : Vicious Bites
Language : English
Duration : 15mins 34sec
Director : Sukhdarshan Singh
Cinematographer : Harmanpreet Singh & Harleen Kaur
Editor : Sukhdarshan Singh
Graphics / Animation  : Harmanpreet Singh & Sukhdarshan 
/ Special Effects  Singh 
Sound Recording & Design : Harleen Kaur & Suman Sharma
Script Writer : Harleen Kaur & Suman Sharma
Email : sukhbhangu007@gmail.com
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Category D
Films made by students studying in 

class 6th to 12th 
Target Audience - School students

(Not more than 30 minutes)



A DAY WITHOUT 
GADGETS

The issue of gadget addiction is the central theme 
of this film. We are living in the progressive 
times, every day new innovations take shape, 

new discoveries are made and new technologies are 
introduced. There are two sides of every coin. Along 
with opening new doors for imagination and growth, in 
some cases it might hinder the same. Technology is no 
exception when it comes to its misuse.

Gadget addiction is an obsession more so with 
advanced features and better technology. Such an 
addiction prevents growth and development. The addict 
is constantly engrossed in exploring games and new 
features which cuts him /her out from the outer world. 
Every technology or gadget when abused can harm. This 
film talks about the responsibility that we share as a user 
while using new devices and gadgets. We should be able 
to consider the age and time spent while using gadgets 
like mobiles, tablets, gaming devices etc. Technology is 
not bad, but abuse of technology is.

Title of the film :  A Day Without Gadgets
Language :  Hindi/English
Duration :  7 Min.39 Sec.
Director :  Utsav Shrey & Keshav Tyohar
Producer :  DPS Patna, School Media Club
Cinematographer :  Keshav Tyohar
Editor :  Utsav Shrey & Keshav Tyohar
Script Writer :  Utsav Shrey
Email :  info@dpspatna.com
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ANTS: A TINY CREATURE

The world is made up of many tiny creatures, which 
are not always acknowledged by everyone. But 
if one observes them carefully it is amazing how 

these tiny creatures are the most important part of our 
existence. Ant is a documentary film on the lives of ants. 
It diverts our attention from the larger things to these 
small insects and their life. It is said that after man the 
only other living being that socializes is ant.

The documentary is an attempt to explain how ants 
live and share with the common people insight of its life. 
From types of ants to their carrying capacity and from 
facts about the rarely seen queen ant to the ways of their 
communication, it carries everything a viewer will love to 
know about these tiny creatures. Shots of ants working 
hard and a beautifully enshrined series of everyday scenes 
from an ant colony with informative narration are all that 
is integrated in this film. After watching this documentary 
it is definitely hard to avoid the most common insect we 
see every day

Title of the film : Ants: A Tiny Creature
Language : English
Duration : 04 Min.14 Sec.
Director : Aditya
Producer : Aditya
Cinematographer : Aditya
Editor : Aditya
Narration by : Tanmeet Singh
Email : adityarahul29@gmail.com
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AVIRAL GANGA

This documentary features the past and the 
future of the river Ganga. This is a great output 
of imagination and creativity of students of DPS 

Varanasi. This is a simple effort to bring a solution to the 
fading glory of the holy river. This is a legacy to the future 
generation.

Title of the film : Aviral Ganga 
Language : English
Duration : 7Min. 17Sec.
Director : Jatin Peshwani & Arushi Sanskritayan
Producer : Delhi Public School
Cinematographer : Yash
Editor : Priya & Soumya
Email : arushi.sankritayan@gmail.com
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BHAGALPUR, STORY OF 
THE SILK CITY

This documentary is about the Ancient Silk City of 
India. It draws our attention to the sad decline of 
the city and the indifference it is suffering.  In the 

olden days Bhagdatpuram (present-day Bhagalpur) was a 
flourishing place in the Anga kingdom, an important place 
of mythological significance and the place where one of 
the earliest universities, Vikramshila, was established. 
The city was given the name “Silk City” because of the 
fine quality of silk produced here.

The film also talks about the importance of the 
modern city in the context of its tourism. The tourist spots 
like Budhanath Temple, Kuppa Ghat and the famous Jain 
temple lay neglected.

The saddest fate is the decline of the silk industry 
of Bhagalpur. The silk of Bhagalpur popularly known as 
Tussar Silk is declining at a rapid rate. People living in 
Bhagalpur, who used to ask and buy the silk of Bhagalpur, 
now ask for the silk cloth of various other places.  
 Our present Prime Minister Sri Narendra Modi 
has proposed Bhagalpur as one of the 100 smart cities 
that are to be re-modelled. This documentary shows how 
this can only be done by the active support and efforts of 
citizens to secure the vitality of our city.

Title of the film : Bhagalpur: Story of Silk
Language : Hindi / Bundeli
Duration : 20 Min. 48 Sec.
Director : Mesum zaidi
Producer : DPS Bhagalpur
Cinematographer : Mesum zaidi
Editor : Divesh Darshan 
Graphics / Animation   
/ Special Effects : Shrey Aryan
Sound Recording & Design : Shrey Aryan
Script Writer : Vivek Anand
Email : syedmesumzaidi@gmail.com 
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BIODIVERSITY

The film starts with the Earth telling her own story. 
She laments how she is affected and the harm 
caused to her about in the modern day world. 

The story of the formation of the earth is narrated in the 
film. It is an interesting account of the journey, which 
started millions of years ago. The film shows how Earth 
was formed and life had originated. Evolution of life on 
earth started with simple organisms like Cynobacteria, 
Prokaryotes and evolved into complex organisms like 
Humans. 

The film highlights how the advancement in 
technology can be the possible threat to the mother earth, 
as nature is being exploited without any consideration. 
The film aims to spread knowledge about our Ecosystem, 
Food chain and Biodiversity..

Title of the film : Bio-diversity: Our Life Line
Language : English
Duration : 16 Min.12 Sec.
Email : info.rfsmouda@ril.com
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BLACK HOLES

Black Holes: Tearing the 4th dimension connects 
a child’s wonder to an adult’s intellect. In this 
documentary, one can find detailed explanation of 

black holes, their formation and their working. It attempts 
to explain the complex theories of great scientists and 
astronomers for people filled with enthusiasm. The 4th 
dimension or time is also called the temporal dimension 
and exploiting and exploring the secrets of this dimension 
is the prime objective of this informative documentary. 
This is where the topic of time travel comes in. Humans 
have always been fascinated by the idea of time travel for 
we are only three-dimensional. In other words, we can 
only travel through three dimensions, namely, length, 
breadth and height. These three dimensions form space. 
As mentioned before, humans can’t travel in time. But 
according to our speculation, humans were wrong, and 
Black Holes have proved us wrong. Yes, the idea of time 
travel through a black hole does sound mind-bendingly 
insane but it is a definite possibility.

This documentary attempts to connect the mystery 
of time with the fascination of black holes.   

Title of the film  : Black Holes
Language : English
Duration  : 14 Min.30 Sec.
Director :  Madhav Gupta
Producer : Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan Production 
Cinematographer : 
Editor : Madhav Gupta
Graphics / Animation : National Geographic 
Email : lifeismadhav@yahoo.com
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BRISTIS DAY OUT 

This film informs a very critical issue which often 
doesn’t get the due attention. The topic, which 
this film talks about, is general awareness. 

Through a medium of a character that is sharp and logical 
this film establishes a very important point. We all have 
knowledge, but often we do not use that knowledge to be 
aware about our surroundings and even our own body. 

The character in this film is very intelligently 
moulded; she is a schoolgirl with a sense of awareness 
and responsibility. On the way to school she has several 
encounters and in those encounters she shares the 
information she has about various topics. We often read 
that knowledge increases by sharing. Despite being 
conscious of the things, which are not correct, we tend to 
avoid them. Acts like smoking and use of cell phone while 
crossing roads are some common examples. This film 
emphasizes the fact that we should always be alert and 
aware about our surrounding. Also, we should spread and 
share the information we have with others. As a human 
we have our duty towards other fellow humans. We 
should be aware of that duty and help others in seeking 
the right direction in life.

Title of the film : Bristis Day Out 
Language : English
Duration : 06 Min.02 Sec.
Director : Sreejani Chaudhury
Cinematographer : Sreejani Chaudhury & Amit Dutta 
Editor : Sunandit Chaurdhury          
Sound Recording & Design : Dr. Dhurbajyoti Charkraborti 
Script Writer : Sunandit Chaurdhury 
Email : taanburi@gmail.com
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CHAKKAR KE PEECHHE 
KA CHAKKAR

This film is a dialogue between two kids. Through 
this interesting and innovative medium the film 
attempts to depict an amalgamation of story 

narration and fact telling. This is a conversation between 
siblings where one explains to the other, various natural 
phenomenon of earth, sun and other celestial bodies. 
They talk about the concept of revolution and rotation. 

This film shows how knowledge gets enhanced when 
it is shared with others. It also motivates us to encourage 
much more such conversations between children where 
they get an opportunity to learn from one another.  It also 
shows how human curiosity works and leads to many 
new discoveries. This curiosity exists in every human at 
every stage. Science has ample topics to initiates such 
practices. It is a fascinating experience for a child to 
understand different scientific phenomenon behind the 
daily activities. This film is an instance of the same. 

Title of the film  : Chakkar ke Peechhe ka Chakkar
Language : Hindi/English
Duration : 08 Min.19 Sec.
Director : Alok Ranjan
Cinematographer : Alok Ranjan
Editor : Alok Ranjan
Script Writer : Alok Ranjan  
Email : actgreenfnt@gmail.com
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CLINOMETERS- USE TO 
MEASURE HEIGHT

This film talks about the innovation used to measure 
the height of buildings and trees. With the help 
of this device it becomes really easy to measure 

any tall building. This film inspires the young minds to 
create something innovative. These simple devices are 
helpful in day-to-day activities. This film portrays how, 
when creativity meets science new devices comes into 
existence. The main theme is to encourage students to 
put theory into practice. It motivates children to try out 
different things in reference to what they learn in their 
school. This way they inculcate a significant habit of 
always testing their knowledge and expanding it in the 
process. 

Title of the film : Clinometers- Use to measure height
Language : English
Duration : 10 Min.05 Sec.
Director : Ujjawal Kumar
Producer : Ganesh Kumar Aranya
Cinematographer : Neeraj Kumar
Editor : Sumit Kumar 
Graphics / Animation : 
/ Special Effects : Ujjwal Kumar
Sound Recording & Design : Sumit Kumar
Script Writer : Ujjwal Kumar
Email : varanya_connect@rediffmail.com
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EK KADAM SWACHHATA 
KI OR

This film is another attempt to bring the issue of 
unhygienic conditions under limelight. It is one 
of the major problems of the country right now. 

This film shows how the youth of the nation is concerned 
about this problem. This film is about a boy who aspires 
to make a difference in the lives of the destitute and the 
under privileged. He comes across a temporary settlement 
of labourers who defecate in the open surroundings 
creating filth and living in the same unhygienic conditions 
leading to hazardous diseases. He really wants to help the 
suffering people but he feels helpless until he learns about 
bio-digesters and the utility of human excreta if disposed 
properly. The biology lecture is a blessing in disguise 
for him. He consults his teachers and people in Sulabh 
International. The experts discuss various cost effective 
and eco-friendly measures for disposing human waste 
along with the required equipment. Along highlighting 
the importance of the clean environment, the film 
also focuses on the fact that as a human we should be 
responsible towards each other. It is the duty of those who 
are privileged to share it with under privileged. 

Title of the film : Ek Kadam Swachhata ki ore
Language : Hindi/English
Duration : 17 Min.06 Sec.
Director : Rachit Bansal
Producer : Bal Bharti Public School, Dwarka, New 

Delhi 
Cinematographer : Rajesh Dabas
Editor : Rajesh Dabas 
Sound Recording & Design : Rajesh Dabas 
Script Writer : Rachit Bansal & Ms Rohini Gautam 
Email : principal_bbpsdw@yahoo.com
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FOOD IN OUR BODIES

Food in Our Bodies is an interesting approach 
towards explaining what goes on inside our body. 
Human body is complex machinery, which works 

all day long and gives us energy. The major question 
here is where this energy comes from. This documentary 
explains the process of food consumption and how food 
is converted into energy. 

It opens at the very familiar situation in the 
households these days. A child who doesn’t want to eat, 
like many other kids. He doesn’t like vegetables and 
avoids eating. At this point his elder sister explains what 
she has learned in her school and why she thinks eating 
food is important. The demonstration performed in the 
film makes it easy to understand the working of our 
digestive system. The documentary depicts how food 
travels to stomach and how we get energy to do our work 
from the food we eat. With the help of simple home based 
activities like Food Pipe model, Stomach model etc. she 
is able to illustrate the importance of every meal in our 
life and is successful in highlighting the consequences of 
improper eating habits.

The food is the fuel of life and is the most important 
component of our day. The film emphasizes on the 
significance of taking a balanced diet every day. 

Title of the film : Food in Our Bodies
Language : English
Duration : 07 Min. 38 Sec.
Director : Shruti Kumari
Producer  : Bandana
Cinematographer : Ravi Kumar
Editor : Neeraj Kumar
Sound Recording & Design : Manash
Script Writer : Shruti Kumari
Email : varanya_connect@rediffmail.com
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GREETING CARDS

The motto of this documentary is Reduce, Reuse 
and Recycle. All of us are dependent over nature for 
our needs, but hardly anyone of us gives anything 

in return to the nature. We tend to use and misuse the 
resources without a mark of concern. The film focuses on 
the process of recycling and recycled products. It is shown 
how we can easily recycle water and other materials to 
protect our nature. This method also helps in reducing 
the wastage of natural resources. It talks about nature 
conservation and how different techniques are used to 
make the environment clean. 

In the film the process of recycling paper is shown in a 
detailed manner. This recycled paper is then used to make 
greeting cards. This paper is hand made and is absolutely 
free of cost as it is made out of waste. The film helps in 
making us aware of our responsibility towards nature. It 
also shows how we can make a difference by attempting 
to reuse the waste material. This film leaves us with one 
important question, which keeps staring at us all the time. 
The question is, are we being useful to our nature. 

Title of the film : Greeting Cards
Language : Hindi
Duration : 14 Min. 03 Sec.
Director : Bajranglal Jethu
Producer : Manish Rewad & Damodar Lakhra
Cinematographer : Manish Shirivastav
Editor : Bajranglal Jethu 
Script Writer : Bajranglal Jethu
Email : bljethu@gmail.com
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INVADING POSSIBILITIES 

Invading Possibilities is a motivational film, which 
shows that every idea is great. The film showcases 
how a group of students hit upon an exciting idea, but 

no one acknowledges it. The idea is simple; they want 
to make the small change, which can impact everyone 
around them in a positive way.

It all starts from Electro Magnetic Waves. Electro 
Magnetic Waves are the waves which can travel through 
vacuum and outer space. These waves can also be used 
to connect our mobile phones and other digital gadgets. 
This would reduce the risk of many diseases like skin 
cancer and would also be environmental friendly. The 
rays, which currently connect our mobile phones, are very 
harmful. They produce radiation, which causes serious 
health issues, and if we continue to use this technique the 
consequences would be terrible. 

The idea of using Electro Magnetic Waves is 
innovative and can bring a lot of positive change. Along 
with a scientific innovation this film also explores the 
boundaries of self-motivation. This film teaches us not 
only about science and innovation, but also about the 
zeal of keeping up with the struggle.

Title of the film : Invading Possibilities
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 28 Min. 02 Sec.
Director : Rajat Gandharva 
Producer : Vista Productions
Editor : Rajat Gandharva
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Ayush Bajaj & Samrath Ray
Script Writer : Rajat Gandharva
Email : gandharva.rajat210@gmail.com
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JHILMIL’S BOAT

The film shows how anyone can conserve water and 
avoid its wastage irrespective of the place they are 
in. This film is to summon the minds of the people 

towards the issue of wastage of rainwater and induce them 
to try to solve it or any such problem through scientific 
mindset and a sense of awareness. The film portrays 
science as a major tool for eradicating the complications 
of our environment. By focusing on the story of a young 
girl named Jhilmil, it is highlighted how cities have been 
suffering from various kind of pollution. One of the major 
issues is of water conservation.  Jhilmil misses her village 
where she used to play and row her boat in the ponds. She 
was very fond of it but now she can’t do so, because of the 
absence of rains and ponds to row her boat.  When Jhilmil 
visits school with her mother she is awestruck by the huge 
classes and other unique facilities. She started rowing her 
paper boat in tub because there was nothing else to row 
her boat in, but soon her mother removes it.

This saddens Jhilmil. After knowing the reason 
behind her remorse, her friend tries to help her out.  She 
thinks that rainwater harvesting would be a good idea 
to help Jhilmil and also for her science project which was 
due. She discusses it with others and creates a blueprint 
for converting a dry pond into a pool where harvested rain 
water could be stored. A dry pond is converted into a pond 
harvested through rainwater. 

 
Title of the film : Jhilmil’s Boat
Language : English
Duration : 13 Min.30 Sec.
Director : Divyashish Prakash
Producer : Divyashish Prakash
Editor : Tarun Jaiswal 
Sound Recording & Design : Mr. Pradeep & Niyati Chandra
Email : divyashish27@hotmail.com
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KHEL KHEL MAIN

Khel Khel Main is a film, which focuses on things 
that we come across in our daily life. Science 
has a great influence over our life and is present 

in our day-to-day activities. This film focuses on a small 
incident, which turns out into an interesting experiment. 
It establishes how science is a way of life. It is a perspective 
which has the power of changing our lives. All the 
innovations and inventions are the results of the curious 
minds, with an ever increasing appetite for knowledge.

A group of girls mixes water with yeast and learns 
about the acidic reaction, which takes place. This film is 
an embodiment of ample opportunities to learn which 
are always around us. It shows how one can learn more 
and more by just being aware of his surroundings. It also 
shows how curiosity can provide you with a chance to 
explore your own imagination and try new things. 

Title of the film : Khel Khel Main
Language : English
Duration : 03 Min. 55 Sec.
Director : Anisha Pusti
Email : varanya_connect@rediffmail.com
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MY BOAT

My Boat is a simple yet innovative film, which 
explains the working of a boat. It shows how 
our surroundings, things we read and learn 

results in the curiosity in us. It shows a boy who wants to 
understand the mechanism of a boat and is fascinated by 
knowing that it can float on water. He wants to try it out 
by itself and make a boat.

The film documents the simple experiment of 
making a boat out of waste material. This mini model of 
boat helps us to understand the working of the boat. It 
is easy and simple to construct a mini boat at home out 
of waste material. All you require is a motor, which you 
can easily find in the local, market and make a circuit to 
support the working of your boat.

This film encourages all the young innovative minds 
to try our new things with the help of the knowledge they 
gain. It motivates to expand our limits and think beyond 
boundaries.

Title of the film : My Boat
Language : English
Duration : 01 Min. 45 Sec.
Director : Praphool Shekhar
Producer : Praphool Shekhar
Email : varanya_connect@rediffmail.com 
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MYTH BUSTERS

India is a vast country comprising of people practicing 
many rituals and following superstitions in their 
daily lives. Many of these practices were introduced 

in the beginning of civilization and have been passed 
on to generations. Generally, people believe that these 
practices have no genuine explanation, but are simply 
followed out of fear. Fear, that they will fall into trouble, 
if they don’t. 

This film tries to debunk those illogical beliefs, 
which have no true explanation. The film tries to make 
people aware of the scientific reason behind these rituals, 
as well as mentioning its spiritual significance. This film 
explores a vast variety of rituals and observes their nature 
in the society.  The attempt is to unfold the science behind 
Indian practices. Deeply interacting with the people, this 
film is shot at various locations. It establishes the beautiful 
picture of our culture, which is deeply engraved with such 
beliefs..  

Title of the film : Myth Busters
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 13 Min.06 Sec.
Director : Soumya Thakur 
Producer : Kartik Kashyap
Cinematographer : Shivam Grover
Editor : Shubhang Semalty 
Script Writer : Vishal Sharma
Email : ric3gg@icloud.com
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NAMUKKU 
PACHATHODAM

Even though we say this a 1000 times, we still go 
behind all the glitters & shines in our life. Here 
dont you all see the vegetables of different sizes & 

shapes, which are loved abundantly by all.
Still the number of people going behind the exterior 

appeal of the size & shapes is quite a natural phenomenon. 
But we deeply are left quite unknown about the drastic 
changes that way upon our future generations. The useful 
poison infused and health destroying vegetables which 
are so usually only known to buy out of money, but not 
known by its hardship of cultivation is today’s would’s 
irresponsible  representatives. As said by a most famous 
writer C. Radhakrishnan “The traditional food usines are 
getting dissolved from our new generations. Its the era 
of Chinese usines in our own dining tables.” According 
to a study lead by Kerala Agriculture Department it was 
found that the amount of chemicals used was above the 
limit. It was found that most of the leaves from simple 
garnishing curry leaves to the major Kale leaves contains 
high amounts of pesticides. The various day-to-day used 
vegetables including bittergoud, tomato, brinjal also are 
found to contain high levels of toxic pesticides.

 
Title of the film : Namukku Pachathodam
Language : English
Duration : 21 Min.
Director : Sera Mariyam Binny
Producer : Holy Angels Convent HSS
Cinematographer : Nrosny Ronald
Editor : Vineeth
Script Writer : Harshita Heven
Email : binnyjoseph955@gmail.com
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NIRVANA: THE 
BEGINNING OF THE END

The world is full of opportunities and every life is a 
blessing. Every dream is equally important for the 
nation. But sometimes these dreams are hindered 

by the social evils. We tend to waste the gift of life, without 
even realizing what are we bargaining it for.

“Nirvana” takes our attention towards the evils of 
the society, which prevails within the society, but no one 
takes an action against them. The film depicts the journey 
of a student, which is forced by his mates to participate 
in drug abuse. The film highlights how such practices can 
cause serious damage in our life. 

The film tries to make its viewers realize the 
importance of life. How every life can be used to make a 
difference and how the youth of our society is the future 
of our nation. With the help of science and technology we 
can implement policies and programmes, which will help 
us to avoid a devastating future.

Title of the film : Niravana: The beginning of the end
Language : English
Duration : 11 Min.57 Sec.
Director : Rithik Mishra
Producer : Tripod Production & Black House 

Production
Cinematographer : Mridul Khari, Kasvi Razdan & Rachet 

Juneja
Email : mishraroti@gmail.com, asnschool@

asnschool.org
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PLANTATION IN MEMORY 
OF FOREFATHERS

This film is an attempt to motivate people to endorse 
eco-friendly practices instead of blindly following 
the rituals. The case study in the film is the ritual 

of leaving the corner of the farm barren in the memory of 
the ancestors after burning their pyre. The girl in the film 
motivates the people of her village to plant a tree instead 
of leaving the land barren as it would lead to harmony in 
nature and less pollution. This tree would also be the gift 
to the future generations from our ancestors. 

The film establishes an innovative practice for nature 
preservation. There are several benefits of following this 
practice. Trees are the most important part of our eco-
logical system. India is a nation of diverse culture and 
varied traditions. Every community has different set of 
beliefs and rituals.

It motivates everyone to think about our environment 
and engage with practices which will make earth a better 
place to live in.. 

Title of the film : Plantation in Memory of forefathers
Language : Hindi 
Duration : 14 Min.19 Sec.
Director : Manish Kumar Yadav 
Producer : Manish Kumar Yadav 
Email : manishyadav1407@gmail.com
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PLIGHT OF HARIKE 

This documentary highlights the importance of 
Harike wildlife sanctuary in the world of wildlife 
preservation. Additionally it is also a Ramsar site, 

making it a very important wetland.  
Like many other sanctuaries Harike also suffers 

from the same plight of ignorance and poor maintenance. 
At visiting the place one would find the actual menace 
and would know that very less is being done to maintain 
the status of the place. The wetland, which is in existence 
since 1953, underwent several changes over the years due 
to several factors like illegal encroachments, Utilization 
of surface and ground waters for irrigation, Effluent 
discharge, Growth of water hyacinth, soil erosion and 
siltation, Illegal fishing and poaching and Indiscriminate 
grazing. 

The ecological crisis has reached such a stage that 
environmentalists have estimated that the lifespan of 
the wetland is decreasing. This is not it. There are very 
inadequate checkpoints to prevent encroachments or for 
the protection of birds. The number and species of birds 
coming to the place was not being monitored properly. 
The water draining into the Harike Lake is very polluted, 
which makes one wonder how birds, ducks and fishes are 
surviving here.  The documentary draws our attention 
towards the urgent need of action.

Title of the film : Plight of Harike
Language : English
Duration : 13 Min. 14 Sec.
Director : Shubham Sharma
Producer : DPS Lucknow
Editor : Vansh Vohra
Graphics / Animation      
/ Special Effects : Vansh Vohra         
Script Writer : Akashi Mishra
Email : shubham123462@gmail.com
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PRAYAS: EK NANNAH 
JONOON

Man exploits his environment irresponsibly, due 
to which everyone suffers. The reasons behind 
this situation are many, but the solution is 

just one. This documentary focuses on the degrading 
environment because of never ending abuse of natural 
resources. It inculcates a dream of cleaner India, which is 
free of pollution. The film demonstrates how even a small 
initiative can mark the change. It portrays what happens 
when little minds decide to take the step to make their 
surroundings neat and clean. 

This documentary highlights one of the most 
important facts about the spirit of changing the world 
and making it a better place to live. The film conveys the 
message that it is not difficult to bring the change and it 
doesn’t take masses of people to bring about that change 
in the society. All it takes is one dream and determination 
to make that dream a reality. The school kids had that 
determination and they were able to realize their dream.

Title of the film : Prayas: Ek Nannah Jonoon
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 13 Min.01 Sec.
Director : Dhnanjai Chopra, Sachin Mehrota & Amit 

Maurya 
Editor : Dhnanjai Chopra, Sachin Mehrota & Amit 

Maurya
Email : c.dhananjai@gmail.com
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PROJECT ONENESS

Project Oneness is a film on the oneness of humanity 
and the universality of our fragile emotions. 
It focuses on how we are divided by invisible 

boundaries and separated by borrowed beliefs. They 
do not belong to us, but still we are discriminated. No 
matter what, we all share the same dream of humanity, 
of oneness.

This film establishes a common thread between 
people of different strata of society. It represents the 
same irrespective of social strata, caste, religion, colour 
and sex. We are all essentially human and are bound to 
human emotions of fear, hope, desire, anxiety, happiness, 
etc. People from all walks of life have similar thoughts, 
emotions and feelings. We all are same from within. We 
are scared of same things, our desires are same, our 
aspirations are same. The film ends with a very important 
question lingering in our mind. We think alike, we feel 
alike. Then, if our thoughts don’t discriminate, why do 
we? We are united by the way we think! Are we?

Title of the film : Project Oneness
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 05 Min. 03 Sec.
Director : Kabeer Khurana & Shalaka Antal
Producer : Climb Media
Cinematographer : Sanjiv Valsan
Editor : Arvind Shirke
Sound Recording & Design : Bensound-November
Email : kabeerk@gmail.com,
  tehzeeb@climbmedia.com
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ROBO GENE

Who doesn’t want a robot in his life, which 
can work day and night for him? Human life 
would be so easy. We all have a dreams and 

every dream is special. Every dream has a potential to be 
realized successfully. This is the core message given by 
the film Robo Gene.

It makes us realize that nothing is beyond human 
capabilities. If one works hard he can make their dream 
come true. Science makes life much easy. All it needs is 
creative thoughts. The film is inspired by an ancient Greek 
scientist, who wanted to make a machine, which would 
make human life easy. Many thought that he was a mad 
man, but he worked really hard to make his dream become 
a reality. It states very clearly that any dream is not too big 
to realize. One day he was finally able to turn his dream 
into a reality.    

The film inspires us to never give up on our dreams 
and work hard to achieve them because everything, which 
seems impossible in the beginning, becomes possible with 
true determination. 

Title of the film   : Robo Gene
Language : English
Duration : 02 Min.15 Sec.
Director : Shreya Bhanushali
Producer : Shreya Bhanushali
Email : contact@cityinternationalschool.edu.in
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SAGA OF LIFE

Saga of life is the documentary film, which focuses 
on the environmental issues. It highlights the 
odds of the modern world and the consequences 

of uncontrollable pollution worldwide such as depletion 
of ‘Green jacket’. Such environmental hazards affect 
the natural habitat of man and animal. Due to this 
many species are at the verge of extinction in India. 
The film reminds that ‘Biodiversity’ is the only suitable 
phenomenon to save earth. The film explains the whole 
story through magnificent match labels. In this film from 
origin of the earth to its present condition is described 
through a collage of running video and matchbox label 
stills. In Mother India section it introduces the rarely known 
facts about our National Tree, Animal, Bird, Flower, Fruit 
and Water animal as well as India’s natural heritage. The 
film conveys dual message. First, it helps in spreading 
the message to protect ‘biodiversity’ and on the other 
hand, it spreads the awareness among the common 
people. The team believes that, a collector is very much 
conscious about his/her collection and this consciousness 
can take a lead role to change our views about the nature 
or society. 

Title of the film : Saga of Life
Language : English 
Duration : 30 Min.23 Sec.
Director : Gopi De Sarker 
Producer : Gopi De Sarker 
Cinematographer : Match box labels
Editor : Krishna De Sarker & SumiT Kumar Sarkar
Sound Recording & Design : Aditya S. Chakraborty
Email : gopids_art@rediffmail.com, desanker.

gopindia@gmail.com
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SCHOOL IS COOL

School is Cool is a film based on the typical thinking 
patterns which most of us have while we are still 
educating ourselves and are a part of institutions 

like school. All the children have a typical thinking that 
‘school is not cool’. Students generally don’t like teachers. 
They even have problems with their classmates.  On the 
other side, teachers have a lot of workload, so they assign 
a number of duties to the students. 

This film not only highlights the problems of 
students but counter-back the basic thinking of students 
that school is a waste of time. The film offers some ideas 
which have the potential to make the school cool. These 
ideas also show that what the future of the next generation 
schooling system is. The film proposes a scientific solution 
to the problems of every student in a dream. Hoping that 
the dreams of our students turn into a reality very soon. 

Title of the film : School is Cool
Language : Hindi 
Duration : 08 Min.56 Sec.
Director : Rahul Singhal
Producer : V.V. Productions
Cinematographer : Rahul Singhal
Editor : Ayush Meena
Graphics / Animation  
/ Special Effects : Kushal Nandwani & Rahul     
Sound Recording & Design : Jatin Jangid  & Kushal Nandwani 
Script Writer : Aabhas Batra
Email : kaurgurjot73@gmail.com
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SCIENCE AROUND US

How aware do you think you are about your own 
environment? How much do you understand the 
science and scientific phenomenon? We all exist 

in this environment and we come across so many different 
things, but the question is, do we really understand those 
concepts.    

“Science around Us” is a documentary film, which 
makes us aware about the scientific theories, which we 
study in our school. The interesting twist is that they 
borrow those scientific theories and apply them to our 
daily life. When they demonstrate these theories one gets 
to know how differently they work in the real life. This film 
presents to us an interesting combination of theory and 
practice. It motivates us to be aware and strive hard to 
understand the science that is involved in our daily life. 

Title of the film : Science Around Us
Language : English
Duration : 03 Min.01 Sec.
Director : Ali Haider Mulji and Ayaan Suhel    
Producer : Ali Haider Mulji and Ayaan Suhel 
Cinematographer : Nabiha Siddique
Script Writer : Ali Haider Mulji
Email : contact@cityinternationalschool.edu.in 
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SCIENCE BEHIND 
EVERYTHING: THE 
INDIAN EPICS

This documentary deals with a very critical issue. 
The attempt here is to connect the links between 
epics and scientific explanation behind it. It talks 

about various incidents in the epics and shows how 
mythology could be a part of history and they are based 
on the foundation of the scientific knowledge. 

The epics like Ramayana and Mahabharata are 
discussed in details. The film looks upon the questions 
like, what is mythology. Are they part of real history? 
Are there any evidences, which prove their existence? 
Are these evidences of the human evolution? It is quite 
amazing to know how all the festivals and rituals have a 
strong scientific background. 

The traditions and beliefs, which are the part of our 
religious system, are not just practiced blindly. The film 
tries to unravel the tussle between mythology and history. 
It attempts to draw distinct boundaries, but the question 
remains unanswered.

Title of the film : Science Behind Everything: The Indian 
Epics

Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 29 Min.35 Sec.
Director : Sanakshay
Producer : BVB Productions
Editor : Naman  
Script Writer : Sanakshay
Email : raghavtyagi@gmail.com
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SCIENCE A NECESSARY 
EVIL

The film focuses on how technology and scientific 
innovations can harm one, if misused. It is told 
through the medium of a story of a young boy who 

gets caught up in the world of gadgets and games and the 
manner he destroys his life. 

This film is a motivation, which encourages us to 
keep the technology under check. Anything when misused 
is bound to harm us. The documentary gives out the 
message that wrong guidance can harm anyone. It makes 
us wonder how a little negligence can lead to irreversible 
mishaps. Sometimes it can even cost us our life. 

Title of the film : Science a Necessary Evil
Language : English
Duration : 15 Min.05 Sec.
Cinematographer : Ankit Kr. Jha
Editor : Anubhav Aggarwal, Prajwal Singh, 

Pranay Sinha & Ankit Kr.  Jha          
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Pranay Sinha
Sound Recording & Design : Pranav Sinha
Script Writer : Anubhav Aggarwal, Prajwal Singh & Ankit 

Kr. Jha
Email : info@dpspatna.com
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SHIP OF DESERT

This film showcases the positive aspects of camel 
and camel products. It claims that camel milk 
is beneficial for diabetic people. We primarily 

know the Camel as a ship of desert as it can live without 
drinking water even in hot desert for around a week or 
even more. Camel population in India is around 5 lakhs 
but it is confined to the arid and semi-arid areas of North-
western India spread out in parts of Rajasthan, Gujarat 
and Haryana – where one humped camel (Camelus 
dromedarius) is found. However, double humped camel 
(Camelus bactrianus) is found in the cold desert of Nubra 
Valley of Laddakh region. Around 190 million camels are 
found all over the world and the maximum population is 
in Somalia.

The film documents some interesting facts about the 
camel milk. Scientists have reported that from Rajasthan 
and other parts of country, camel milk possesses a definite 
curing capacity against diabetes. One tribal community of 
Rajasthan known as “Raika ”is the living example to prove 
it. Another community is“Maru Raikas”.

Camel milk is slightly salty but of acceptable taste. 
It contains insulin in higher concentration (about 40 µIU/
ml). This is one of the reasons for it to be effective against 
Diabetes. 

Title of the film : Ship of Desert
Language : English
Duration : 20 Min.
Director : KharanshuBhojak
Producer : Arc SMW
Cinematographer : KharanshuBhojak
Editor : Bharti Gurnani
Script Writer : Surabhi Sharma
Email : kharanshubhojak@gmail.com
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SMALL SCIENCE

Small Science is a film based on an interesting 
science activity. It also reveals how science is 
behind all the magic.

The film documents an experiment with water and 
some broomstick. It shows how wood behaves differently 
when it comes in contact with water. The boy learns how 
a drop of water moves wood stick. He goes to his friend’s 
home and shows the magic of moving wood stick. He 
uses very common item like wood stick (broom stick), 
dropper, plate and cup of water to show his magic. Finally, 
he showed how drop of water moves group of sticks and 
makes a star sign. 

Title of the film : Small Science 
Language : English
Duration : 05 Min. 47 Sec.
Director : Manash
Email : varanya_connect@rediffmail.com
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SRISHTI KI DRISHTI TAK

This film promotes an occasion where Light-
based technologies aim to raise awareness of the 
achievements of light science and its applications, 

and its importance for humankind.
Every day one or the other festival is celebrated on 

this colorful Earth and in every celebration light plays an 
important role. To express this aspect of light, it has been 
decided to celebrate the year 2015 as International year 
of light. It is an occasion of 2015th year of scientist Ibn-
Al-Haytham’s contribution in the historical moment of 
introducing 1001 innovative experiments in the field of 
optics.

This film highlights that being the closest to the 
stars, Earth has ample amount of sunlight which does 
not only lights up our day, but also helps in producing 
food. The very first thing that we use to visualize is light. 
From early awaking to sleeping at night, we experience 
different levels of light. In the Big Bang or during creation 
of universe, light was the main element along with the 
large energy released..

Title of the film : Srishti Ki Drishti Tak
Language : Hindi / Bundeli
Duration : 15 Min.07 Sec.
Director : Hasan Ishan
Producer : Roofiya Khan
Cinematographer : Farogh Khan & Naresh Yadav 
Editor : Rajan Mishra & Rinku Mishra
Graphics / Animation     
/ Special Effects : Rajan Mishra & Rinku Mishra        
Sound Recording & Design : Hem Singh
Script Writer : Dr. Irfan ‘Human’
Email : roofiyakhan.2014@gmail.com
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STEAM: THEN VS NOW

Science, Technology Engineering and Mathematics 
or S.T.E.M. has been an integral part of our society. 
This film is focused not just on these four but Arts 

as well, resulting in a holistic understanding in the fields of 
Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics.  

This video titled ‘STEAM: Then vs Now’ is a take on 
the evolution of these five disciplines in a satirical way 
which can be understood by all.  It focuses first on how 
science has developed into modern technology from 
various myths and superstitions. Under Technology, the 
great development of gadgets has been highlighted. 
Engineering has also progressed tremendously from 
simple cycles to extremely complex Internal Combustion 
engines. Arts too have witnessed a great shuffle from 
Shakespearean Plays to micro blogging on the Internet. 
Maths is also becoming more and more advanced as time 
is moving forward.

We as human beings have progressed tremendously 
in so many ways. However, gone are those days when 
there were more trees than buildings around us. The film 
poses the question that if we have progressed in so many 
different ways then why are we leaving the Environment, 
or the other ‘E’ behind? It motivates to work towards a 
world where S.T.E.A.M and the Environment go hand in 
hand.

Title of the film : STEAM: Then vs Now
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 03 Min.48 Sec.
Director : Abhigyan Chatterjee
Email : minakshiiborana32@gmail.com
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TARAP THE SLEEPLESS

This documentary brings to our notice something, 
which is even more important than the scientific 
advancement. It is the advancement of humanity. 

How can innovations be helpful if the needy cant use 
them? How can any medical advancement be successful if 
people still die due to lack of medical facility? 

We are moving ahead in the field of science and 
medication. Every day new inventions are done; new 
medical tests are performed to ensure a healthy human 
life. But have we ever wondered that why despite of having 
so many facilities people die. The child in the documentary 
grows with a burden of revenge for the murder of his 
father. His father died because they didn’t have money 
for his treatment. Is money more important than human 
life? Can we afford to let poor die? Is the gift of life only 
for the rich? All these question signals to one answer that 
we are getting advanced technologies, but day-by-day we 
are being less of human. This documentary is an attempt 
to remind us that money is not more important than life. 

Title of the film : Tarap: The Sleepless
Language : Hindi / English
Duration : 16 Min.18 Sec.
Director : Raksha Pandey
Cinematographer : Pooja Mishra
Editor : Pooja Mishra 
Script Writer : Pooja Mishra
Email : rock_9992@yahoo.com
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THE CHANGE

The Change is a film, which tries to awaken the 
sleeping mankind and motivate them to take 
some action to preserve nature before it is too 

late. Human existence is impossible with the existence of 
nature and its resources. Seeing the present condition of 
the environment and natural resources it is distinct that 
we humans have become completely oblivious of this 
fact.   

Deforestation and water degradation are some 
of the exploitation practices, which alarm the nature 
preservers. People are cutting trees blindly for their own 
selfish benefit and earn money, but they are completely 
oblivious of the fact that deforestation would lead to the 
increases in the water level on earth because of which 
there will be natural calamities. This film showcases the 
negative results of heavy deforestation. If this continues 
to happen then along with many other issues we have to 
suffer from unavailability of water in near future 

Title of the film  : The Change
Language : Hindi
Duration : 10 Min.34 Sec.
Director : Vaibhav Raj & Kundan Kumar
Cinematographer : Vaibhav Raj
Scriptwriter : Harshit Aryan, Vaibhav Raj, Kundan 

Kumar and  Rayl Kumar
Email : varanya_connect@rediffmail.com
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THE GERMOPHOBE. 

This film targets the ill effects of water pollution. 
Through a medium of a story it draws our 
attention towards something which we see every 

day. The main character in this film is a geremophobe. A 
germophobe is a person who is suffering from the phobia 
of the germs. This man in the film tries to fight the water 
board because he was scared of the open water canal 
flowing behind his society.  While he is struggling we 
realize how consciously aware we are about such an issue, 
but we never take any action against it.  

The interesting angle in film is that it shows how 
even if we do something for ourselves because of our 
selfish motives, it can be beneficial for others. It aspires us 
to be a better citizen and give our country a better future. 
The resolution here is of making India a better and healthy 
country, where everyone dreams to live. We all have a role 
to play for this dream to come true

Title of the film : The Germophobe 
Language : English
Duration : 13 Min.13 Sec.
Director : Yashaswi Sharma 
Producer : Yashaswi Sharma
Cinematographer : Shubh Bhalla 
Editor : Nikunj Maheswari
Email : yashaswis06@gmail.com
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THE GLOVINATOR 

Stephen Hawking, world renowned paralysed 
prodigy, said, “Although I cannot move and I have to 
speak through a computer, in my mind I am free!”

This documentary showcases the invention, which 
can effectively change many tinted lives. The human 
race has been constantly at war with Paralysis. Paralysis 
is caused due to various reasons and in ‘Motor Paralysis’ 
one loses the power of locomotion causing great difficulty 
in their day-to-day activities. This disease often forces 
the patient to be stuck in his room and dependent on 
the people around him, as he is able to move just a few 
muscles and control his fingers and eyes.

Delhi Public School Bangalore South, in association 
with BiBox, has developed a device to help these people. 
Keeping in mind that the only active part of their body 
are their hands, DPS students have created a glove which 
responds to a finger bending which in turn can complete 
a task. Such technology has been helping many, including 
Stephen Hawking. But at DPS Bangalore South the aim 
is to put forth such miracles of technology to everyone 
in society, which is affordable, accessible, and make the 
world better.

Title of the film : The Glovinator
Language : English
Duration : 05 Min.17 Sec.
Director : Abhigyan Chatterjee
Producer : Fire Dragon Production 
Cinematographer : Nandan Kulkarni & Tanya Bhawsinka
Editor : Abhigyan Chatterjee & Girivinay 

Padeygal
Sound Recording & Design : Girivinay Padegal                                                                                            
Script Writer : Abhigyan Chatterjee & Nandan Kulkarni 
Email : minakshiiborana32@gmail.com
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THE LAST HOUR

The “Last Hour” takes us into the future of earth 
and human kind. With the help of digital animation 
this film shows how advance is the future of man 

with the growth in technology. The film is established in 
the year 2900 where world has changed a lot. The way 
of living, the parking system, the cars, the buildings and 
everything has changed. Also the technology too has 
changed a lot. It captures the new advanced phase of 
gadgets and applications.

Also, the film portrays what happens when 
technology takes over life completely. What happens 
when men wants to rule the nature under the influence of 
technology. It shows us the glimpse of the future where 
everything will be under the control of man. But along with 
that it also highlights the consequences of interfering with 
nature and its processes. This film presents an interesting 
combination of technical advancement and its limits.. 

Title of the film : The Last Hour 
Language : English
Duration : 22 Min.22 Sec.
Director : Rishab Singhal 
Producer : Rishab Singhal & Vinay Khanduri
Cinematographer : Aditya Bhalla & Pradyuman Pant 
Email : singhal.rishabh17@gmail.com,
  akshaykhanduri12@gmail.com
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THE LAST SHOT

This film is trying to collaborate the aspects of 
environment, science and technology. The effort 
is to convey that even though the riches today are 

exploiting the environment, but there exist people who 
are with mother Earth. They are trying to do their bit to 
save her. The film targets the industrial revolution, which is 
the major cause for the pollution. The question is not how 
much industrial progress we’ve made; it’s about how we 
did it. Any progress made at the cost of our environment 
is not worthy.   

Life cannot exist without the natural resources. This 
film highlights that environment plays an important role 
in our lives. In present world we have been exploiting the 
nature and its resources as if there is no future. We show 
no sign of mercy when it comes to our selfish motives. 
Progress doesn’t means we need to destroy the earth. 
This planet has a tendency to heal itself; all we need to do 
is give it some time, so that it can recover for our future 
generations. 

Title of the film : The Last Shot
Language : Hindi / English 
Duration : 19 Min.05 Sec.
Director : Hardik Gupta
Cinematographer : Mayank, Utkarsh, Bhavuk, Hardik & 

Rishab
Editor : Rishub & Abhishek  
Script Writer : Vasu Sehgal
Email : hardikgupta1999@rediffmail.com
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THE SCIENCE OF MUSIC

The film highlights the relationship between science 
and music, which are deeply intertwined together 
to make the way of life. Music affects our brain and 

body; it produces positive effect, which is reflected in our 
thinking process and life. This programme is a take on how 
our life is highly influenced by the science. We don’t even 
realize that in our day-to-day activities we come across so 
many instances of our interaction with science.

The scope of research in the field of science and 
music is vast and is expanding more with the advancement. 
Science moulds our brain and affects our thinking patterns. 
It helps us in understanding life better. 

Title of the film : The Science of Music
Language  : English
Duration : 14 Min.20 Sec.
Director : Amshu Medapa
Producer : Amshu Medapa
Cinematographer : Srimati Jayaprkash & Premsai
Editor : Lakshaya A. Agrawal 
Script Writer : Amshu Medapa & Nehal Khatri 
Email : hrc@thelawrenceschool.org
  amshumedapa@raketmail.com
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TICK TOCK

Tick Tock is a film based on the exquisite love for the 
ancient inventions. Time is an important aspect of 
human life. For thousands of years’ various devices 

were used to measure and keep track of time. The film 
records the history of time keeping device. It takes you on 
a journey in past where you learn about the various types 
of clocks and their usage. It is interesting to find out that 
every culture and society has its own way of keeping track 
of time. 

It shows how from the basic devices human evolved 
and invented clocks. Clocks play a significant role in 
imprinting the pace of human development. These clocks 
were different in their appearances and were operated 
differently. This informative film is unfolding an interesting 
story, which keeps you engaged all through. 

Title of the film : Tick Tock
Language : English
Duration : 04 Min.34 Sec.
Director : Ananya Jain
Producer : Movie Maniac Productions
Email : drjainmanish@hotmail.com
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VAGABOND 

Vagabond is a documentary film, which explores 
the unusual question of man and his fear. The 
film starts with the concepts which are out of 

the reach of man for which there is little or no scientific 
explanation, like Ghosts or God. Later it highlights all 
the queries, which wander into everybody’s mind. These 
questions are the result of curiosity, which is inherent 
in man. We are always intrigued by something, which is 
more than normal, something that is unexplainable. Our 
thoughts are the vagabonds, which wander from one 
mind to another mind. 

It shows how life has been changed by simple 
innovations like light bulb. How our life revolves around 
these inventions. How science is behind all the action that 
goes on in the world. It leaves us with a question to ponder 
over - how would we imagine our life without science and 
technology?

Title of the film : Vagabond
Language : English 
Duration : 10 Min. 21 Sec.
Director : Shanu Kumar Singh
Email : shanukrsinghhis@gmail.com
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WAKE UP 

This documentary emphasize the importance of 
the real teachings of religion, which are now 
manipulated and used for selfish purposes. It asks 

us to open up our eyes and do something to stop the 
pollution of rivers. The main motive of this film is to draw 
attention towards the pollution of the rivers. 

Rivers have been the lifelines for thousands of years. 
Religious rituals generate a fair quantum of Nirmlaya, in 
the form of used flowers, coconuts offered to deities in the 
temples etc. Owing to some religious beliefs, Nirmalya 
is often disposed off in the water bodies leading to water 
pollution and disruption of water ecosystem. 

This film highlights the true meaning of the religious 
teachings. Its very virtue, Nirmalya means- “Ni” + “Mal”, 
i.e. “not” + “waste”; something that should never be 
dumped as waste. The film establishes that Disposing 
Nirmalya in the river is actually a two way loss, physical 
as well as sentimental. We lose the organics, which could 
have otherwise added to soil fertility, pollute our waters 
as well as disregard the very meaning of Nirmalya. 

Title of the film  : Wake Up
Language : Hindi
Duration : 10 Min. 05 Sec.
Director : Viraj Gapchoop
Producer : Dinesh Gapchoop
Cinematographer : Viraj and Dinesh
Editor : Viraj Gapchoop
Sound Recording & Design : Aparna Kulkarni
Script Writer : Viraj Gapchoop
Email : viraj.gapchoop@gmail.com
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WATER CONSERVATION

There are several water conservation techniques 
that are discussed in the film. They are simple 
and effective. Water is one of the most important 

resource without which no life is possible. The film 
encourages us to be cautious while using water.

It is every human’s responsibility to work towards 
water conservation and make all the resources available 
for everyone equally. The film also shows various ways 
in which water gets wasted. This film also shows the 
consequences of wastage of water. We should always be 
aware while using water and practice water conservation. 

Title of the film  : Water conservation 
Language : Hindi / Bundeli
Duration : 10 Min. 05 Sec.
Director : Shashi Priya
Producer : Ganesh Kumar Aranya
Cinematographer : Kajal, Shashi, Sakshi Sampada. Shivam, 

Rahul, Ravi, & Adarsh
Email : varanya_connect@rediffmail.com
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YOUR SAFETY IS IN YOUR 
HANDS          

This documentary deals with issue of security 
of women. It represents the sensitive position 
of women in our society. This film is of critical 

importance in the country where 50% of its population is 
not feeling safe. 

The film also demonstrates some basic ways 
women can ensure their safety. It creates awareness 
about helpline numbers, taxi services and informs women 
of their rights. 

Title of the film : Your Safety is in your Hands
Language : English
Duration : 7 Min. 22 Sec.
Director : Shaunak
Producer : Shaunak
Cinematographer : Shaunak
Editor : Shaunak 
Script Writer : Shaunak
Email : shaunakmirashi@gmail.com, 
  shashank10m@gmail.com



Category E
Non-competitive films, for screening only

Not more than  60 minutes
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BIO-MAGIFICATION OF 
PESTICIDES

This film is recorded in the form of a lecture, which 
draws our attention to the harmful effects of 
the chemicals released into the environment. 

This film describes the harmful endocrine disrupting 
chemicals, which are normally used in agriculture for 
pest management, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals.   It 
speaks about how these chemicals are retained in the 
environment and its toxicological effects. It explains the 
process through which the chemicals are transported 
in the atmosphere and eventually reach human. The 
chemicals, which are used normally in various industries 
are harming the soil and often are the reason for the 
health hazards. 

This program also emphasizes the effective 
regulations and monitoring which will lead to the control 
in the harmful effects of such chemicals and would also 
minimize the harmful effects on the human life. 

Title of the film :  Bio-Magification of Pesticides
Language :  English 
Duration :  15 Min.30 Sec.
Producer :  K R Baskar 
Cinematographer :  K R Umesh 
Editor :  C Durai Bhaskar 
Sound Recording & 
Design : S Murali 
Email : emmrcmdu@yahoo.co.in
  kuppalbas@yahoo.co.in
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BIRTH SPACING

The film “Birth Spacing” weaves an interesting 
narrative through use of animation interspersed 
with live shots and interviews of people through 

whom the concept of birth spacing is brought out. The 
film reveals the mindset of the uneducated populace who 
due to their socio-economic status are ignorant to the 
concept of birth spacing or birth control. 

The documentary produced by the Public Health 
Foundation of India aims to sensitize the people about 
certain birth control practices and how they can be 
performed. The voice-over that is used as a narrative tool, 
teaches us the benefits of spacing between two pregnancies 
and how to go about it through- Oral Contraceptive pills, 
Condoms and Intrauterine contraceptive devices. The pay 
off in this documentary lies in creating awareness about 
birth control strategies.

Title of the film :  Birth Spacing
Language :  Hindi
Duration :  10mins 35 Sec
Director :  Ajai Chawla
Producer :  Public Health Foundation of India
Email :  ajai_c@yahoo.com
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BIS BUILDING INDIA

The film showcases how Bureau of Indian Standards 
has provided traceable and tangible benefits 
to economy in a number of ways — providing 

safe, reliable, and high quality goods. BIS painstakingly 
develops new benchmarks by formualting, issuing and 
implementing standards. BIS has established eight 
laboratories with its Central Laboratory at Sahibabad 
and four regional laboratories at Chennai, Kolkata, 
Mohali and Mumbai and three Branch laboratories at 
Bengaluru, Guwahati and Patna. These laboratories cater 
to the needs of Certification and Standards formulation 
activities of BIS. 

BIS product Certification Scheme is one of the 
largest in the world, with over 26,500 licensees covering 
over 900 products. According to the current norms, 
around 90 products are under mandatory BIS certification. 
The changing scenario of globalization has necessitated 
the formulation and implementation of new standards, 
interaction with the industrial houses and service 
operators and generation of awareness amongst the 
consumers. BIS believe the quality of goods manufactured 
in a country is the first step towards building a brand image 
of the country, it has been constantly striving towards the 
betterment of the standards, thereby building towards a 
better India. 

 
Title of the film : Bis Building India
Language : English
Duration : 33mins 9 Sec
Director : Priyank Dubey
Producer : Priyank Dubey
Cinematographer :  Abhay Anand
Editor : Nitin Sharma
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Nitin Sharma
Sound Recording & Design : Mahesh Madaan
Script Writer : Pratibha
Email : superads.media@gmail.com
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CHANGING CLIMATE, 
MOVING PEOPLE

We all like to build homes. Or change the old 
and familiar roof and walls to what we would 
like them to be. To create something, which 

is beautiful and is probably down a path we are familiar 
with. But how often do we manage to build this idyllic 
home? What if the rain sweeps off that familiar path? 
What if a river changes its course to swallow all your crops 
from a season? What if the land that was home is hit by 
drought- year after year? We will have to move to other 
places and build new homes. Close to a third of population 
in India currently can be counted as internal migrants- 
people who move from one place to another in search of 
better life and livelihood. The film looks at three regions- 
Bundelkhand, Odisha and Uttarakhand, which have been 
impacted by extreme weather events in recent times and 
the impact on the already existing migratory patterns out 
of these regions. How willing are our cities to make space 
for the old and new migrants?

Title of the film : Changing Climate, Moving People
Language : English
Duration : 36mins 10 Sec
Director : Saransh Sugandh
Producer : UNESCO
Cinematographer : Pratab Singh Papola
Editor : Sunil Mathur & Satya
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Ritika Malhotra
Sound Recording & Design : Asheesh Pandya
Script Writer : Saransh Sugandh
Email : rishon@teri.res.in
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CONJECTURES 
– RAMANUJAN’S 
SPIRITUAL JOURNEY IN 
MATHEMATICS

December, 22nd is celebrated as the National 
Mathematical Day to commemorate the birth 
anniversary of Srinivasa Ramanujan, the self 

taught genius. ‘CONJECTURES’ attempts to shed light on 
the spiritual mystique surrounding his life and work.

Ramanujan has been an enduring enigma. He 
could dispense with all the technical elaborations of 
earlier developments and still have much to offer, which 
continues to intrigue the popular imagination and serious 
mathematicians alike. Peeping deep into the social, 
spiritual and the indigenous systems of knowledge, 
‘CONJECTURES’ is conceived as a docu-drama film 
recreating period episodes shot on locations associated 
with Ramanujan’s tragic story.  1913 was a decisive year 
in Ramanujan’s life, and also marks the birth of Indian 
Cinema. Like in those hoary days, except for the role of 
Ramanujan’s wife Janaki, male actors enact female roles 
in ‘CONJECTURES’. It attempts to reflect the creative 
spirit of mathematics with the innovative enterprise of 
Silent Cinema in India.

Title of the film : Conjectures-Ramanujan’s Spivitual 
Realization in Mathematics

Language : English-Pavitly Tamil
Duration : 57 Min.
Director : Nandan Kudhyadi
Producer : Nandan Kudhyadi
Cinematographer : R V Ramani
Editor : Nandkishore Jadhav
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : 
Sound Recording & Design : Tushar Pandit
Script Writer : Nandan Kudhyadi
Email : nandan.kudhyadi@gmail.com
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DANGER SIGNS

Produced by the Public Health Foundation of 
India, the documentary “Danger Signs” brings 
to light the health issues the mother faces post-

pregnancy. The film while employing a dramatized 
narrative, illustrates us through the use of animation on 
how excessive bleeding after delivery is a serious concern, 
and should not be avoided. The film states that, out of 
100 maternal deaths, 40 are out of excessive bleeding. 
There can be several reasons for the excessive blood loss, 
but in such a scenario the woman should be immediately 
provided with medical care.

The documentary also stresses on postnatal check 
up that should be regularly done after the delivery to 
ensure a healthy mother and child. The film propagates 
a healthy living, regular exercise, blood pressure control 
and regular antenatal checkup. 

Title of the film : Danger Signs
Language : Hindi
Duration : 20mins 49 Sec
Director : Ajai Chawla
Producer : Public Health Foundation of India
Email : ajai_c@yahoo.com
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FOR A SAFER FUTURE: 
INSIGHTS ON CLIMATE 
RESILIENCE FROM INDIA

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) has put on record, that global warming is 
amplifying extreme weather and climate events 

regionally. As we deal with more erratic floods and searing 
droughts, the question remains- is this fait accompli or 
can something be done?

Produced by The Energy and Resources Institute 
(TERI) with the support of the Climate and Development 
Knowledge Network (CDKN), “For a Safer Future” shows 
the silver lining of a dark cloud. It highlights the efforts 
of Gorakhpur district, which despite the mounting fury of 
nature is building a new path towards a safer and more 
resilient future. 

Title of the film :  For a Safer Future
Language : English
Duration : 18mins 57 Sec
Director : Rishu Nigam
Producer : The Energy and Resources Institute
Cinematographer : Gurmeet Sapal
Editor : Sunil Mathur
Sound Recording & Design : Vikas Yadav
Script Writer : Rishu Nigam
Email : rishun@teri.res.in
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KMC

Produced by the Public Health Foundation of India, 
the documentary titled “KMC” informs us about 
the KMC (kangaroo mother care) technique which 

helps in giving the required heat to the infant. Employing 
a dramatized narrative, the film reveals the how the KMC 
technique can be provided to the child, and explains the 
need for this skin-to-skin care, which not only provides 
thermal care but also strengthens the mother-child 
bonding. 

This informatory documentary primarily provides 
us with the need and rationale for the thermal care in view 
of its benefits to the child and also to the mother thereby 
educating us on newborn healthcare. 

Title of the film :  KMC
Language : Hindi
Duration : 09mins 42 Sec
Director : Ajai Chawla
Producer : Public Health Foundation of India
Email : ajai_c@yahoo.com
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KRISHI ANUSHANDHAN 
EVAM SHIKSHA – NAI 
KADAM BADHTEY 
KADAM

Nai Kadam Badhtey Kadam, this video film 
documents, talks about the various efforts of our 
PM , Shri Narender Modiji and his government 

in the field of Agriculture. Our andaata, the farmers have 
acquired a great importance in the heart of our PM.  The 
various schemes like ‘From lab to land’, ‘mera gaon mera 
gaurav’, ‘farmers first’ and many others will be  talked 
about in the film as these are the priority in the field of 
agriculture.  The work executed by ICAR and its affiliates 
and other organisations, will be explored and spoken 
about… Bytes of farmers, bytes of other experts will be 
used to weave the film together, to make in interesting 
and to impart information in a light hearted manner. 

Complete guidance on crop raising, soil health card, 
irrigation facilities etc all will be highlighted and revealed 
so that farmers get an understanding of the same.. No 
more, farmers have to suffer and reap the benefits of a 
good agricultural system. The processes, from central to 
the state to the farmers are all explained and all this will 
help our andaata to become more strong and smarter.

The 15 minutes will reveal all about the whole new 
world of Agriculture in India. 

Title of the film : Krishi Anushandhan evam shiksha– Nai 
Kadam Badhtey Kadam 

Language : Hindi
Duration : 12Min.
Director : Asrar Shamsi
Producer : Super-ADS (Production Agency)
Email : superads.media@gmail.com
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LOSING GROUND

India has 130 towns and cities in 84 coastal districts. 
Climate science is increasingly warning us about the 
likely impacts of sea-level rise and cyclones on these 

cities. But are we paying heed? 
Produced by The Energy and Resources Institute, the 

film “Losing Ground” maps out the climate vulnerability 
of two coastal cities in India- Panjim and Visakhapatnam, 
and builds a case for all coastal cities to start climate 
proofing their infrastructure and services without losing 
any more time. 

This film comes as an eye opener for the people and 
the government of our country. The clock is ticking; in a 
worst-case scenario scientists have predicted a one meter 
rise in the global see level over the next hundred years. 
TERI’s analysis for Panjim indicates that if one-meter in 
the sea level is combined with heavy monsoonal rain, 
it will submerge most of north Goa. After seeing some 
major cyclones that hit Vishakhapatnam, Phailin and Hud-
Hud, which are today referred to as one of the deadliest 
cyclones ever to hit India, we can definitely sense such a 
catastrophic disaster in the times to come. 

Title of the film : Losing Ground
Language : English
Duration : 29mins 41 Sec
Director : Rishu Nigam
Producer : The Energy and Resources Institute
Cinematographer : Gurmeet Sapal 
Editor : Pooja Iyengar
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Chetan Kumar Sharma
Script Writer : Rishu Nigam
Email : rishun@teri.res.in
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NEWBORN INFECTION

Neighbors and relatives have gathered to celebrate 
the birth of a child.  Three women discuss the 
health of the newborn and wonder if anyone 

has informed the health worker. As they are conversing, 
the health worker enters the scene.  The scene changes 
to inside the room. The health worker notices someone 
is preparing a herbal paste meant for applying on the 
umbilical cord. She cautions that nothing should be 
applied on it, rather it should be left alone to dry to fall off 
on its own or else the baby can catch infections. 

They make arrangements to give a bath to the 
baby, as it appears dirty. The health worker intervenes 
and points out that the waxy layer on the baby is actually 
a protection that protects the baby. 

The grandmother seeks her advice on the fact that 
the young mother is not getting any milk in her breasts 
to feed the baby, except for the yellow ‘dirty liquid’ one 
gets in the beginning. The health worker clarifies to her 
that this is supposed to be a special feed for the baby and 
is not meant to be wasted or thrown away as it is not only 
nutritious, it also helps the baby to fight any infections or 
disease that is, it builds up its immunity.  T h e 
health worker promises to come again on the third day 
and while emphasizing on why it is necessary to visit on 
1st, 3rd and the 7th days, and then goes away. 

Title of the film : Newborn Infection
Language :  Hindi
Duration : 12Min. 44sec.
Director : Ajai Chawla
Producer : Public Health Foundation of India
Email : ajai_c@yahoo.com
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PNEUMONIA– ITS 
SYMPTOMS & 
PRECAUTIONS

Produced by the Public Health Foundation of 
India, the documentary titled “Pneumonia & Its 
Precautions” stresses on the importance of timely 

medical care that should be provided to a newborn in 
case of any sort of ailment. The film takes an example of 
Pneumonia and informs the viewer about the difference 
between pneumonia and common cold and cough, 
its symptoms and guides them about the precautions 
and cure. The documentary serves as a tool to make 
people realize the importance of timely medical care in 
pneumonia and also highlights the fact that many lives 
are lost due to improper care or simply negligence on the 
part of the care taker. 

Title of the film : Pneumonia & Its Precautions
Language : Hindi
Duration : 15mins 12 Sec
Director : Ajai Chawla
Producer : Public Health Foundation of India
Email : ajai_c@yahoo.com
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PIONEERING POLICIES, 
TRANSFORMING 
AGRICULTURE 

Produced by the National Academy of Agriculture 
Sciences, the film “pioneering policies, 
transforming agriculture shows how NAAS has 

become the think tank of Indian agriculture practices. 
It shaped, re-shaped and refined policy framework that 
led Indian agriculture towards more green pastures. The 
blend of policy shifts and recommendations proposed by 
the Academy received serious and positive consideration 
by policy makers, academicians and other stake holders. 
Keeping pace with the changing paradigm of Indian 
agriculture, NAAS has elaborate plans to meet future 
challenges and brace up for the emerging global economy. 
The National Academy of Agricultural Sciences, NAAS 
was established in 1990 realizing the vision of thinker 
and academician Dr. B.P. Pal. In fact, it was a national 
requirement to push up agricultural development for the 
welfare of masses. 

NAAS today strives for excellence in agricultural 
research, education and extension systems through 
benchmarking and infusing competitive spirit among 
researchers. 

Title of the film : Pioneering Policies, Transforming 
Agriculture

Language : English
Duration : 13mins 17 Sec
Director : Asrar Shamsi
Producer : National Academy of Agricultural 

Sciences
Cinematographer : Ram Babu
Editor : Prem Prakash 
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Prem Prakash
Sound Recording & Design : Mahesh Madaan
Script Writer : Dr. Jagdeep Saxena
Email : superads.media@gmail.com
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PREPARATIONS BEFORE 
DELIVERY

Produced by the Public Health Foundation of India, 
the documentary titled “Preparations Before 
Delivery” serves as a cautionary tale for viewers 

for it highlights the necessary preparations before the 
delivery. Giving a fictionalized treatment to the narrative 
the documentary brings to light the importance of 
regular check ups during pregnancy and preparedness for 
emergency deliveries. The documentary drives home the 
point that most complications are unpredictable, and even 
a normal pregnancy can be potentially life threatening, 
early recognition of danger signs and management is of 
critical importance. 

The film also focuses on how delay in the decision-
making to seek medical care by family members, or 
lack of awareness of danger signs; delay in reaching an 
appropriate medical facility like poor roads or adverse 
climatic conditions or even due to lack of access to 
emergency transportation can cost the life of the pregnant 
woman. 

Title of the film :  Pneumonia & Its Precautions
Language : Hindi
Duration : 15mins 12 Sec
Director : Ajai Chawla
Producer : Public Health Foundation of India
Email : ajai_c@yahoo.com
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RAISING SEEDLINGS 
USING POLYTHENE TUBE 
IN NURSERIES

The documentary titled, “Raising seedlings Using 
Polythene Tube in Nurseries” informs us about 
a more efficient way of plantation, where the 

seedlings have to be raised in order to increase the 
productivity of the plantation. 

Normally polythene bags and root trainers had 
been used for raising seedlings in nurseries. However due 
to retention of seedlings in polythene bags for months 
together, root coiling takes place and the root doesn’t 
develop fully. This eventually effects the growth of the 
seedlings in plantation. To avoid root coiling of seed, root 
trainers are used for seedlings. But large-scale use of root 
trainers has its own inherent limitations.

Now polythene tubes have become a viable 
alternative to the root trainers and polythene bags. Just 
like a root trainer, polythene tubes are open at both ends, 
which facilitates excellent root growth and prevents root 
coiling. This documentary explains various such benefits 
of using polythene tubes over traditional polythene 
bags. 

Title of the film : Raising seedlings Using Polythene Tube 
in Nurseries

Language : English
Duration : 13mins 14 Sec
Director : Kulwant Singh Bhabra
Producer : Social Forestry Circle, Nagpur
Cinematographer : Kulwant Singh Bhabra 
Editor : Kulwant Singh Bhabra
Email : bhabra.k@gmail.com
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SAFALTA KI MITHAS

Known globally as one of the most picturesque 
locations, Kashmir has its downside too. Heavy 
rains and snowfall makes the situation critical 

enough to be handled with sufficient positive results. The 
changing climate patterns also contribute to the plight of 
farmers in Kashmir. 

The problem of farming in this northern part of the 
country with unique geographical attributes is further 
compounded by small land holdings of farmers, which 
makes the adoption of modern farming practices difficult. 
Farming activities in such circumstances often results in 
low returns on investment and poor yield. And yet there 
appears a silver lining. The prosperity of village called 
Gaasu is entirely because of the increased production 
and thus the income obtained from improved strawberry 
farming. The village today is known as ‘strawberry village’ 
and its inhabitants are reaping rich dividends. Over two 
hundred fifty canal areas grow strawberries employing a 
large population who has benefitted immensely from the 
cultivation. This village in the Kashmir valley has become 
a model, which others are looking up to. The inspiration is 
growing on the strawberry fruits.      

Title of The Film : Safalta ki Mithas
Language : English
Duration : 12mins 11sec
Director : Asrar Shamsi
Producer : Super-Ads
Cinematographer : Ram Babu
Editor : Prem Prakash
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Prem Prakash
Sound Recording & Design : Mahesh Madaan
Script Writer : Dr. Jagdeep Saxena
Email : superads.media@gmail.com
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SWACCH GAON, 
SWASTHA GAON 

Swacch Gaon, Swastha Gaon is an animation film 
that uses an innovative method of disseminating 
information to the villages of India, which 

paradoxically has more mobile phones than toilets. 
Common dialects are used to sensitize people of the 
important link between open defecation and disease 
transmission via the ‘fecal-oral’ route in order to avoid 
the transmission of diseases like diarrhea. The aim is to 
mobilize the community to collectively find solutions to 
their poor sanitation situation, for example through the 
construction of latrines and keeping their environment 
clean.

This animated film was developed for awareness 
on health and sanitation. The film helps in developing 
understanding on the myths and misunderstanding 
around sanitation and hygiene in rural area. It promotes 
the need and usage of toilets in rural area.

Title of the film : Swacch Gaon, Swastha Gaon
Language : English
Duration : 10mins 44 Sec
Director : Ajit Singh
Producer : Water Aid India
Editor : Rahul Nigam
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Vivek Verma & Sanjiv Patil
Script Writer : Amod Khanna
Email : ajitarsh@gmail.com
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THE THIRSTY CROW

The film situates itself in the small village known as 
Chitrapuri on the banks of the river Neel. It shows 
a time when Chitrapuri was lush with paddy fields 

and the river Neel provided life and drinking water to the 
village. Slowly the film shows us a paradigm shift and 
Chitrapuri started changing when residue from industries 
started poisoning the clean water of Neel. Soon the Neel 
River was almost dead, and Chitrapuri started to lose its 
life. 

The film makes us realize that the indigenous 
people that live close to natural resources often observe 
the activities around them and are the first to identify 
and adapt to any changes.” The film anchors the point 
of water conservation by illustrating it with the crow 
and water story. The crow of the age old story holds 
the maximum significance for the current generation of 
human civilizations which have not only started to forget 
the ‘crow and water’ story but also the very importance of 
water conservation. The crow in the story, therefore, does 
not only labour to fetch its own water but also sends out a 
message to conserve each drop of water.  

Title of the film :  The Thirsty Crow
Language : Hindi
Duration : 7mins 02sec
Director : Snehasis Das
Producer : Snehasis Das
Cinematographer : Satyabrata Moharana
Editor : Saroj Roul
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Sanjay Naik
Script Writer : Deepsha Rath
Email : snehasis.das@gmail.com
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WHAT ARE 
SHOCKWAVES?

 

It’s a relatively unknown research field in aerospace 
engineering but it has tremendous potential for the 
future of aviation, space travel and even healthcare! At 

IISc’s Laboratory for Hypersonics & Shockwave Research, 
this notoriously destructive physical force is being 
harnessed to impact fields as diverse as biology, rural & 
small-scale industries and needle-less drug delivery.

Title of the film : What are Shockwaves?  
Language : English
Duration : 29Min. 25Sec.
Director : Rajendra Kondapalli
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Cinematographer : Prashanth Karanth
Editor : Munish Sharma
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Achint Singh
Script Writer : Purnima Rao
Email : rajendra69@gmail.com
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WHAT DOES THE INSECT 
WORLD LOOK LIKE?

 

This week, enter the fascinating world of creepy-
crawly flying insects – often misunderstood as 
annoying, scary or dangerous pests. But science 

has much to gain from the way they perceive, navigate & 
communicate with each other in the world. That’s exactly 
what Dr. Sanjay Sane and his team at National Centre for 
Biological Sciences are determined to do and we have the 
front row seat.

Title of the film : What does the Insect world look like?
Language : English
Duration : 21Min. 36Sec.
Director : Rajendra Kondapalli
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Cinematographer : Prashanth Karanth
Editor : Munish Sharma, Vijay Gupta
Graphics / Animation 
/ Special Effects : Achint Singh
Script Writer : Purnima Rao
Email : rajendra69@gmail.com
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CALL OF THE CORN, 
PEPPER

Spices, the word spells taste, aroma, and food. It’s 
a world of goodness and its roots are deep in our 
past. This documentary is an exploration of these 

traditional Spices and how they are deeply entwined in 
our lives.

It focuses on the King of Spices – Pepper. It takes 
the viewer on a pepper-ride! Right from the discovery of 
pepper, it documents its impact on history, science and 
culture. Pepper, also called Black Gold, originated in the 
Western Ghats. There was a time when pepper was so 
rare and desirable that it was used as currency. It could 
free slaves. It was their search that sent Columbus and 
Vasco Da Gama on their historic expeditions.

The film explores pepper in great detail. Its journey 
from the farm to our home, its chemistry and goodness 
also its medicinal value and impact on our health. Discover 
how each pinch of pepper hides much more than just 
aroma and taste. 

Title of the film : Call of the corn, Pepper.
Language : English 
Duration : 14 Min.12 Sec.
Director : Seema Muralidhara & H. B.Muralidhara
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Email : beacontelevision@gmail.com 
  seema.muralidhara@gmail.com
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PINCH OF SUNSHINE, 
TURMERIC

Turmeric, the golden hued powder in our spice box 
enjoys an unparalleled status in India. A symbol of 
purity, health and goodness, turmeric is the Omni-

present spice. This documentary highlights the various 
uses of the turmeric and explains why it enjoys the special 
place in Indian tradition. From the history of the spice to its 
various uses this documentary focuses on all the aspects. 

Pinch of Sunshine is a scientific understanding of 
the unique spice. The film highlights its chemistry and 
makeup, its unique properties and  its interaction with our 
body, its potential as a medicine and the hurdles that need 
to be crossed before it emerges as a fool proof drug.

Title of the film : Pinch of Sunshine, Turmeric
Language : English
Duration : 18 Min.46 Sec.
Director : Seema Muralidhara & H. B. Muralidhara
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Email : beacontelevision@gmail.com 
  seema.muralidhara@gmail.com
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QUEEN OF FRAGRANCE, 
CARDAMOM

Her fragrance is her identity. Her status in the spice 
box is unique. No sweet preparation complete 
without her aroma. This film deals with one of 

the royal spices, Cardamom. It talks about its co-evolution 
with the bee and describes in details how it is obtained 
from its unique flower. The film also goes into in-depth 
exploration of the queen of fragrance and reveals many 
unknown facts about it and its chemistry with different 
cuisine.

Starting from its evolution history to its special 
place in our kitchen, this documentary tracks its complete 
journey to our spice box. It highlights some of the 
interesting facts about the spice, which makes it special 
for everyone. 

Title of the film : Queen of Fragrance, Cardamom
Language : English
Duration : 18 Min.46 Sec.
Director : Seema Muralidhara & H. B. Muralidhara
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Email : beacontelevision@gmail.com 
  seema.muralidhara@gmail.com
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SMELLY NECTAR, GARLIC

Another addition to the spices is the beneficial 
Garlic. It is often referred as Smelly Nectar. This 
documentary highlights the interesting history 

and journey of Garlic. It gives detailed information about 
its usage in different types of cuisines and culture. It is 
considered to be a highly versatile spice. On one hand, it 
is use in medicine and the food cooked with it cannot be 
undermined. On the other, it causes such a stink, which 
makes it a difficult choice. Forbidden by some religions, 
this nutritive spice is liked by many because it is considered 
as a life giving nectar.

This film is a fascinating account of how the hardy 
Garlic uses chemical warfare to protect itself in the plant 
kingdom and how humans have learnt to make use of it to 
counter pathogens. The film shows the different methods 
of garlic consumption and it showcases an amazing story 
deep rooted in the past, which takes on enlightening 
tour. From Olympics to World War Garlic has been with us 
in many interesting ways. This 3rd episode of Wise Spice 
explores the multi faceted garlic in a systematic scientific 
manner.

Title of the film : Smelly Nectar, Garlic
Language : English
Duration : 04 Min 36 Secs
Director : Seema Muralidhara & H. B. Muralidhara
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Email : beacontelevision@gmail.com 
  seema.muralidhara@gmail.com
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SPOONFUL OF PAIN, 
CHILI

This is a cool story of a hot spice. An exploration of 
Chili that began with Christopher Columbus, takes 
the viewer on a delightful journey that traverses 

farms, markets, kitchens and laboratories. It shows where 
chili was first used and introduced to the world. Following 
its demand the film goes into deep exploration of the 
spice and understands how it is perceived by our body, 
how our mind reacts to it. 

This film answers many interesting questions like, 
why do birds feed on chilies? What makes chilies hot? Do 
chilies cause ulcers and acidity? A scientific look at the 
mysteries of the hot spoonful of pain makes this film on of 
its kind. This film is helpful in understanding the value of 
chili in different traditions and the love-hate relationship 
it has with human. 

The film showcases how the Spice Nation embraces 
this foreign spice and made it her own. It tracks down to 
history and reveals why and how this hot spice which, had 
a burning taste got so popular among the consumers.  

Title of the film : Spoonful of Pain, Chili
Language : English/Hindi
Duration : 13 Min 59 Secs
Director : Seema Muralidhara& H. B. Muralidhara
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Email : beacontelevision@gmail.com,
  seema.muralidhara@gmail.com
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WRINKLED TRUTH, 
GINGER

This film explores the history as well as the present 
value of one of the most interesting spice called 
Ginger. The wrinkled ugly underground rhizome, 

ginger is a fascinating spice because of various reasons. 
Ginger is a magical spice for our body as it helps in the 
digestion system. 

The film explores the medicinal qualities of ginger 
and how it is used in different kind of cooking. It digs into 
the history of the spice and discovers various unknown facts 
about it. Ginger is considered to be an essential ingredient 
in Indian household. This film explores why is the pungent 
knotted hand regarded as ‘the great medicament’? Where 
does it grow? What is its unique chemistry & interaction 
with our body and diet?

It digs the roots of ginger in history, science and 
culture. A fascinating exploration of the pungent spice 
loved and respected by humans.

Title of the film  : Wrinkled Truth, Ginger
Language : English/Hindi
Duration : 19 Min 35 Secs
Director : Seema Muralidhara & H. B. Muralidhara
Producer : Vigyan Prasar
Email : beacontelevision@gmail.com, 
  seema.muralidhara@gmail.com
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ENVIRONMENTAL 
FORENSICS-AN 
EMERGING SCIENCE

This film is based on an emerging science known 
as environmental forensics. It explains how this 
branch of science can be helpful in understanding 

the environmental problems. This science is helpful in 
tracking the reasons for the pollution, which would make 
its treatment easier. The results of environmental forensics 
are fascinating and can us very useful in researching the 
future.

This film describes how environmental scientists 
are involved in understanding the environmental 
phenomenon in the closed atmospheric system.  It 
speaks about anthropogenic chemicals retained in the 
environment and ocean, which leads to the geochemical 
process of the atmosphere and in ocean.  The studies 
of environmental forensic, an emerging field which will 
make young scientist to understand the distribution of 
these organic chemical pollutants throughout the world 
and guides the scientist with futuristic perspective.

Title of the film : Environmental Forensics - An Emerging 
science

Language : English
Duration : 13 Min.12 Sec.
Producer : K.R. Baskar 
Editor : C. Durai Bhaskar 
Sound Recording & Design : K. R. Umesh
Email : emmrcmdu@yahoo.co.in
  kuppalbas@yahoo.co.in 




